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Dec. 14.The government gunboats
Newport and Vicksburg will not be
launched at the Bath Iron Works until
December 5.William Widgery Thomas
died Nov. 21st, aged 93.
He was one of
the oldest and most prominent citizens in
Portland.
lie wTas in early life in the dry
goods trade, wholesale and retail. He has
been president of the Canal Bank since
1849, had been in the Maine House of
Representatives, Senate, and both branches
of the city government and was mayor in
1802-3. He leaves three sons, Win. W.,late
minister to Sweden,
Henry G., and
Elias.Saturday brought the first sleighing of the season in Oxford county. Six
inches of dry snow fell at Norway, and an
electric car with a snow plow was stuck
in the snow on Main street a short time.
.While the jury at Wiscasset was deliberating Saturday in the Mank case, by
advice of his counsel, Mank, indicted for
murder, retracted his plea of not guilty
and pleaded guilty to manslaughter.
C. II. Nelson’s valuable mare Sarah Fuller, by Nelson, died suddenly Nov. 23d at
Sunnyside, Waterville. The cause of
death is unknown.
While her record
was
but 2.29 she would undoubtedly
have become one of the fastest of Nelson’s get. She has gone a trial in 2.12 1-2.

lx Bkif.f.
The Metropolitan SteamCo. Nov. 19th placed in the hands of
Clerk Mason, of tlie l'piled States dis.A Memorial to Wintrict court, Boston, its check for $99,477..t.i'fers in Real Estate..The
ii’U
in
Belfast..Nortliport 0*9 to satisfy the decree of this court re«t ranges.
turned in the suit of W. K. Vanderbilt of
New York, owner of the steam yacht
PAGE 5.
Alva, against the owners of the Steamer
H. F. Dimmock, which ran down and
AGE 6.
sank the Alva three years ago.
Under
vary News ami Notes*.
Birthday >! Neal Dow..A the decree, the owner of the Alva gets
item.
Non-Partisan W.
and
the balance goes to the
$90,407.30
I »►•<•}• Uater Vessels. .News
Alva's crew, who lost personal effects by
reason of the collision_The trial of exPAGE 7.
first mate Brain, for the triple murder on
Notice Served on Bryan.,
the barkentine, Herbert Fuller, has been
-(••ok County-Normal
set for Dec. 14th, in Boston.
The judge
overruled the defendant’s motion to quash
PAGE 8.
the indictment.
An effort was made to
only Correspondence..Shi})
m .Marriages..Deaths.
have the trial take place in Maine, to
avoid capital punishment, but was withOF THE WEEK.
out avail.The appeal of Sir Edward
Clark from judgment of the court of apReturns have been peal at London, compelling A. D. Clarke,
owner of the yacht Satanita to
-o< rotary of State's office
pay Lord
: the November election
Duuraven, owner of the yacht Valkyrie
total vote as 118,304; Mc- 11., for the loss of the latter vessel by coliit
s(),425; Bryan anil lision with Satanita in 1894, has been dismissed with costs by the House of Lords.
1'.timer and Buckner, 1,<i .bdinson, 1,571; Bryan .Before the largest crowd ever seen at
a horse sale in this
McKinley's plurality
country, and after a
sensational auction, John R. Gentry, the
1 •»'.» less than the piuj) the gubernatorial eleeharness
horse
of the world,
champion
:•
plurality of Harrison passed into the hands of Lewis G. Tewks<
returns liave all been rebury of New York city, for $19,000 at
xception of two planta- Madison Square Garden Nov. 19tli.
and \Y inter ville, the Wm. J. Bryan is preparing to publish a
il not make any great book about the first of next year, which
>uvage,” said a prom- will embody an exhaustive treatment of
•'
the silver question and bimetallism, emy er to a Lewiston Sun
a red the signatures of
phasizing its importance as the issue in
1900.
! prominent lawyers in
Mr. Bryan lias authorized his pubi. Aroostook, Hancock, lishers to announce that one-lialf the
•io counties, and quite royalties received from the sale of the
a
Androscoggin to his book will be devoted to advancing the
cause of bimetallism
■reme judge's position,
during the next four
j
m cure the
signatures of years. The work will include Mr. Bryan’s
•is in the State...( has.
biography, written by Mrs. Bryan...’. It is
Bath has secured the asserted that the world’s production of
lie hull of an excursion
sugar this year v\ill be 500,000 tons greater than last year,
Mt. Kineo Hotel Assonotwithstanding the diMoosehead Lake.
The minished production in Cuba.
The inlong, 13 feet wide and creased cultivation of the sugar beet in
Europe accounts for the increase_The
us, a ml have a capacity
She is tobe completed thirty-foot boat Spray, in which Captain
crop’s apple crop is esti- Slocum left Boston April 2;’., 1895, with
bur;vis.
l!
said quite the intention of circumnavigating the
:ct be gathered.George
globe, arrived at Sidney, New South
son
.»f
Hon. J. <).
Wales, on Monday. Captain Slocum, on
only
the coast of .Japan, a few weeks ago, nar•iy ot Stale, was united
.•■whegari, Nov. 18th, to rowly escaped being taken by pirates.
■c
(..’"burn, youngest He was next heard of in a northern port
Stephen < oburu and of Australia.Comptroller Eckels will
Abner (_ iburn.
The again recommend that the national bankhomed by Rev. C. Y.
ing act be so amended as to permit the isthe Bethany Baptist sue of circulation up to the par value of
bonds
■me of the bride.
The
deposited to secure the same, innple left on a special stead of 90 per cent, as is now provided
bn
oil after the ceremony.
Paine says that the old
Henry <
in Washington, where McKinley tariff act will not be revived in
position on the stall* of Congress, but that there will certainly be
cs
»e<dogical Survey. tariff* legislation as soon as possible to
B Thurlow of Deer protect American industries and to raise
simer to Eilswortli Nov.
money enough for the expenses of the
i- Robbins of that
place, government. A tariff on wool will be one
of
its chief features.The announceicst for striking Levi R.
ment is made that the Pope has
Knife.
It appears that the
appointed Rev. Dr. Thomas J. Conaty, rector of
g«»t into trouble at a dance
blow was struck.
The the church of the Sacred Heart, WorcesJudge E. E. Chase of the ter, Mass., to succeed Bishop J. Keane as
ipai district, who placed rector of the Catholic University at Washuder 8500 bonds, for want ington.The Boston Commercial Bulle«s committed.
Robbins is tin has secured the signatures, without
3ige and is a line appearregard to party, of 55 local wool houses
T'lie jury in the case of to a petition for the Dingley bill.
Of the
"ii
trial at Wiscasset four houses that did not sign only one believes
the
bill
should
not
in
the
i.-slaughter
pass.Judge
causing
E. Moore, in Waldoboro, William 11. Hillard of North Stonington,
it midnight, Nov.
20th, Conn., sent one of the largest turkeys
ever raised iu
that town to Presidenty were unable to agree,
eight for acquittal and elect William McKinley for his Thanks>n on the lirst
ballot, and giving dinner. One of the bright writers
in the town sent a poem on the bird.
•i seven for acquittal and
ion.
It is understood the George W. G. Ferris, the inventor and
be tried again unless new builder of the Ferris wheel, died Sunday
"vered. Soule was placed at the Mercy hospital, Pittsburg, Pa.,
bonds to appear at court where he had been treated for typhoid
mil from term to term fever for a week.
The wheel made a forigmeut is answered. tune for Mr. Ferris, and gave him fame as
nan
Smith of
Auburn an engineering genius all over the world.
nominated by the Gover- .The receipts of apples at Boston for
"f the State prison.
In the week ending Nov. 21st amounted to
us large
endorsement by 80,300 barrels. The exports of apples to
i Maine, more than 2,500
Liverpool for the week were 40,070 bbls.
otioned the Governor for and to London 6,965, making the total
ut <4 ( apt. Smith. Charles
shipments 53,041 barrels.The great
wire nail trust has collapsed and nails
Biddeford has been nomipf-ctor of factories and work have dropped one dollar a keg. It is
ecd R. F. Chalk, whose predicted that the price will be down to
red.
John A. Peters, Jr., $1,25 per keg.
has been nominatad by the
Political Points.
The receipt of rejudge of the municiturns from the late election in South
Is worth. John M. S. II un"Ugtou was nominated as Dakota makes it possible to complete the
Bath Military and Naval list of members of the House of Repre"Mi.Joseph Leopold, sentatives of the noth Congress. This
National Granite Com- shows a total of 205 Republicans, 137
York, has settled in full Democrat* and 15 Populists. Of the Reemployed during the pres- publicans live are said to favor free coincl better’s Island, Green’s age of silver—Hilborn of California,
I Yqnot -numbering about Broderick and Curtis of Kansas, Liuney
of North Carolina, and Beach of Ohio—
k will be resumed at all
and of the Democrats two—McAleer of
in the spring, which have
iui the winter.Dr. G.
Pennsylvania, and Elliot of South Carolina—are sound money men, so upon
•■ugusta celebrated the 50th
the
silver question the House will stand:
iiis graduation in medicine
November 48, 181 Mi. Dur- Sound money 202, free silver 155; majorin the present
uny of his friends called to ity for sound money 47.
■: m on the event.William
Congress t lie totals are: Republicans
nijiany of Rockland have 252, Democrats 92, Populists (including
1 the contract for building fusiouists and silverites) 10, vacancies 3.
Connecticut, Iowa, Maine and New Jersey
gc lighthouses on Spectacle
-n harbor.
In addition they returned their present solid delegations
suitable dwelling bouse for of Republicans to the 55th Congress.
and a stable.
All the build* The official returns from all the counties
of wood.The Governor in South Dakota give the Bryan electors
Tho Populists elect the
will meet to-day, Thanks- 191 majority.
declare the vote and issue governor and Congressmen, while the
■o
the Presidential electors. ! Republicans elect the State treasurer by a
"ll! their own volition that
they majority of two.Complete returns
but the law says they shall from Wyoming indicate that the State beThursday preceding the first longs to Bryan by a small margin. This
in December for this purpose gives Bryan 175 electoral votes to 272 for
1,1 “‘St
abide by it.
The members McKinley.Perry Heath, chief of the
1
A meet early in the morning Republican literary bureau, came to
!,‘‘v may be able to take the Cleveland Nov. 19th and, after a confer1 "ns
ence with Mr. Hanna, left for California.
home to eat the Thanks!
make an exhaustive study of the
key.Harvey P. Hinckley He will
representative-elect to the gold and silver resources. He will go to
‘sluture, died Nov. 20th of apo- Mexico and study the monetary condiis for the express
'^■d 38.The Portland Club will tions there. The tripmore
•“ner to Governor-elect Powers
purpose of obtaining
campaign am1

ship
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munition and is the first move o£
the permanent organization to
wage war against

silver.....Complete official figures show
that, although Mr. Bryan carried Nebraska,

ward,

>

■

—

■

city,

or

county,

or

al District.Speaker Reed’s
comment on
the announcement made
by Bryan that he
intended continuing the free silver
agitation for another four
years, was characteristic.
Said Mr. Reed:
“Well, I presume that he will wave his hands
above
the Hood for a little while just to
prove
that he once existed”.Eli Perkins was
among the callers at the McKinley residence Friday.
He told Major
McKinley
that he had been in Idaho since the election and people there are sorry
they voted for free silver and free
trade, for their
wool interests are six times as
great as
their silver mining interests.The National Democratic State Central committee of Kentucky, met.
Thursday. General
Buckner was present.
It was decided to
maintain the party organization in KenAn
address
was
tucky.
issued.Utah,
the youngest State in the Union, has chosen the first woman state senator in Mrs.
Martha Hughes Cannon, who defeated
her husband for the place.
She is his
fourth wife, or rather one of four wives
is a Democrat, anti-prohibition, and of
course an ardent advocate ot woman suf-
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The services at the North church next
Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the
pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at 12 m. The Y. P.S. C. PL will
unite with the Baptist C. E. Society in a
consecration service at the Baptist vestry at.
l) o’clock p. m. Lecture by the pastor at 7
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school poorly or insufficiently clad she espoused their cause, and not only prevented
others from annoying them, but took measure to provide the needed garments. At one
time she took money she had saved for a
hat, ami bought a poor girl a pair of shoes,
and when her parents asked her if she did
not want her bat, replied: “O no, this hat
will do for me, and that little girl has got
the shoes and can go to school.” She was a
charter member of Primrose Assembly,
Pythian Sisterhood, a member of Thomas
H. Marshall Relief Corps, and of the order of
Daughters of Pocahontas, the latter in Lynn.
In the Assembly and Relief Corps she was
always an active worker, and in all their
social gatherings contributed largely to the
enjoyment by her genial and social yet ev<-r
modest demeanor. To her near relatives
and intimate friends she was bound by the
strongest of ties, she possessed the love and
highest esteem of her associates in the various organizations and of her schoolmates,
and the respect of all who knew her. The
funeral was held at her late home Sunday
afternoon, and was largely attended. The
Moral offerings were many and beautiful,
host of sorrowing friends. The services by Rev. J. F. Tilton consisted of a
few comforting and well-chosen Scripture
selections, and prayer, after which the
Pythian Sisterhood performed the burial
services of the order. The interment was in
the family lot at Northport.
from

at 12.

these and all services.

Halldale. About four inches of snow
fell last Saturday afternoon, which made

great help.
bright,
From early childhood her kindness of heart
towards all who were less fortunate than
herself was noticeable. If children came to

The services at the Universalist Church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10.45, subject, “Degrees in the Spiritual Life.” Sunday school

at

County Correspondence.

Miss Mae E. Ingalls, only child of Sarah
A. and the late Enoch Ingalls, died last Friday at the home of her mother, No. 25 Northport avenue, after a long illness, of consumption. She was born in Northport, but her
parents moved to Lynn, Mass., when she
was an infant, returning to Maine about five
years later. They have since lived in Belfast and Northport. Her father died ten
years ago. Miss Ingalls was of an unusual-

ful

next

Young people’s meeting at 6 o’clock,
topic, “Thanksgiving.” Strangers welcomed

The Land of Evangeline.
The following is from a personal letter
from Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, who is visiting in
Nova Scotia: Wolfville is known far and
wide as the Land of Evangeline. The nat-

cheerful disposition, and even
in the last days of her long and trying illness
brought comfort to the hearts of her sorrowing friends by always looking upon the
bright side. To her widowed mother she
lias been a special source of comfort, always presenting the more cheerful aspect of
the many trying scenes through which the
family has passed, as one after another has
been called away. Her thoughtful care of
the details of the household, and her taste
and skill in making everything look beauti-

Game.

Nov. 18tli there was
a public
hearing at Augusta before the
commissioners of
inland fisheries and
game asking for the prohibition of ice
fishing in the water of Lake Cobbossecontee
and
McGrath, Ellis, Great,
Long, Snow and Little Richards ponds
for a term of years, also that the taking
of shiners, fresh water herring, smelts
and such other fish as are commonly
used for Wait, from said lake and ponds
and their tributaries, be entirely prohibited. Considerable discussion was brought
forth, both in favor and against these
petitions. The commissioners will probably take action on this matter in a few
days.Sell. Ethel B. Jacobs is undoubtedly high line of the Gloucester seining
fleet this season. Her stock will probably
amount to nearly $32,000.
Sells. Yosemite, Marguerite, Haskins and Kearsarge
also have big stocks.
a.\i>

a

Died m Atc.o, N. J., Nov. 15th, Eben E.
Frye, aged 78 years. He was born in Northport, was the son of Amos Frye and a brcther of the late John C. Frye, He came to Bel-

fast when a young man and worked in Carter
N: Co.’s shipyard, and was at one time a
j
Services at the Baptist church next SunI member of the firm.
In 18(55 F. A. Follett
day will be as usual, with sermon by the
bought the general store of Asa Faunee, and
pastor, Rev. J. F. Tilton, at 10.45 a. m. The soon
afterwards Mr. Fr>e became a partner
music will include the following in the fore- j
in that business.
About a year later he
noon, anthem, “Hark, Hark, My Soul,” by
I sold out to Mr. Follett and moved to New
Shelley, and a duct, selected ; in the evening,
He own; Jersey, where he has since lived.
a chorus, selected, and a solo
by Miss Isabel ed a small
apple, pear and peach orchard,
Ginn, “I heard the Voice of Jesus say,” by
but his principal business after moving
Perry.
there was house carpentry.
Although lie
Services at the Methodist Episcopal had been in
poor health for some time his
church Nov. 20th will be as follows: At condition was not considered
serious, and
b) 45 a m., sermon by the pastor,
Topic, “A lie was out of doors five minutes before he
Wheel within a Wheel,” Text. Ezek. 1 :1b. died. He was a
worthy and esteemed citizen
12 m., Sunday school; 3..‘10 r. m., Junior
and his death will bring sadness to mauy
0
p. m., Epworth
League;
League, Topic, hearts. He leaves a wife, a niece of Thomas,
“Christ's Testimony to the Benediction of C.
I’., and H. H. Carter, but no children.
Testimony and Thanksgiving; 7 Praise
Mr. James Page, a former resident of
Meeting. Tuesday evening at 7 15 prayer
meeting; Thursday evening, class meetings. Jackson, died very suddenly at his home in
Newburgh Nov. 19th. Mr. Page was born
A Home Paper for Home People.
in Jackson 75 years ago and resided there
until he moved to Newburgh a few years
Last week’s issue of The Journal contained in all 20 columns of local news. This in- ago. He. was well and favorably known in
cluded the best report of the Teachers' In- Jackson and in adjoining towns, and a large
circle of relatives and friends mourn their
stitute, and the only report of the Republiloss.
His funeral was held at the Stiles
can celebration in Belfast, the two
reports schoolhouse in Jackson, Nov.
21st, at 10
occupying a little over live columns on the a. in., Rev. F. S. Dolliff officiating.
first page. There was four and one-half
Madella A. Hagerthy, wife of Dr. A. C.
columns of couuty correspondence, and
Hagerthy, died at her home on Pine street,
nearly the same amount of city locals, aside Ellsworth, Nov. 15th, of chronic gastritis.
Mrs. Hagerthy was born in Searsport, Feb.
from local matter under special headings.
1(5, 1859. She was a daughter of John and
Mrs. Ward’s letter, a New York fashion letSarah Green. When she was six years of
ter and interesting news and miscellany ocage her parents moved to Somesvilie. She
cupied the remaining columns devoted to was married to Dr. Hagerthy Oct. 21, 1874.
For
three years Dr. and Mrs. Hagerthy livThe
of
the
celebration
reading.
report
ed in Steuben, moving from there to Sedgcaused a large extra sale, and hundreds of
wick, where they remained until 1884, when
of copies of The Journal were sent all over
they moved to Ellsworth. Mrs. Hagerthy
was
one
of Ellsworth’s most admired
this country.
The inside pages of this week’s issue are women. Possessed of those noble and beautiful qualities of heart and mind which
almost exclusively devoted to original mat- mark the true
woman, she drew about her
ter, and although this is not unusual the during her twelve years’ residence in this
city, a host of devoted friends. The oftmerit of the articles makes it worthy of menused and oft-misused lines
tion. Mrs. Ward’s letters need no commen“None knew her but to love her;
Mrs.
on
in
dation;
Rogers’ paper
None named her but to praise.”
“Drawing
the Public Schools” is a valuable one; a Bel- may be used with all
appropriateness in
fast lady, now resident of Massachusetts,
speaking of Mrs. Hagerthy. The deceased
leaves
besides
her
husband, a daughter,
writes entertainingly of a visit to the Boston
I'ersis M., and a son, Alex R., her mother,
Subway; Couuty Commissioner Stiles com- Mrs. Green, whose home has been with her
pletes his interesting “Ride Through Aroos- daughter in Ellsworth for some time. Her
John Green, died here in February
took;” our Palermo correspondent gives a father,
last. She leaves also two sisters and a brothchapter from the church history of that towu ; er. The funeral services were held at the
there is an editorial department under the
house Nov. 18th, Rev. D. L. Yale officiating.
heading of Note and Comment, and many [Ellsworth American.
shorter articles of local or general interest.
Mr. E. S. Boden, an aged and respectThis matter was all prepared for The Jour- ed citizen of Brewer, died early Tuesday
nal and put into type by our own composiMr. Boden was born in Prosmorning.
tors; and we believe our readers appreciate
pect, Me., March 18, 1813, and at the time of
a home paper that is made at home.
his death was 83 years and 8 months old.
He leaves to mourn their loss three daughters and two sons, as follows: Mrs. Sarah 1).
Wedding Bells.
Bragdon of East Bridgew ater, Mass.; Mrs.
Mary Nickerson, Mrs. Lizzie Trim, Mr.
Tibbetts-Stevens. Mr. Fred
A. TibCharles H. Boden and Mr. Greenleaf Boden
betts and Miss Ada F. Stevens were united of Bangor.
p.

in.

j

in

marriage, Wednesday eveniug, Nov. 25th,

residence of the groom, No. 1 River
Avenue. The ceremony was performed by
Rev. Geo. S. Mills of the North church,

Concerning

at the

in the presence of a few relatives and friends.
The bride was becomingly dressed in white

cassimere trimmed with lace aud ribbon.
couple were the recipients of many
beautiful presents.

The

Secret

Societies.

The regular meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will be held next Monday

evening.
regular meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
A. O. U. W., willibe held this, Thursday,
evening, at 7 o’clock.
The

The last ibulletin for the season
the State Board of Agriculture contains the following synopsis of reports from
Waldo county:
Amount of apple**, 134 per cent.; quality,
120 per cent.; 04 per cent, of winter varieCrops.

from

ties. Twenty per cent, of the apple crop
will be shipped at once. Yield of potatoes,
110 bushels. The potato rot reported last
month still continues; no Bordeaux mixture
used. Yield of yellow corn, 40 bushels.
Amount of young stock to be wintered, 100
per cent. Condition of grass fields, 133 per
cent.

NUMBER 48.

Obituary.

ly bright
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or

precinct, or
Congression-
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he failed to carry his

1896.

Local

Industries.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
running on full time and has a good run of
work. The jobs this week included some
vessel work for H. E. McDonald of Belfast
and work for Arthur Boyd of Prospect.

Legro & Spalding will have all the departments of their shoe factory working by
Saturday. They had 78 hands at work yesterday, exclusive of the foremen. Of that
number 72 are residents of Belfast and 6 of
neighboring towns.
The dam of the Belfast Light & Power Co.
the mouth of Goose River is finished,
according to the description published in
The Journal a few weeks ago. They now
have a good water supply and a safe and
reliable dam, as well as a finely equipped
at

plant.
The Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co.
has authorized J. E. Wilson to remove the
one-story building on the southerly end of
their property, and clear up the lot, so that
a new building may be put up if needed for
other enterprises. The company is in correspondence with a reliable shoe firm with a
good prospect of the business being moved
here.

beauties of the place are almost unsurpassed. The immense dykes which “the
hands of the farmers raised with labor incessant to shut out the turbulent tidesthe
thousands of acres of the Grand Pre, stretching miles to the eastward; the hills and the
Gaspereaux river at the south ; Mount Blomidon, rising abruptly out of the sea, twenty
miles distant, just across the Basin of Minas
at the north, these are some of the objects
that render the scenery exceedingly picturural

esque.

Attracted by Longfellow’s famous

poem, American tourists

a

few

years ago

PERSONAL.

quite good sleighing and many improved it
Sunday... .Rev. T. R. Pentecost will preach
at the Vose schoolhouse next Sunday afternoon-Mrs. Frank Thompson has been
quite sick, but appears to be gaining slowly.
....Rev. J. Washburn is expected here this
week-Newell White of Searsport was
here last week

Zubie Gowen has returned home from Waterville, where she has been at work in the
shirt factory.
The L. A. S. will meet with

began to visit the place duriug the months Mrs. Maria Goodhue Dec. 3d. It is to be a
of July and August. The glowing accounts poverty party and a prize is offered for the
they gave of the country in the new spapers most shabbily dressed person, while the well
at home w'ere the means of
inducing others dressed ones are to pay something for their
to come, and now there are thousands of finery-James O. Patterson has gone on a
visitors every year. Each one that comes hunting trip-Mrs. H. M. Chase, who has
brings more. The travelling facilities are been visiting in Massachusetts, returned Satgood, elegant parlor and dining cars being urday-Ed. Cunningham is at home from
Boston-Mrs. Isaac McKeen and family
on all passenger trains.
Much attention is given to education, and moved to Woburn, Mass., Monday. She was
the school houses are w'ell furnished and up a very active worker in the Grange and Sunto date.
About thirty years ago an excel- day school, aud will be greatly missed_
lent school system was inaugurated, since The U. S. S. is to meet with Miss A. G.
which time all teachers are examined by a Kane next Sunday at 1 p. m_The Swanville center Sunday school sociable will
central board on a uniform syllabus.
Be-

Mrs. A. T. Webb Dec. 2d_Mr.
and Mrs. John Ward have gone to Searsport
to work for Mr. Charles Gordon.

this the trustees in each district exthe teachers, and thus a person w'ho
received a second class license, might, on

meet with

removing to another place, receive first
class. Thus there wras no uniformity and no

Prospect Centre. Mrs. Hattie Grant started for her home in Kingman Nov. 18th and
on her way will visit her
brother, Ney Killman, of Hancock... .Mrs. Andrew Hopkins
and Mrs. O. S. Erskine of Frankfort spent
Nov. 22d with Mr. and Mrs. John F. Libby..
Mrs. Richard Killman has returned from a
two weeks’ visit to her children in Bangor.
-Miss Maria Heagan has returned from
Searsport, where she has been with Mrs.
Peasley for several weeks_Sarah Rainey
returned last week from Boston, where she
spent a few weeks with friends... .Mrs.
Martha Knowles and Mrs. Manter of Winterport spent the day with Mrs. K.’s sister,
Mrs. S. M. Knowlton... .Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hawes spent Sunday in Brooks, the
guests of Mrs. H.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
Otis Hamlin.

fore

amined

professional value attached to the
diploma. But the new plan has greatly
raised the standard of qualification. Teaching is now looked upon as a profession and
inferior teachers cannot long hold their
positions. The government inspectors are
exacting. In the shire town of each county
is a “County Academy”,
so-called, supported largely by the government. The academies are of a higher grade than the
high
schools. As regards denominational institutions, the Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians and Presbyterians each have a
college
with a good staff of professors.
Acadia Colunder
the
control of the Baptists, is lolege,
cated at Wolfville; also the Horton Academy, litting school, and Acadia female serninary. The Principal of the Ladies’ Seminary
is Miss Adelaide True of Waterville, Me.
great

There are nine other teachers under her.
After graduating at Colby University she
studied in Europe. She has been here twro
years and tills the position to adornment,
and is a very inspiring instructor. ProfesElder of Colby and President Schurman
Cornell University were students and
then professors in Acadia College, before
taking their present positions. Professor
Macvane of Harvard and Prof. Read of Colsor

of

gate L niv., N. Y., graduated here. Ex-Pres.
Whitman of Colby did not study here,though
newspapers have said he did. He was
by, however. When I was a stunone of the higher institutions were
open to young women, and men sent their
daughters to Mount Holyoke Seminary and
Bradford Academy, Mass., for further study.
Now some of the colleges are open to the
girls as well as to the boys and the young
ladies who are yearly takings college course
some

born
dent

are

near

numbered

by

scores.

well adapted to the raising
of fruit. The other day I was in a plum orchard that produced the present season
twelve hundred bushels. A million barrels
of apples have been picked this fall, six
hundred thousand of which go to England.
Four orchards near this place produced
from a thousand to lifteen hundred barrels
each. Large areas have of late been set
with trees, which are just
beginning to bear;
as it is estimated that within a few
years the
yield will be two million barrels annually.
Being of such a superior quality the English
market quickly takes all that can be raised.
Nova Scotia is

They

are taken by steamers from Halifav
Quite early on Wednesday morning, Nov.
4, the wires reported that McKinley had
been elected by a large majority, and when
the niue o’clock train from Halifax passed,
bringing the morning papers, a crowd was

at the station ami at the

post office to get the
reports. Whole columns were devoted
to the election returns.
Large head lines
said : “A perfect landslide for sound
money
full

and

sense.”

crushing defeat
for anarchy and repudiation” etc. etc.
1
was glad that the
victory was so pronounced
common

‘‘A

and that the States noted for their intelligence and influence spoke as they did for

Stockton Springs. Miss Lena Sprowl of
Winterport spent last week with her cousins,
Mrs. Albert Ames and Mrs. Laura Marden.
-Mrs. Annie Griffin left by boat Nov. 19th
for Lowell, Mass.
Later she will go to
North Adams and spend the winter with
her sister, Mrs. Thomas Ladd_The Misses
Lillie and Flora Moulton left by boat the
same
day for Boston for the winter.
....Miss Fannie Cleaves recently added to
her stock of goods a nice line of outing llaunels am! blankets. She also has in stock a
fine line of ladies and gents’ underwear....
Capt. Frank Patterson left by boat Monday
for Boston and New Bedford.... Mr. Willard Berry went to Boston Monday on business-Grand concert and ball at Denslow
Hall Thanksgiving evening. Music by Gilmore’s orchestra of Belfast.

attain.

of her crutches walked quite a
little distance to a neighbors last week although her lame leg cauuot be put to the
ground.... Mr. Clarence Ford has gone to

by the aid

Boston to visit his

Belfast

Schools.

Yesterday, Nov. 25th, was observed
flag day by the public schools, and the

as a

les-

the evacuation of New York in
1788. The next flag days will be Dec. 16,
the anniversary of the Boston Tea Party of
1778; Dec. 21, the landing of thfc Pilgrims,
1820; Dec. 24, the treaty of Ghent, 1814; Dec.
25, Christmas; and Jan. 1, emancipation
proclamation, 1803, but schools will not then
be in session. The next to be observed by
lessons in school will be Jan. 17th, Franklin’s birthday.
The regular meeting of the Belfast School
Committee will be held next Monday even-

son was on

mother and brother.

Winterport. Mrs. H. E. McDonald of
Belfast was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Wm.
Marshall, last week.. ..A. H. Hanscom and
J. H. Thayer have gone on a hunting trip.
Word has been received that Mr. Hanscom
had shot a fine buck... .Mrs. Edwin Cook's
little three-year-old daughter fell down stairs
last Thursday and broke her collar bone.
Mrs. M. A. Haley left Monday for Hartford, Conn., and Mrs. M. F. McManus ami
little daughter for Boston, where they will
spend the winter.... Mrs. Percy Hall ami
children are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. D. Eaton ...Mr. O. W. Bridges of
Dexter was in Winterport a few weeks ago
and set a stone at the grave of Mrs. C. W.
Everett. Mr. Everett, who lives in Pittsfield, was unable to accompany him on account of ill health, but intends to come in
the spring and have the grave fixed up to
...

him.

Morse of P.'tts field, formerly of this place, is a prominent candidate
for U. S. Pension Agent at Augusta. Mr.
Morse is well and favorably known throughout central and eastern Maine as a successful pension attorney. Thousands of dollars
in pensions have come into the hands of old
Liberty.

The

L.

C.

comrades through his persistent efforts. He
is universally endorsed by the soldiers and
sailors of Waldo county, and has a large
following among the comrades, some of
them leading men of the State, in Knox,
Penobscot, Hancock, Somerset, Kennebec
and Androscoggin counties. Petitions in bis
behalf arc being numerously signed, and

nearly
one

all

man

make
who

the remark:

was

a

private

‘Let’s
for

have

Pension

Agent’’_The comrades of K.H. Bradstreet
that on the first.
closed from Wednesday Post will hear in mind
Tuesday in December occurs the election of
Monday morning for the I officers. Dexter W. Bennett, Esq., of MontThanksgiving recess, and will close Decem- ville is a member of this Post and is now at
ber 11th for the holiday vacation of three the Maine General Hospital in Portland
undergoing a painful operation. J. O. Johnweeks.
son, Adjutant of the Post, wrote to prominent members of the G.J A- R- at Portland to
Burnham. About four inches of snow look after his welfare,and received prompt reM. Senders,
fell here Saturday afternoon and evening. plies from Gov.Cleaves,Hon. Geo.
Hon. Whitman Sawyer and others, saying
-Mrs. Jeremiah Luce, who had been sick that
they will visit him and that he shall
since last April, with cancer of the stomach,
not want for comforts or friends. Comrade
died last week-Mrs. B. A. Berry is very Seiders at once notified the committee of
Bosworth Post and has been ali\ e to his interlow with consumption... .C. E. Libby, who
ests, as he is to the interest of all the memhas been in Montana for several months bers of the G. A. R-Mrs. Geo. Berry left
looking after his sheep business, returned town Sunday to join her husband in Hamilton, New York.... W. H. Moody cut his foot
home a few days since-Mrs. Tucker of
| quite badly last week....Mr. Samuel Bagley
Pittsfield and Miss Emma Murray visited ! is quite low. As ha is quite aged it is not
! expected that he will recover-W. H.
friends in Burnham last week.
Marden, formerly of this village, hut now of
here last week.
Mrs. J. H. Cooley wishes us to state that Vinalhaven, visited friends
He was accompanied by his grandsonthe illumination credited in The Journal Mrs. Annie
Benner, wife of William Benner,
last week to her husband was by J. F. was taken to the Asylum at Augusta Mona
Churchill. The Misses Crawford, Miller day....Mrs. W. H. Moody returned from
visit to Kennebunk Saturday-The catch
street, should have been mentioned among of fish for spawning purposes was very light
those who illuminated.
last week.

ing.

The schools
afternoon to

were

Fred M. Bailey is at home
spend Thanksgiving.
A. K.

Tuesday

Lewis of Waterville
on business.

Capt. William F. Welch
Monday on business.

Orono to

from

Belfast

in

was

Boston

went to

Oramel Murray of Pittsfield
on business.

was

in town

was

in town

Tuesday

C. A. Jackson of Waldoboro
last week on business.

George A. Qnirnby went
Thursday on business.

Boston last

to

Mis. S. E. Pierce lias arrived borne from
Boston for the winter.
A.

ing

a

L. Blanchard, Esip, of Unity is
spendfew days in Belfast.

Miss Enna A. Cottrell went to Boston last,
spend the winter.

week to

Fred D. Jones is
spending
with friends in Brooksville.
Mrs.

Ii.

Thursday

Thanksgiving

G. Dyer left for Portland
joiu her husband.

last

to

MarcellusBiake went to Worcester,
Mass.,
yesterday to spend Thanksgiving.
Miss Editli Black went to

Mass., yesterday for

a

week’s

Marblehead,

visit.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Pote left
Monday
a visit to relatives in
New York
Mr. and Mrs. Albion E.
Moore left last
Thursday for a visit iu Massachusetts.
for

John E. Dunton,
Esq., qualified
tice of the Peace aud Quorum

Jus-

as a

Monday,

Mrs. A. F. Austin left
by train last Friday
a visit to friends iu
Boston.

morning for

Mrs. H. E. McDonald arrived
home Mona visit to friends in
Winterport.

day from

Miss Bessie Marden arrived home
Satura visit of six weeks in
Boston.
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper and Miss
Sarah It.
Gardner visited friends iu Eockiand
last

urday from

week.

Thomas W.

Mrs.
of

Buffalo, N. Y.,

Lothrop

and

sou

Ansel

visiting relatives iu

are

Belfast.

Mrs. E. A. D. Barrington went to
Waterville yesterday to spend
Thanksgiving with
her son.
Mrs.

from

a

G.G. Winslow arrived home
Monday
three weeks’visit to friends in B mks-

port and Bangor.
W. U. Colby returned to
Massachusetts
Monday after a visit of three weeks to his
family in this city.
Oramel E. Haney arrived home iust week
from Bucksport Seminary to
spend the

Thanksgiving vacation.
Mrs. Daniel McManus of Thorndike rehome Saturday from a visit m n,.,•
niece, Mrs. L. T. Shales.
turned

Mr. and Mrs.

James Mitchell arc
M.’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. ,T. N. Stewart,

Thanksgiving

with Mrs.

Miss Mary Tilden of Hallowed visited the
of Capt. Geo. T. Osborn iast week
ami returned home Friday.

family

Monroe. The night of the McKinley and
Capt. C. L. Babson <>f iVer Isle was in
Hobart celebration the house of Postmaster
Leander Staples was in darkness, and when town last week on business. (.'apt P :s
Mr. Staples returned home he found the
keeper of Pumpkin Island light.
door broken down and the women of the
Mrs Belle !> Berry of Rockland w is
family badly frightened. He thought he ; town last week to attend the inner.P ■•! her
knew who did the mischief and had three !
nephew, little Irving E. Roderick.
young men arrested, and the case was tried
Mrs Ella Trai'ton and Fred Terr;
>!
before Justice Arthur Ritchie. The buys
Lynn, Mass., raiue to Belfast S
ru «y :
pleaded not guilty, and as there was no vi- attend the funeral of Miss Mae E. 1: ids
g
dence connecting them with the affair they
E. ster B. Bragg of Portland, win- has
were discharged.
Mr. Staples offers a recharge of the Western l'ni<.u Tel.-graph
ward of £50 for the apprehension of the perclocks, was m Belfast Tuesday on business.
sons who broke in his door. ...School began
W. S. Arey ami wife of Ilailow.di. arrived
in this village last week taught by Mbs Eva
Saturday to visit relatives. Mr. A rey reWard of Thorndike.... Mrs. Albert Durham

right. As prosperity will now come it
is hoped that the silver scheme is buried for
good.
i find that the late Consul General Frye is
not forgotten in Halifax. In his official relations writh men he won the very highest
respect, and was greatly esteemed by men
in all the callings and professions of life. If
suit
a good name is to be prized, such was his to
the

True Hayford went to Boston Monday for
short visit.

business_Mr. W. L.

on

Knowlton, agent for Dr. D. Dyer & Son’s
medicines, was in town last week....Miss

Swanville.

a

Monthly,
longer visit.

turned
a

Mrs.

A.

A.

but Mrs.

Arey

Packard and

remains

Mrs. Ansel

Ans*d

son

Brockton, Mass., returned home
day, after a visit to her parents

f.

«i

,{

last SaturCant

and

Wails worth.

Mrs. Alice Cobbett anil children of Bratcame to Belfast last Saturday
to attend the memorial service to her
brother, the late. Winfield Macomb.-;.

tle-boro, Vt.,

Ernest E.

Burgess remained
City of Bangor

when the steamer

in

Boston

was

rakeu

continued bv the com; .uy .-n
the work of getting the Lewist.o ready

off,
for

and

was

sea.

Mrs. Clara B Palmer and Miss E j;
Waterhouse of Montville visited fr
Belfast last week, and left Thursday

ra
n
tor

Bridgewater, Mass., where Mrs. Paim. r will
spend the winter.
Miss Gertrude L. Ilsley of Bangor, wlm
i
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. I
returned home yesterday accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs Ilsley, who will speu : T1 aiiksgiviug with relatives there.
Edwin Blake and Henry Richard-, wh >se
injuries from kicking horses were reported
iu

a

recent number of The Journal,

improving rapidly and
so

that

no scars

are

their wounds ii.

both

.thug,

will remain.

Mason, city

tax collector, w as able
attend to business at bis ..filee hist s it.urfew
day, after being confined to the bo
IP went
weeks by trouble with liis eyes
to Portland Tuesday for treatment
H. F.

to

Ralph

11.

Wight

arrived home

from Green Bay, Wis., after
several years, to spend
is civil engineer in the
waunee,

y.rda.

m

Thanksgr.
employ

<\

og

IP'
K.

Green Bay and St. Pan' P

I'.
Eugene E. Cook and Mrs. Boss.
Mrs.
Thursday, t<
Cook, who is undergoing treat a-.;.* P a
•■!.hospital They arrived horn T n-sduy
*‘
has
ing and report that a surgical |'1 *
been performed and that the patient > ^ i.nwent to Boston last

ing.
The d.'th anniversary *>f the marriage <-t
II. K. baker and wife of Hah -wed
occurred last Thursday, and a number of

Judge

friends called to express their congratulaThere are few couples in New England who have an equal record of years >f
honorable and successful living.

tions.

The two State of Maine boys wh< will
represent Minneapolis and St. Paul in tin
next Congress, received unparalleled majorities. Mr. Fred Stevens of St. Paul
writes friends in this city that his majority
over the fusion is rising 10,300; as large a
majority as any Congressman ever received
in Minnesota, and by far the largest ever
received in that Congressional District. In
the north-west business already seems better, people are much more hopeful and are
expecting prosperity as a result of the improved condition of affairs.

the

Public

Schools.

drawing
fancy accomplishment
like piayiug the mandolin or crocheting
tidies,

li is the universal

language

great tiades and industries and
from

building was made
miil-macliinery that

This
The

lumber for it
The

hinges

screws

various

was

and

fiuishiugs

arts.

drawings.

turned out the

made from
knobs and

and latches and

to

of the

drawings.
bolts

springs and

and

all the

made from draw-

were

The maps and pictures were all
.made from drawings; the printing presses
that duplicated them were made from
drawings. The multitude of small parts
in your w atches were all made from drawSo were your pen-knife and your
ings.
pocktt-buok, your spectacle frames; so
were your scissors, your sewiug machines
and v‘
bicycles. The patterns of your
dress giM-i.s and ribbons, carpet and cur\\;iii papers were all worked out
i: .o
u
.,rowings. So were the shape and
at;oil of the dishes from which
;,a
your breakfast this morning,
takes your photograph,
a
id
u Hi w i.i«Ti \ on ride to I'orthri.o.
i_<s, e\ an tiiv v»-i\ road-bed !
./d depended on drawings
u
j
\heir 1'xisloi.ee to serve i

ings.

seeing everything

more

day surroundings. The poorest workman
have no share
or work-woman, who can
in the means of culture and enjoyment
bought by money, can grow up (if you
w’ill just take pains to help start them
right) with a capacity for taking delight
in little every day things that cost noth-

Prospect. Now the farmers cau get corn
and meal near by. Ames & Merithew
of Stockton village have received their first
cargo of corn and will continue in the corn

|
!

trade. They also keep shorts, middlings and
meal, and are well stocked up to compete
with anybody on the bay or river-Mr.
Charles II. Littlefield lias bad bis house

ing, except the trouble of noticing that

there.
Aud, as a matter of
are not only moral reasons for
trying to wake up the sense of beauty in
children—there are the most “practical”
dollar-and-eent reasons, if you want that
kind.
Do you know why the United
States spends millions every year for
articles manufactured in France rather
than buy things of the same general kind
It is because
manufactured at home?
French artisans have been trained from
bethe
difference
childhood to appreciate
tween beautiful things and crude, clumsy,
ugly things, and have been taught to put
good taste into the work of their hands.
There is no reason on earth why American
manufactures should not be of as high
grade and artistic quality as the French,
if only the people engaged in our industries are equipped with the right sort of
training. The power to read the Constitution and sign their names does not quite
cover the ground, you see.
It is our elementary art education that comes into the
common schools under the title of drawing, which is going to gradually raise the
level of our industrial intelligence and

they

are

fact, there

intelligently.

It helps them straighten out their memories of all tlie similar forms they have
seen outside of school.
It gives them a
sort, of key to all the complicated combiwhich
nations of simple forms
they have
tv> meet in daily experience, and which
they will need to master and use in practical affairs.
This is well worth a little
earnest study on the teacher’s part, is it
not? This is what I mean by saying that
drawing, taught on the right basis, of
form study, wakes children’s senses up
and makes them more alive to what they

County Correspondence.

beautiful in form and color in tlieir every

Such
information by vague hearsay.
material practically lasts forever, so the
A paper read before the Teachers’ Insti- expense of it is a trifle.
With this matute in Belfast. Nov. 18th, by Mrs. Effie terial in the children’s
hands, and with
Huffman Rogers of Boston.]
the contents of a sensible little manual of
Drawing either is taught in your form study in the teacher’s head, a solid
If it is, 1 foundation can be laid in the primary
schools or it is not taught.
classes. Children have, of course, seen
want to tell you how I believe you can
spherical and cubical and cylindrical
If it
make it amount to the most good.
things before ever they came to school at
is in t. 1 want to tell you why it ought to all, but they have never done any clear
be taught, and how you can start the thinking about the resemblances and differences between forms or about the reawork tn the best advantage.
son why one form is more serviceable and
l*i the lost place, we need to put abso- beautiful in a
particular instance than
lutely oui of our heads the old notion that any other would be. The right sort of
teaching from type models gets children
is a mere
in

Drawing

\

see.

ought to make chilclear thinking in all

Charles

If.

ftutchings.

Sick__
Headache
CURED

PERMANENTLY

Second: Drawing
dren do more good,
BY TAKING
j
their school studies.
To accomplish this it must be taught,
as 1 have said already, as a means of expresprosperity.
Not all the school children are going
sion, a language. The very process of
trying to express an idea makes that idea into the trades and industries, do you say?
But are there any who will
clearer and plainer in your own mind; or Very true.
‘T was troubled a long time witli siek
if it does not do that it shows you how j not grow up to be purchasers and users
headache. It was usually accompanied
with
and
of
consumers
industrial
severe pains in tin- temples, a sense
to
and
drives
products?
muddled your idea is
you
of fullness and tenderness in one eye. a
try to better it. Anybody whoever took Supply lias to follow’ demand. It depends
had taste in my month, tongue routed,
In fact, greatly on the degree of cultivation in the
hands and feet cold, and sickness at the
pa it in a debate knows that.
stomach.
I tried a good main remedi s
anybody who ever took care of one in- general public whether there is to be any
recommended for this complaint ; but it
quisitive hoy for hall a day and conscien- market for really good, beautiful, well
was not until I
tiously tried to answer his miscellaneous planned and well made things. The need
questions knows that. The same prin- for elementary {esthetic training is everyciple holds in regard to the language of where.
4
j1 the
Now you see this work in drawing does
pencil as in regard to the language of
is
a
mi: ,v
most
uaily
Trying to draw a thing is mean something, it means so much that
iu w a i i > a f!airs' Tin* j the tongue.
you simply cannot afford to do any less
one of the best possible means of getting
that I received anything like permain nits ami cotiventhan your best in handling it.
Of course,
nent benefit. A sinalc box of tie--.- ; iiis
See how it is in
••nit.
1'1; books, definite ideas about it.
; :
did the work for me. and I am n>".\ |Y. e
need good text-books for the teachers
who
cannot
think
you
Arithmetic.
The
girl
| and
from headaches, and a v-d mm.'
j• i• t ti o s ami mimical iustnitext-books for all the children, except :
out in hei confused head the essential
<
IF. lit t< m.Mis. Past Aui urn. M
•>
ha ai.s el mental ami
.•-!;•
j the
j difference between an area of two
The text-books,
very youngest ones.
square j
a. it. ( an you ail«>i<1 i
for the teachers should lay out the work
si in- I feet and an area two feet square gets her i
men
in •» is
and systematically, so that every j
.;
>••
touches ideas cleared and straightened in the j clearly
ilia
teacher can know just what she is driving
Awarded Medal at World’s Fair
:ai
i.iii uied times a : course of drawing diagrams of the two
and
can be tree from the danger of
The boy who blunders over eal- at,
a.a! you know vases.
s«•me
into
side
issue.
The
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is the Hast,
trilling
a ;
ulating the exact amount of one-inch drifting
n> !«••>:< the ground
>•
course should include for every Hass some i
••• ii.ai
u
I: to be done about | boards required to construct a box whose
work in the line of fact-drawing (the sort !
inside iiimtnsior.s are given, gets a sound,
r
of dra wing used in the const rtietive induscommon-sense basis for his figuring, if lie
!.: \*
i.au I'!, W :lig taught
tries and trades), if should include work ,
ala,
has la>1
seemed to draws ••views*' oi the box. showing just
THE
how the thickness ff the boards involves in the line of decorative drawing and de■«
>• im of the commitm h.
1 Great RESTORER
allowing extra stork to till out the cor- sign (for that also enters into all the j
e
ai hers am!
•;
:i
>oiiic of
trades and industries).
And it should inRestores perfect
ci. j.-ei nap?-. that it lias been ners.
i .'!:h^
elude work in the line of pictorial draw- 1
h is so in geography. Some map drawhealth, vigor and
: i:,ii the children \v«mid
-I
i '!:■.■
an
appreciative understanding of |
~y-* manhood and rek. pi ’pegging ivs \ at ing ii.;iv I have seen lias been nothing but ing (for
ha-ei
moves all obstameans
the
to
pictorial drawing
power
get j
i: elaborate variety of ••l»us\ work" and
i•
•.
a
,(-> ami
map-«, u:s;ions.
cles to marriage,
immensely more pleasure and satisfaction
i.
Matter.
11. tlie iirst means vei\ little thinking of any sort.
Restores tlie
/pf*
Bui map-drawing of the right, thought- j out of every good picture and every illust.ii '.•
entire
nervous
j aiefits am! e\ en
trated book and magazine that comes in
t a l sort i
iiij'i'.'' s the .•haruetcristh* out- j
and stops all
/
system
Even an elementary knowlline- and features of a bit ol country as one's way).
vital losses.
Reire i:n
observant | edge of the principles of pictorial drawmoves effects of the
>is awing less*ms per nothing else ever can, except
and an elementary command of its
of plants
of
ing
sins
of
and
extravel.
The
making
drawings
youth
:<>:
11
and anm-t to-day make a
|
cesses of later years.
and animals characteiistic of different processes are (as 1 have already explained)
-'•:..
; a Inn se or an elm tree
bn
oi
all
the
Removes
effects
greatest assistance in other school ;
i; y }ia \ e that
m *■•
lie les- countries fixes them in the mind as noth- ^
of dissipation and reAnd there is always of course
e
mid fix them for a stay-at-home. lessons.
j
o
a--.
liim
liven ilie same ing else
good.
all waste places.
pairs
the
of
in
some
|
possibility
discovering
The drawing of a section of a coal-mine,
"
.Cures Insomnia and
pra* tier in language exchild a real ability in the direction of the j
>nce intelligently done, prevents a child
v.
nib not exnect him to be
restores refreshing
;
line arts.
The chances are that you will
irom ever relapsing into liazy uncertainty
Cures Im:lit
local
You
sleep.
ebbing
paper.
r..i
discover nothing phenomenal in the way
In
about
bow
we
that
sort
of
fuel.
potence and restores
get
!*t satisfied if the seiiool work in
wof artistic sensibility and genius; but if
full
vital
in
are
hundreds
of
instances
fact
there
power.
ng iage had made him do his thinking
Cures all wasting
which the work in geography can be—so the school work should bring out one
mu'' sensibly and consecutively, and if
diseases
and
restores
artist in a good many years it
lu iiad begun to wake up to the dilter- to speak—clinched, by the practice of really great
development to all parts oi the body.
would be one of the best investments ever
drawing on the children’s part.
i,• e between a clear, pleasant way of sayis
the
NERVE-LIFE
only'
purely
made
in
the
State of Maine.
It is the same with history. The child’s
scientific treatment and affords relief from
g 'lungs, ami a blind, clumsy way of
Besides text-books for the teachers you
d ra wings o 1 w i g w a m s, to m ah a w k s an d 1 ogthe
first
removes the cause
'>•> with
use.
It
tl
I
before
iugs.
day's
saying
drawing:
Of
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
facts of pioneer dangers and need text books for the children.
ii let anybody else say that
V“U sa\
your j forts, impress
course I do not mean the old-fashioned
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
teaching of draw ing is a waste of time and hardships upon his mind much more
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
where
children
copy-books
just
The
painfully
drawing
iabor, iook into the real facts. See if the vividly than reading alone.
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
imitate ready printed outlines of boxes
children are noticing the forms and shapes of a simple outline map showing the relain plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
free
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stamps. Mention this paper.
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make
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story
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drawing you
put j
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workman-like way to proceed in original
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.’iiake tiie children more alive.
In order to accomplish this, it must be express appearances and effects—ways
How can we make sure of this end? By
Kilter prising—Reliable—Clean.
which a child (or the average adult for
oasiiig ah the drawing on form study. We ! taught not merely incidentally, (by enthat matter) mighpiot hit upon in months
must do away with the old-fashioned idea ! couraging children to draw iu connection
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
hat drawing is a matter of getting par- with their other studies) but in a solid, of hopeless groping and blundering by
$6 per year; 50 cents per month.
Mcular kinds of black marks in a given 1 systematic way, as one of the fundamen- himself.
The drawing of historic ornament must
idei on a piece of white paper.
Think tal subjects in itself. You do more or less
MAINE STATE PRESS,
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be
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showing the forms and structures and ap- !
$2 per year.
But you would never ex- illustrations serve at the same time to
pearain es of things. Now, no language is j of population.
worth anything unless the person who pect children to get all the knowledge of show good, effective, simple ways of
j
The Portland Daily Press is the leading daily
talks it has some ideas in his head. Bay- arithmetical
principles and processes planning and drawing original decorative
j
paper of Maine. It is published in the morning
aid Taylor used to say if a man had no which they need to have, just out of the designs.
and readies all parts of Maine six hours earlier
j incidental
Now
what
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have we reached? than the Poston
Its Telegraphic news
figuring done in the geography
thoughts to express it was of very small
papers.
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weekly for Maine readers. It furnishes 20 pages
schools, and be based on the in- to
daisies looks when it is in a glass at the must have a definite plan and sequence of grades
its readers each week.
hick oi his desk: a way of show ing the work in drawing as a regular subject by dividual study of form in models and obAddress:
jects. It should be taught as a language
Portland Pi rlishino m.,
pretry 1.order he has noticed on his new itself.
!»7 Exchange St., Portland, Me
In choosing a course of study iu draw- for expressing ideas.
handkerchief, or the pattern which he
should
be
and
Drawing
a
few
need
regarded
to be
thinks would he nice in an oil-cloth on the ing, there are
points you
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING
and treated as a sensible, dignified study
kitchen iloor; a way of showing the shape sure of.
in itself, taught systematically according
Start tlie work with Form Study as a
and proportion of the State of Maine, or
the shape and proportion of the imaginary j foundation, among the youngest children. to a good, comprehensive course of study,
ikr-r for w hich he is calculating the cost j («et a reasonable supply of type-models, and supported by a supply of the necessary models, drawing-books and teachers’
of st taw matting at lifty cents a yard. Let paper and pencils (modeling clay if y »u
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING SCHOOL
j
there he an intelligent meaning behind ; can) and study up the little manuals that manuals.
OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.
4.
Besides being taught as a study in 1
every line his pencil makes, and you will suggest the best order and methods of
Discarded. Send for Free Catalogue.
Dry
Theory
in
should
be
used
itself,
freely
presently lind he notices the difference be- work. You will lind the children eager all thedrawing
L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.
other school studies.
By this
tween a true square and a lop-sided one, j to show you with their pencils all they
3m36
between the shape of a daisy seen from | discover in the models, and a host of means it will he an immense practical
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above and a daisy seen from the side, be- things besides that they realize are like help to the rest of the school work.
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Drawing should be recognized by
the models and so have a family resemtween an ugly scrawl of liues and a beauDo not look for perfect drawing the teacher as offering the best available
tiful bit of historic ornament.
He begins blance.
to use his eyes to real purpose.
And he from the little folks any more than you opportunity there is for awakening and
children’s sense of beauty.
begins also to be able to command his own look for masterly English. Put your developing
Pin Worm
main emphasis with the very little people The opportunity should be improved both
hand in the service of his mind.
for
the
of the industrial superiority
sake
To make the Form ‘Study most effective on getting them to see straight, to recand material prosperity which it will aid,
as a help you need models of the few simognize the facts that distinguish one type and also
for the sake of the mental and
ple geometric forms that underlie all the from another and recognize the resem- moral
good which will be done for the
milliors of variations.
You can, of blance of miscellaneous objects to the
Put your next emphasis children as individuals, needing to be
course, accomplish something in this line simple types.
for life with all the capabilities
by having the children draw such little on accustoming them to the notion of equipped
articles as they happen to have around or “talking with their pencils,” showing they can have for seren#, happy thoughts
and
wholesome, unselfish pleasures.
And
unlook.
with
but that is an extrava- how
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thoroughly repaired, chimney rebuilt, newly shingled, clapboarded and painted inside
and out. The painting and paperiug was
done by Beals Brothers of Frankfort, and
those wanting painting or paper-hanging
should give them a call-It was hard to
bear for a few days after election for the enthusiastic Bryan men around here. The
writer read both sides, always calculating
that Bryan was ahead like all the rest, but
he was not; and as the surplus knowledge
of the campaign begins to waue, with McKinley ahead, the people are settling down,
preparing for winter, finishing the plowing,
killing their hogs, and other work, and by
sledding time McKinley won’t be so bad as
he was....Miss Ella Tay, who is teaching
school in the Clark district, and Mr. Wilkins, Horace Gould, Wendall Marden and

Ayer’s Pills

Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Lane attended the
Teachers’ Institute in Belfast last week....
Peddlers have drifted to some more favored
clime than Prospect. The so-called Mary
of
how
Arabia, aud I don’t know
many more dark-skinned sisters, have not
been here for a long while.. .I. F. Gould
had his grain threshed the last one in town,
and he got
bushels. Nickerson ami Curtis have moved their machine to Swanville.
C. H. Partridge killed a hog weighing o4iS
pounds and sold it to Clifford & Lafollev of
Stockton for s4 per hundred.
Away back
in flit* palmy days for the farmer we sold a

|

o

..

Began Taking
Ayer’s Pills

■

porker
"Jo

AYERS PILLS

j

NERVE-LIFE

has not yet learned t<>
needed crops for home use
as do the foreigners who settle here. We have
some Russian settlers
who came here as
stone workers, and settled on a rocky hill
where the old pioneers and a number of
Yankees had tried to make a living; but all
He setgave it up until the Russian tried.
tled down with a family among the rocks
ami ledges some ten years ago and has built
a new house and barn and a long lien house,
soil.

.■

keeps a horse, cows, pigs aud poultry
changed the wire grass To good hay.
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CLOCKS
Al.I

New this Fall
COME IN AND TRY

KIND' •>(■■ C| ,)CK<.

EYES.
We fit all kinds of eyes i:;
low.
s;it i shu t ion <xu;i
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Healey, I
PiUev house, I

Mrs. Anna

season.
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building
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•f you
begin
foundation. It is |r with the
“
L. F.
At w<iod's Bitters.

Brown....
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constructing
must

35c.
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A HEALTH

Brooks is quite well
supplied with dressmakers this season. Mrs.
A. B. Huff, who has for the past two or
three years done the most work of any one
in the
village, still finds plenty to do.
Mrs. Stantial, who came here last spring,
has had

a

’•

<guaranteed 1>\ K1 <_ II AK O II. .MOO I) Y

Willfred

Fred W.

•

Stuart Perfumes

do as nice a job as any of them. Mrs. j
Jenuys, who learned the trade as a girl, allows that she is not going to sit around and !
do nothing while the doctor is away on bus- !
iness, and she has gone to work. Mrs. Brown
does something at it when she can get time.
can

at

•

H. J. LOCKE & SON

BELFAST

\M>

•

NATION\l

BANK

1

In

fact, y<»u

here

m»w

Margaret

can

get

without
lluxford

a

dress

any
is still

eur

Sachet Powders!

and made

difficulty.... M
confined

to

rs.

j

her

bed. Ifi-r weakness, incident to old age, is 1
the principal trouble.... A storm porch lias
been added to the Ira W. Bowden house....
The T. I. Huxford store has been shingled |
and otherwise repaired and Shadraek Hall
and sons are at work on the Atherton house.
-Mrs. L. C. Jones, who lias done dressmaking here for two or three years, is away
with her husband for the winter.... Will
Sinclair, who has spent a few weeks up in
the Penobscot woods, has returned home.
His wife has been boarding with Sophia
Rowe... .Mrs. Houghton, who has been sick
with a slow fever at the borne of her son-inlaw, Tilton A. Elliott, has improved so as to
be able to sit up.

Most

1

■

LAMSON,

Winterport, Nov. 4, lgFG.—4w45

booklet

Solti anti

lie has spent most of his life at work on the
is one of the neatest farmers in
Brooks. His father was a gardener in old
Scotland and Me. can give you some valuable information any day-John M. Dow
has sold most of his stock. He still wishes
to sell a nice pair of tliree-year-old steers, a
cow and two or three horses... .R. G.
Edwards is delivering the winter’s supply of
coal to his customers-Miss Mabel Rose
closes her school in Morrill this week_
Miss Leila Stimpson is teaching school at
Monroe Centre-John C. Lane is teaching
the West Brooks school-Mr. Swett of
Hermon is at work in the harness shop of

_

ple in stock and will be sold low.
KRK1> ATWUOD.

our

AdilrossTllES I’EKiilAtl 14i2!HEJ)V b'O.,

father, Augustus Curtis.. .Geo.
Hall, L. C. Boody and A. B.

her

i-

■

e

where. Sen-1 tor

tree sample.

railroad,

Delicate,

Fragrant
Lasting-

and
t
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finest in the world
::
AT THE PRICE.
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MANY NEW ODORS.

STEVENS BROS.,
SlTCKssOKs Id

STEVV.AS

X

And Dealers in

Hoots,
^*l»oes,
1* libbers,
Ti’iinK*

lbiiTs
Kxtension Cases,

Whips,

POOR

kidney education starts with: Bacliache means kidney ache, lame back mean s
lame kidneys, weak back means weak kidBills
neys, cure means Doan’s Kidney
Read about the free distriputiou in this
paper, and call at Kilg ore & Wilson’s, City
Drug Store, Belfast, Me.
A

|

!s

&

SON,

DRUGGISTS.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

?s.

1-o

NEW STOCK OF

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
Low

HARNE SS REPAIRING and
C ARRIAGE- I RIMMING.

Prices.
I

Open
t eninjis

59 Main Street.

on

every
wrapper.

s.

Hianki't

Fine Bonds.

i

CASTOHIA.

s,

W'e sell them b> the
Ounce or Bottle.

THE A B C OP IT.
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KKsi

..“.HARNESSES

Kobe

Licensed Auctioneer.

”

tohba^tco
1

gravel sidewalk in front of their several lots, much to
the advantage of those who travel that
street....(leu. Edwin Lang has closed his
house and boards with Joseph Stimpson...
Eben and Geo. Page took a job to clear a
rough pasture belonging to James B. MeTaggart from rocks, and they have laid a
string of wall in doing it. McTaggart, while

Best for Children

type-models, spheres, cubes, cylinders

BOSTOt

guaranteed

<«

Tin IT have built several rods of

ELIXIR.

and the rest, so that each child can observe for himself and not catch scraps of

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO

Mailed Free.

SiO’IO-dAO

wife in the person of Miss Cora Petting-ill of this town... .Henry Reynolds. Jr.,
lias married Miss Bertha, daughter of A. B.
Huff.... Miss Mary Anderson of Boston is !

T

7imVlERMAN PORTABLE FRUIT DRYER.—
A .lust tlie tiling to evaporate your apples. Sam-

Pamphlet

a

Over l.i V.nflO bores sold. 300.000 cures pro* a its power tn destroy thodesire
form.
«’o-to-bae is the grua' est ditvi' f ”! in flit-• > J. Man., gam 1»*
.hi
fails tc make the weak mpotent tnan strong, vigorous :u.-.i ;. tgriet
iro :<
e.-lul* Iv gua;
lighted. Wo oxpeet you t<i believe what wo say. .‘t .1

new

sirs ass golleg

CABTOniA.

50c. and S1.00.
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APPLES.

Druggists,

Tasker, R. S.; Miss Lewis, A. R.
S ; Mrs. Clifford, Chap.; G. L. Moulton, M.:
Flora E. Huff, A, M.; Hannah Smith, G.:
Albert Rowe, S. They have chosen sides
for this quarter's entertainment, with Mrs.
Effie Godding and Miss Nina Tasker as captains.
.Geo. L. Hall, who has been some
two years a widower, has taken to himself a

j

tf7

'•

F. S.; Nina

|

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Shmv it to be possessed nf power- n-v-r
: uv
i ;•
\I.<
.•
In the treatment
t
('onsumptii >n. bronchitis, < 'i.*
its marvellous cures when every other means has f... 1 <1
(L rtul reconstructive n me«ly k.m\Vn for affection- a tin
••.
and healing, it prompt‘y relieves the cough and restore- dn n:f
Unlike ( >d-Li\ er <»il it is perfectly agreeable to ?ak’\ an ai :
v,
stomach and bow'el action. A rapid tlesh builder, it >un*vr.e

The officers of the Good Temas installed by Deputy McTag*
gart, are as follows: Charles E. Lane, C. T.;
Mrs. Mosman, V. T.; Mrs. Hutchinson, S.
J. T.: A. C. Mosman, Treas., Wm. C. Rowe,

!

P. O. ADDRESS,

He

bread of Russia and

Brooks

>

Any one wlio suffers from that terrible
plague, Itching Piles and Eczema will appreciate the immediate relief and permanent
cure that comes through the use of Doan’s
Ointment. It never fails. Free Samples at
Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drug Store, Belfast, Me.

the black

plar Lodge,

CONANT’S

ITCHING PILES.

and

ever goes to a store, still he prospers
and clothes his family as well as some with
more pretentious.

■

obstructive emphasis so far as you can on
the appropriateness and the beauty of the
right form in the right place.
Do you know how many children grow
up in beautiful country towns and never
know that bare trees are worth looking at
in the winter? It is like growing up in a
library and never knowing that books are
good to read! If you want to equip your
children with a capacity for healthy,
wholesome pleasure which costs nothing
and may later take the place of Heaven
knows what demoralizing amusements,
start them when they are little in the
habit of noticing and enjoying what is

on

Petroleum for the Lui

hardly

MARKET-

them,

lived

has

<

It is
gant and expensive way to begin.
like trying to teach the principles of long
division when each child has a different
4‘example” before him. It calls for an
Immense amount of repetition of the
You naturally arrange
teacher’s work.
to have the same set of particulars before
all the children at once, when you want
to develop some general principle of their
work in Arithmetic. i)o the same with
their bum study.
Have your schools
provided with enough sets of The little

Yankee

all the

lias

■
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The
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things
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raising crops that, are self supporting and this country is the best in the world,
as nearly everything can he produced on the

>

bring
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be
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past number soon.
The farming community will then settle

••

W

developing

labor’s best efforts
uncertainties will

•••

|

the same place in war times for
hundred, and the. 400 pound hog

"SO. Now it is true in lots of
ises
that those inflated dollars did wonders and
gave a good many farmers a send < li that
stimulated them to improvement in agricultural pursuits, and to-day that s'art in t lawar ha- been the making of a.
numb* r.
But Ik>w changed. In these times the dollars,
with the best calculations, com.; harder :md
are far between, and besides, without adjusting the cost of production by the purchasing power of the dollar, there is no stability or certainty that anything will pay, aud

■•

■

in

per

brought

■
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their strong bronzed limbs and

supple

figures

artists’

the Moscos to mourn for
a dead relative
friend one year from the
date of his
models in the “altogether.”
A dory, i death'
Thls 18 done by
snorcr. Tnanks to tiod Village
proxy, so to say,
the
is
by
way,
usually hollowed from a ; two women being hired for the
ttosquitia.
purpose.
single log of mahogany or cedar, and These professional howlers select
I cnee of The Journal.]
special
is from 25 to 50 feet in length.
and
A mag- nights
days in which to get iu their
> !< akaoi a, Oct. .*>th.
nificent boat, so buoyant and safe that work and as each
mourner is at
liberty to
111e Mosquito coast, or those accustomed to its
A
management employ ids own private duo of
weepers
‘in. as it is now known
j may venture fearlessly out to sea in there are few nights iu Mosquitia which
tns, occupies only a
i weather which would surely swamp a are not “made hideous.” The
spirit ot
j
.it ancient Indian kingBOOK
larger vessel. The pit-pan is another the dead is believed to be
around
hovering
.-verers dubbed Moscos,
variety of canoe, not so large as the dory, and capable of knowing whether or not
The insignificant but
iitos.
excelling it in point of speed. It is his loss is properly lamented and there is
.which for two cen- of the same
material, but lias a perfectly no doubt that on this occasion the shade
greatest family
m) much of the world’s
fiat bottom.
medical book ever writBoth are sharp, trim and of the defunct was satisfied.
now
is
offered absoten
along the Nicaraguan graceful in shape and the natives propel
Fannie Brigham Ward.
lutely free to any one
Macias a Dios south- them with remarkable
who will pay the mere
rapidity by single,
cost of mailing.
ds lagoon, a distance broad-bladed
paddles, stuck vertically in Dedication of a Church in Palermo.
Dr. Pierce’s Common
< row
Hies.
Of course the
Sense Medical Adviser,
water, first on one side, then on the
Our Palermo correspondent sends us
a handsome volume
is
the
customary dexterity other. As we were leaving “Thanks- tofollowing: Stephen Belden, Sr., with his of over 1000 pages. It contains a larger
boundaries, claimed a God” town, repeating its name softly to wife and two
than any
information
amount of valuable
children, Aaron and Priscilla, other
medical work, and it has reached
it in the days of the ourselves for the
privilege, an immense made the first settlement at Centre Palermo a greater sale than
any other. 680,000 copies
hard to tell just why canoe shot past
were sold at the regular price, $1.50 each,
us, manned by a score of about 1775), making his horseback
journey
ijesty, whose proud naked Indians, just come down from the with his Bible under bis arm, and lie advo- and now an edition has been printed and
bound in strong paper covers for free disci her vast possessions
far interior with a cargo of crude rubber cated the Baptist principles to those who tribution. Any one may secure one by sendshould have showu to sell.
At Gracias they find a ready settled about him, and tythingmen were ing twenty-one cents in one-cent stamps
If you prefer
to
cost of mailing only.
this
comparatively market for the rubber; and having invest- chosen to enforce the observance of Sun- i finepay
French cloth binding, send ten cents
A
church
day.
in
Baptist
America than Atneri- ed tlic
all, to pay
having been or- extra, or thirty one cents
proceeds in aguardiente (rum) and
the cost of this more handsome and durgranized at Fairfax (now
l st view of Mosquithey with able
World’s Dispensary
Cheap John “notions” from the Pennsyl- their associates became Albion)
cover.
Address,
members of that Medical
spiling. The mouot- vanian's store, and the little that may
Association, No. 663 Main Street,
church.
Buffalo, N. Y.
m.
broken by lagoons remain in needed
for
the
disprovisions
In 1804, a branch church was
organized at
niLiorous reefs and cays,
tant camp, they will row back again
up North Palermo and many were dismissed to
.s' description of umi
SURE CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
the silent river, no richer than they came, unite with that church. In 1805) the memThe to their
very low land.
“The songs of birds and the lyre will not
bers iu Centre Palermo asked to be released
lonely life in the forest.
restore sleep*' to the sufferer from constipation.
like ihe ‘‘atolls’’ of
s.
Approaching Bliiefiulds, (it used to be from this church that they might. i\>rm a At best, the Victim of constipation gets but troubof the sweet restorer.'5 This is the
sand-hanks, elevated spelled Blewfields) you see no sign till second Baptist clmrcli at Longfellow’s Cor- led snatches
that nature inflicts tor neglect of her
penaltyThe
\\ at<
which
was granted.
laws
each
ner,
Elder
brain
Nathaniel
r,
poisoned like the body by consupport- close upon it,of the great Moscos
territory
rebels and declines to rest while the
Robinson, Joseph Arnold, Thaddeus Bailey stipation.
blood continues to flood it with the foulest of im1 aims and bushes and which Columbus found in
and
won1502,
and Deacon John Robinson were chosen to purities. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are a sure,
ads of seabirds and der that he ever discovered it at
and permanent cure for constipation, and
all.
At sit with them in
council on the first Wed- speedy
nights of sweet, refreshing sleep are the result.
•aded among them all last a line of white sand
appears, barely nesday in February to organize the church. One Pellet’’ is a gentle laxative, and two a
mild cathartic. They are natural and easy in
rat ( orn, Little Corn above the level of the
water, with a green
In 1827 a Baptist meeting house was built their action, and never gripe.
Substitutes
Vpon that cruel reef, belt above it, pierced here and there
mean an inferior article, and more profit for
and
a
this
church.
In
185J5
this
occupied
by
by
the
druggist
i lies of our good ship
solitary palm tree, and low, blue hills be- old house was taken down and rebuilt by
Rev. H. W. Abbott and a building commit■.idling in the sun ; and yond—all tame, fiat and
uninteresting.
•:
Warner Miller and
tee of live. The chairman having died become
into
a
Finally you
great lagoon,
fore its completion, Rev. C. E. Harden was Hahn <limtft; mtu th
ked a few years ago
hidden from the sea by a sand-bar which
nostrilft. iJnnr stroth
o
the
inspect
begiu- is fringed on the inner edge with dense chosen to complete this new structure, hrrnfhs through th
which now presents a line appearance. The nose. f's/ three, filla
aa canal.
Its name
of
masses
mangrove trees; and this is interior is finished with hard pine, shellaced n
after meals pr
“The Snorer") is as
frrr'it, niaf he tore
the celebrated harbor of Blnefields, once and varnished. It is
a chandelier ‘firin'/.
lighted
by
for
this
hidden
>oarance,
the home of pirates, to which England ami seated with chairs. The cost, aside
tie awake to destroy all
ELY'S
clung with such grim determination. The from work given, amounts to about $(100.
■:r»* too near.
Nothing entrance to it is narrow, but not difficult, The dedication was on Thursday, Nov. 12th,
vent looking than the at the
foot of a high rocky bluff which and began with a praise service, followed by
Opens and cleanses the
filing white sand, just completely commands the
reading of Scripture by John Howard of Nasal Passages, Allays
passage. The
and Inflammation.>
■■
c
water, perhaps three- town itself, port and capital of the Kes- Washington, Me., prayer by Mr. Flemming Pain
Heals ami Protects
*N lli-fll/
of Ohio, pastor of the M. E. church, North Membrane from Colds,1
<*ng by 300 yards wide, erva
Mosquitia, lies nine miles from the Palermo, sermon
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Is quickby Rev. Albert Leac-li of Restores
siorted shrubs and temly absorbed. Gives relief at once. 5o cents at
entrance, and to reach it much tacking China, prayer by Rev.
Jenkins
of
George
Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
trefs growingatone end
and backing and tilling is necessary to Aina, benediction
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
by Rev. I. N. Allen of
i:ii->ns for the great nuinabove the numerous banks anti shallows North Palermo.
come here to lay their
in the lagoon. The once imperial city and
Brother Harden is highly praised for the
me turtle season many
residences of the black court of the Mos- manner in which he carried this work along
fine
over
from Old
quito Kingdo m, is a mere collection of to its completion. He goes to his n«w field
:<•
mainland.
These so- rude
of labor with the best wishes of the comTIME-TABLE.
huts, picturesquely set upon a bluff,
f. t rude huts
Allen Goodwin.
munity.
among the at a point w here the Bluciield river
On and alter Oct. 4, IMM>, trains connecting at
emp»:ts of stranded vessels
Burnliaui and Waterville with through trains for
ties into the lagoon,
in reality there are
Testimony of Neighbors.
with which the beach
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bostwo villages, the smaller one called
•aThe undersigned, residents of Hampden ton will run as follows:
literally to anchor “Carlsruhe”—so named by a
colony of and neighbors of the late Lillian Clark,
FROM BELFAST.
ibitations t<> the trees
I Prussians, who
attempted to establish whose
A M
P M
P M
tragic death at the hand of her hus- Belfast, depart. 7 20
lilies to prevent them;
1 25
3 40
; themselves here many years ago and most
band so shocked the community, feeling C'itypoint. 17 25
fl
30
13 50
-way by lieree Carib- I
disastrously failed. The huts and few that articles heretofore published, and es- Waldo. 17 30 tl 4o 14 io
natives do not kill the
Brooks
7 48
1 51
4 45
American style” tin-roofed houses are pecially the letter written by her husband, Knox.
8 02
12 03
15 lo
Nteiminate them and
Thorndike.
8
10
2
32
5
38
| surrounded by palm and plantain trees, unjustly reflect upon her character, wish to
8 2o
2 22
(too
iiri‘ of profit; hut
they with detached stalks of the papaya laden make public expression of our esteem for Unity.
2-12
0 25
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
11 50
4 35
vc. by a process so barwith golden fruit; and the shore is lined Mrs. Clark, and our confidence in her as a Bangor. A M
kcs one’s flesh creep to
Waterville
011
and
faithful
wife
true
and
mother.
She
3
13
705
with the usual canoes, pit-pans and
p M
AM
if n
the 111 t les arc romfor six years and during
Portland.
12 25
5 35
1 40
dories.
The Moscos are an amphibious lived among us
K. I).
4 15
9 20
5 58
that time we neither saw nor heard any- Poston,
HMsr.in I
! "sit their eggs the men
race.
ride
the
4 22
They
roughest seas like
{ w D.
thing to cause us to have other than the utin the bushes, rush out
sea-gulls, and if a boat upsets they right most respect for her. We believe that her
TO BELFAST.
witii r>ai books turn the
P M
A M
it in a moment and clear it of water with husband had no cause for
7 00
9 00
jealousy, and that Boston » E' D.
i'
cr on t.lieir
backs, ! their broad paddles, not in the least dis- his act must have been the work of a <1 is- 1 boston,
u.
830
(
P M
"b icss and
sprawling. I concerted by so trilling an accident. ordered mind.
Portland.
11 Oo
1 20
s pleasure.
A 31
A M
One by
I
Mrs.
E.
M.
F.
1‘.
M.
Mrs.
B.
Muivh,
Reed,
Among the crowd of people at the landWaterville. 0 00
7 oo
4 30
lii ndy fastened to the j
1 4o
7 15
ing we were surprised to see very few- Greely, Mrs. L. Averill, F. Averill, Char- Bangor
A
M
A
p m
m
a k
covered with dry white
faces, or even distinctively Indian— lotte Wyman, Mrs. F. A. Nason, Miss I,. Burnham, depart.,
8 5o
7 10
6 05
<d: :s then set on tire. the vast
N. Holland, Jennie M. Rob- Unity.
9 lo
7 50
5 25
Henry,
George
majority being unmitigated neS 10
9 20
Thorndike.
5
inson, Mabel Phillips, Mrs. E. R. Packard, Knox. f8 25 t9 27 15 38
plates of tlu* valuable
44
groes from Jamaica,or “.Sambos,” as they
E.
M.
Blanche
R
Mrs.
Brooks.
8
50
Packard,
9
42
5 50
Packard,
>'< the
.joints; and then a | are called i. o. of mixed
19 53
fO 08
negro and In- A. Wheeler, Miss Belle Wheeler, Mrs. M. C. Wahl. 19 02
•■«i horizontally be- !
+0 18
C’itypoint. 19 15 floor*
dian blood.
We have always understood
0 25
Deland, Sarah B. Wiley, Kate R. Whitmore, Belfast, arrive. 9 25 10 lo
Cue lainuia lifted from
that the Mosquito shore is occupied by Mrs. J.
‘Flag station.
Flagg, F. C. Whiting, Mrs. E. E.
ing taken not to injure
Mabel
Mrs.
J.
Holland.
G. Stuart,
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at§5.00
Mosquito Indians- but the truth is that Holland,
and all stations on Branch.
heat, nor to force baldly a pure blooded Indian is left in Mrs. M. A. Jackson, Mrs. S. M. Wasgatt, from Belfasttickets
to all points West and NorthThrough
Mrs. C. M. Emerson.
>t has fully prepared it
west via all routes, for sale l>y F. L. Crowley,
tlie country.
The miserable race which
PAYSON TUCKER,
Belfast.
Agent,
A large turtle affords
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
An Anniversary Party.
goes by that name has beeu mixed more
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
'Is of shell, the “plates,”
and more with trader-blood from JamaPortland, Sept. 28, 1890.
One of the leading social events of last
ug a quarter of an inch ica, with which island this coast has its
week was the large party given by Mr. and
turtles
die
under
Mrs. S. A. Reed last Saturday evening, to
Many
principal relation, until the aboriginal celebrate
the nineteenth anniversary of
'*n.
but instances are element is about
eradicated. As long ago their wedding. About 75 guests were preshave
been
a
iiey
ent.
caught
Progressive euchre was played and
as Lussan, the
free-booter,wrote, he said: the
■h the outer coating reprizes were cut glass, silver and Havi“The coast lias long been inhabited by laud china, and were won by Mesdames R.
ire cases men have lived
mulasters (mulattoes) and negroes, both Parkhurst, VV. H. Jacoby, J. Claphauisen,
and Messrs. W. H. Jacoby, J. Christie, and
l*ed. What the turtles men ami
women, which have greatly mul- VV. K. Morison.
Supper was served at
-onsideration of their
tiplied since a Spanish ship bound from eleven o’clock. The floral decorations were
«d the poor creatures the
American
beauties and red and white
Guinea, freighted with their fathers, was carnations. Many happy returns were Bellnst to Boston, §512 So.
ing they would make the lost here. Those who
escaped from the wished t.lie host and hostess for the pleasant
nng with cries of agony,
wreck were courteously received by the evening spent. Mrs. Reed was assisted in
entertaining by her mother, Mrs. C. A. Eells,
philanthropic sisters, who Mousticks (buccaneer for
“mosquitos,” and Mrs. H. N. Stephenson. [Minneapolis
'hell combs and criticise
Spanish, Moscos), who lived hereabouts. Progress, Nov. 14th.
n in their bonnets!
Among the guests were a number of forThe Indians assigned their guests a place
wn to Mosquitia’s
capital to grub up aud intermixed with them. mer Belfast residents, Mr. and Mrs. VV. K.
Morison, Mr. E. J. Morison and sister,
village of Gracias, on the
They are very slothful and plant and Mrs. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Kelley
which Columbus named
sow very little,
their women perform- and Mr. A. F. Sweetser.
Commencing Monday, Oct. 19, 1899, the rate of
Dias—“Cape Thanks to ing all the labor. When they are inclinfare for through tickets between Belfast and
tiie vessel, anchored some ed
The Ideal Panacea.
to sleep they dig a hole in the saud,
Boston will be reduced from $3.00 to $2.25.
were rowed in a pit-pan
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
into which they put themselves.”
Between Searsport and Boston reduced fiom
“I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
says:
uiles up the river which
$3.25 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
The negroes cast ashore from the Span- as an Ideal Panacea l’or Coughs, Colds and
will be made In the price of through tickets
bug line between Xicara- ish slave
Complaints, having used it in my famship w-ere largely augmented by Lung
between Boston and all landings on Penobscot
ily for the last five years, to the exclusion of
uras and is
variously called cimarones, or runaway slaves from Span- physician’s
Klver.
prescriptions or other preparaor
Wanks, Waux,
Segovia ish settlements in the interior. Still later, tions.”
The price of rooms accommodating two persons
John
Rev.
writes:
ss a wide,
Keokuk, Iowa,
wind-swept la- when the English planters from Jamaica ‘‘I have beenBurgus,
each will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
a Minister of the Methodist
hose southern bank stands
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
attempted to settle on this coast, they have
found
so
never
beneficial
or
the
best
that
anything
can be
baps
These rates will l»e continued through the seatheir
brought along
slaves, who also con- that gave me such speedy relief as Dr. son, and until the close of the river by ice, when
at to no town in the world
tributed their quota toward mixing up the King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal the steamers will be withdrawn from the route
iv adieu.
Most of its 75 or
Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at until the opening of navigation in 1897, when
mongrel race which now prevails along Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
regular rates will be resumed.
ses are built in what
they these borders,
Commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 189(5, steamers
combining the blood of
will leave Belfast, weather and ice permitting—
hi style'’ down here—barnEast Maine Conference Seminary.
Dutch and English pirates,
for Camden, Rockland and Boston, Mondays and
Scotch,
Welsh,
lures with roofs of cor- j
Thursdays at (about) 2.30 r. m.
Indians, Spaniards and African castaways
For Bangor via way-landings, Wednesdays and
The public meeting of the Achy Ilian sociepainted red; the rest in the
Saturdays ar 'about 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival ot
and traders from all countries—and alwas
held
Nov.
with
the
1
Utli,
y
following steamer from Boston.
ie native fashion with cane
ways the African predominating. Among program:
RETURNING :
d palm-leaf thatch.
A few
Miss L. F. Russell
these lazy, cowardly people no trace is left March,
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
Dr. Chase
i
Prayer,
Englishmen are here, I of the
From Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdays at
Eva A. Ingersoll
original owners of the soil, whom Reading of Records,
about) 5.00 a. m.
in the rubber trade up
Emma Eldridge
Declamation, “Annette”
From Bangor, Mondays and Thursdays at 1 l.oo
Columbus described in a letter to his Piano Duet, “Poet and Peasant’'
Air. by Stij j»e
A. M.
and there are two or I
Misses Russell and Clement
as “fishers, great sorcerers and
(HAS. E, JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
sovereign
i mens from the land of j
Discussion, Resolved that the United States
-WILLIAM II. HILL, General Manager,(Boston.
11 is son Fernando Columshould interfere in behalf of Armenians
very terrible.”
s
Ail
Florence J. Hoyt. Neg.,(Mara M. Caldenvood
tripes, who are probably!
bus, writing a few years later, is more ex- Vocal Solo,“My Dearest Heart”
Sullivan
<I at home.
Among the j
Lillian B. Ames
lie
are
almost
plicit.
says, “They
negroes Essay, “Architecture”
Eva A. Ingersoll
ned gentleman—now tan- |
in color, bestial, going naked; in all re- Piano Solo, “The Song of the Night Winds”
ui "f ohl
Leybach
leather, like any j spects very rude, eating human llesh and
Louise S. Chase
Winter Arrangement—In Effect October
Breeze”
says that he came from the !
“Aehyllian
Paper,
raw
tisli
as
devouring
they happen to
Editresses Florence E. Buck, Eva E. Clement
1.1896.
"i
Pennsylvania and has re- I catch them.” Blit it must be remembered Miscellaneous Business
Adjournment
forlorn region more than a I
that the old-time chroniclers were speakSTEAVrnt (iASTIXE, on above date,
„|T—
entury. Ilis little box of a I
wind and weather permitting, will
ing only of the seacoast Indians (the Garrun every week day in connection with B. & B.S.
■s
a lot of cheap
dry goods ibs?) and not of the distinct, people of the
Co., as follows:
Leave *West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
notions11 on winch lie eoninterior whose language also was differ7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30: Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
'nodest profit of 300 per cent.
Lime Kiln, 9.20: arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medient.
oisty old church in the vilWe shall not soon forget our first night cine ever contained so great curative power in
‘Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur
so small space.
They are a whole medicine
macks and school, the latter in
days.
Mosquitia! Before going to sleep and at
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m., for the
dozen pupils, not counting the
above named landings.
frequent intervals between “cat-naps”
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
nic.kens which range the room
the
our ears were assailMom
from Belfast at 2.00 p m.,
_
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It is convenient, gratifying and fashionable to have a fad, and the new fad in
Boston is to invite your friends and explore the Subway. Being withal a prac-
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Much in Little

1
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the sights that most interest
found along the riverfront,

"its

of strange crafts may le

h"-pans,

dories, bongos, yawls,

throughout

night

ed by the most dolorous sounds that ever
fell from human lips—or was it a legion of
lost souls
Even after

bewailing
sunrise

their
the

hopeless fate?
blood-curdling,

")y painted or otherwise orna- hair-lifting, indescribable lamentations
dbers with the oddest sails continued an hour or more. Inquiry de-

Eioablej

while

the

boatmen,

with

veloped

the fact that it is the custom of

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 26c.
The only Pills to hike with Hood's Sarsaparilla

every

ay, Wed-

nesday and Friday. Take steamer next day for all
landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and

Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take stmr. Frank
Jonesnext morning for all landings from Castine
to Machias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogel 1, Castfrne; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
60tf

c. W. SMALLIDGE,

Manager.

For Dedrick

j

huge granite walls on both
sides gradually grew in height and when
the shadow of the steel arch was reached,
they loomed up on either side like a
mighty fortress. On entering the tunnel,
which is lighted by electricity, one is impressed by the finish and cleanliness of
the place.
Without

going into tiresome
and figures may be of
spadeful of earth was

few facts
The first

details

AMMUNITION,
PUTTY,
PUMPS and PIPE,
Plain and Galv., fitted to
KNIVES and FORKS,

interest.

Mar. 28, ’05, and there have been but two
fatal accidents thus far.
The estimated
"f the

subway is $7,000,000, which
confidently place as an
outside estimate.
The total length of
track, reckoned as single track, will be

cost

the eonti actors

about

five

miles.

“island”

Stations,

platforms,

i. e., platforms having a track
each side to avoid necessity for cross-

on

Etc

!

expected

that

spring.

When

cars
we

will be

running
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One does not realize the
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in” until he
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excava-

possible “cave-
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of any
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Winteroprt, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Thirteen Millions
(Hi13,000,000)

Springfield Fire

Fire

Insurance

Marine, Granite State Fire Insfiianof
sociation of Philadelphia, Capitol
Fire Inm p\ncf
National Fire Insurance
Co., Hartford, Conn.
and

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT
RATES
TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, a. lo» rale,
MARINE INSURANCE 10.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

TORNADO INSURANCE

building

on

CORRESPONDENT OK MERCHANT

Assets.

Co
Co

Fin A
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*

u

CO

aeeep.able
-IHubK.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.

SES-Correspondencc Soil,Hod

section of sub-

a

DARK

FALL^
^ STYLES

AND

LIGHT

'l’lic objections made of
and replaced,
dampness, foul air, &c., are met by the
of

kind, 38c.

<rc»ME A. BAILEY,

subway, as at the junction of 'Fremont and
Boylston streets, and a sight of the network of underground objects to be met

use

ROBES,

/ms arrived and are
ready to be seen.
Come and exam me the best
made Sleig/is on earth. A lot
of the cheaper grade will be here
by
Nov. loth. I cordially invite
your inspection.

in the

One, which is completed and
ready for tracks, the engineer opened a
trap and wo entered upon actual construction with the accompaniments of
mud, water, paint and general disorder.

CHOPPERS,

-3*H. A. MOYER SLEIGHS,®-

end of

Section

and LAP

ONE CAR LOAD OL< THE FAMOUS

ing, and directions for facilitating north
and south bound travel, will be similar to
the elevated railroad in New York.
It is

MEAT

as

READY' MIXED PAINT,
The Famous “English"
LEAD,
extra fine razors,
SHEARS and SCISSORS

order
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such

RAISIN SEEDERS,
POCKET KNIVES,

GLASS and

a

removed

Important,

are
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GUNS and

in the wooden fence

opening

WIRES,
Presses, etc.,

advanced the

shafts

and

exhaust

fans, which change the air every five
minutes and

being operated by electricity
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instead of steam it is free from the vitiated

j
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temperature,
cautions
from
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making

There is
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in tunnels.

common

regards

we
were
told that prenecessary to keep tramps
a bedroom of the
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a
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and rumble iron.

overhead, and the thought
once lay the bones of many a
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and walked down the cemented iuelinc to
j the pioneer tributary, in fact the very
| source of Boston's pet subway. As we
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Garden, passed

°
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of

guide. Our party
in having Mr. Guy C.
of the Asst. Engineers, to

fortunate

was

....
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their horses

transit and is entitled to the instruction
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Having purchased the entire line of extra large team Blankets
a firm
going out of the Blanket business. I can furnish you with
team Blanket 90x100
inches, thick and heavy, for sSSl.^O and
upwards, according to quantity. These are special trades and
BELOW regular wholesale prices. These were never
equaled in
Belfast and ought to be an inducement to
people wishiiv to keep1

transferable, the subway explorer
liberty to enter the realms of rapid

and safe

i;r

a

is not
is at

HEAD

■

LOWEST.

of

9 and 5 o’clock and the appasses vary from 25 to 100

every week. Armed with one of these,
which bears the name of the visitor, and

m

Great Reduction in Fares,

WILL flEET ANYBODY’S PRICE

fascination to the adventure.
The subway is open for inspection on Tuesdays

Maine Central R. R.

..

The

HARDWARE.

AND SELL A5 LOW AS THE
hereby permitted to view Section One
This
is
Subway.
permit
given you
on the express
understanding that you BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED ON,
visit the subway at your own risk,” but
this intimation of danger only lends
Xt
*1*

_

thePOLD

BAILEY

by applying at the
Commissioners, 20
passes read, “you

of the

CREAM BALM

■

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKAGE.

are

■

■

Ivorine^

which may be secured
office of the Transit

CATARRH

■

glad

was

the subway, be they rich or poor, are
refused admission to the sacred tunnel
unless they bear the necessary passport,

[The

\

j

the writer

to

FREE.

l
!'

fad,

to join a
party of ladies and gentlemen and examine that subterranean passage. Visitors

GREAT

i

Earth.

the

Ideas of ihe Subway In Boston.

A Woman's

tonian of the olden time added
romance

to

journey.

the

a

tinge

J3ost6s
T\ftVll'’’
U

On the route of

Suit AH Men

the subway are three burying-grounds,
the Common, the Granary, and King’s

Chapel; and anticipating

that human

re-

mains would be found in

ex-

cavations, steps

the

were

making the
early taken for
fragments, and

proper care of these
work has been carried out in

respectful

a

the

manner

the memory of the dead and
satisfactory to the feelings of the living.
8. F. MeCieary of Brookline is authority
for the
The

following story:

disturbed
were

to

owners

once

of tombs which have been
the route of the subway,

by
approached by

order of

the

mayor with a view to improvement. There
of course great opposition by such

was

To appease this feeling the city
the row of granite tombs
which now skirts the walk running from

owners.

constructed

Park square to West street. These tombs
were offered at cost to owners of the old
tombs in compensation for the
ment of their sacred rights.

pacified

all such

owners

public

sentiment

on

this

provement finally secured

quiescence,

but

nothing

master-mason

na-

tionality or taste. Any
that likes good
tobacco knows he can
get it if he buys B.-L.
One chew will prove
that B-L stands for
best leaf, best flavor
and the kind that satisfies.
It s the one
that
suits the
thing
young as well as the
veteran chewer.
man
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Fhll St
-WINTER
Any

man
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COX MATS

wears one oi

of

on

let

us

help

himseit

Come

II.

W

object

an

alone

him

sees

style

new

ot

but
in

be handsome.

you to

Dwight P. Palmer,
MASONIC TKMi’Ll
...THE...

SWAN & SIBLEY CO,

was

Carver

St., and was noted for his imperious obstinacy. He told the mayor who suggested

JOBBKKS OK

CRAIN,

that the tomb be

hermetically closed without disturbing its contents,
that “he
would stand at the door of his tomb with
a drawn sword before it should be closed
or the bones of his ancestors removed!”
Mayor Armstrong was in despair. Finally
the row of new granite tombs was completed and before the assignment of any
of them to the owners of the old tombs
Holland met the mayor upon the ground,
and the sore subject was renewed.
The
mayor exhibited the new tombs to Holland, saying, “Now, Mr. Holland, you
may have the first choice of these new
tombs and 1 will present to you without
cost the one you may select if you will
agree to abandon the old one.” Holland
shook his head saying he’d like a day or
two to consider.
At the end of that
time Holland told the mayor that he had
selected tomb No—.
The mayor was delighted ; he shook Holland by the hand
and expressed his approval of the veneration he had exhibited for his ancestors.
He then said, “Now, Mr. Holland, you
may take your own sexton and personally
supervise the removal of your family’s remains from the old tomb to the new one.”
To which Mr. Holland replied with mingled emotion and surprise, “Mr. Mayor,
you don’t suppose I’m going to have my
new tomb dirted up with those oh! bones?
No, close up the old one and let ’em be.”
Such was Tom Holland’s shrewd thrift.
To us it was a novel and satisfactory
experience. It was not rapid transit, for
we had been under ground an hour, but
we had passed under the Public Garden
and Boston Common, and we emerged
under the shadow of Park street church
a wiser party, full of favorable comment
for the things we had seen and heard.
Waltham, Nov. 10, ’00.

of

-not

everybody who

and

our

immediately becomes

admiration-

whatever could be
Holland

DER3Y.

FOR

The pressure

who resided

BOSTON

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT

important imMr. May’s ac-

done with Thomas Holland.
a

extinguishThis plan

of whatever color,

except Samuel

May and Thomas Holland.
of

/lAHhKi

of

FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.

Having visited New York and Boston and
a very thorough examination of all

Xinpoi'loi*x»

made

the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please
our

customers with

our

goods and

Dealers in tlu* finest

in

taste

Anthracite and

trimming.

/>.>, .’>7 Front St.. Be!fast. M*.

;

dot.

House for Sale.
The lot and buildings at the corner of Northport
Avenue and Durham street, in the city of Belfast,
formerly occupied by D 1’. E. Luce,\vill|be sold
at a bargain. For terms, inquire of

R. F. DUNTON,
Belfast, Oct. 6, 18UG.—tf

Belfast,

Me.

1 tl

J. M. Fletcher, M. D.
PARTICl

Belfast,

LO&iS.

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Boston, where she has been at work with
first-class milliners, she is prepared to give
you all the new ideas. We keep constantly on hand a full line of

R.
F.
WELLS.
8, 18116.—41 tf

.

If ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in

MRS.

"1

p

Blacksmith

Miss Florence Wells

ot

quality

LAR|A I THM !ON£(ilM N. K)

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases
the Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

Pure Jersey Milk.

It you wish for nice milk

O. O.

drop

a

card

to

HATCH, Belfast.

One cow’s Hilk for Babies

September 30, 1890.—3m4t)*

a

of

Specialty.
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CHAKLES

An ode to

turkey—“charge

The cranberry
Thanksgiving pie

it.”

short,

crop is

but

so

is

ple

crust.

McKinley 272; Bryan 17“»,
college loots up.

is the way the

that

written

a

j

adversary had
Bryan is writing one.

Turkey

will

be

homes;

American

discussed

to-day

in

but the Sultan will not

duty

its lirst

will be to

provide

revenues

sufficient for the support of the GovernThis is a plain admission that
ment.'*

policy

the tariff
tration

has

j

Hale

as

attained,

rights

suffrage,

and in which

claim that

now'

!

!

j

no

on

Storms will gather, yet they liee,
Leaving us a rainbow fair;
So the light will beam on thee
If thou’lt cast on Him thy care.

they

He’s

woman

!

the women

the Boston Journal says:
The repudiation policy of the Democrats, the free riot plank of the Chicago
platform and the attack made upon the
.Supreme Court did not repel them. The
most that can be said, from the most favorable point of view, is as we have sug- ;
gested that they were no worse than the j
men.
But this is equivalent to saying !
that woman suffrage in these States has !
simply doubled the electorate, without in
the least improving its quality.
voters.

almost exactly
she gave Powers !
M'O iii'r
:
in Feptember, which seems '■
The Boston Herald, in an editorial on
m <>w
Thai "ii occasion her voters can
the subject, expresses a like opinion.
iao\ at t\-o eicetions within a short time
! Speaking of woman sulYiage it says:
;
;uh other.
[Boston Journal.
We have been told that the gain would
and th eampaigii closed with the
Yi
! be in the higher moral tone that would
>ep:cnili-T c c*-tion and no effort was
pervade our political contests; but in this
:ri;:
get ait voters in November. The ! late
contest, in which more than in any
people ic. >gni/.t‘d their duty, however, other we have had for the last quarter of
a century a moral issue
was presented,
and perfoimed it.
those states iu which suffrage was granted to women threw their vote, without an
Many ; c pie have fouud significance in exception, upon what is considered to be
; 1•
i;i«.-1 t i-'.i* President C leveland issued
the immoral side of the question.
:> Thanksgiving proclamation on the day
It has been the policy of each leading
alter tiic National election, and certainly
to obstruct legislation proposed by
the result of the election is not least party
the other, in the hope that some party
aiiM'iigthe things to be thankful for to- advantage might result from such action.
day. Indeed, it would have been difficult In my judgment, the time has arrived
when all those who have the best interto be thankful had this country been given
ests of the country at heart must aid iu
into the hands of Bryan, Altgled and the
accomplishment of such reforms as
Tillman.
are absolutely necessary to a restoration
of complete prosperity.
[Chairman ByIn ( anada no
rib- num of the National Democratic commit-

McKinley
plurnlily which

gave

mum

1

■

-.

campaign buttons,

Him.

to-morrow cloud with fears?
Lift your hearts to Him in prayer;
Jov will come instead of tears
If you cast on Him your care.

a

impression

care on

Why

but rather indicate the

verse, and the reader would natur- i
lei what the Dickens it could ;

tin.

V

/he

When you cast your

the

purifying influence,
contrary. The
moral issues of the campaign seem to

!

friend that ever lives,
Thou need’st never know despair;
Take the strength that Jesus gives,
Cast on Him thy every care.
After the singing of the hymn, the pastor,
Rev. G. G. Winslow, read u few appropriate
Scripture selections and offered a fervent
and heartfelt prayer.
Mr. Winslow then
read letters from the officials of the missionary society under whose direction Mr. Macornber bad performed his labors. The officers all speak in the highest praise of his
worth as a man, of his energy and faithfulness for the cause, and of his
high Christian
character. His work in translating and preparing works in the Congo language was
mentioned as greatly to the credit of the
young missionary, and as a very great help
to the others and to the cause of missionary
work in Africa. The resolutions passed by
the officials of
the missionary training
school, in which lie taught just prior to his
last visit to Africa, were very touching, and
highly appreciative of his work. The services closed by singing another hymn written by the deceased, and set to music of bis
own

a

composing.

Safe is my refuge, sweet is my rest,
111 cannot harm me nor foes e’er molest;
Jesus my spirit so tenderly calms
Holding me close in His mighty arms.
CHORUS.

Trusting completely in Jesus, I'm blest;
Sweetly He comforts and shields from
alarms,
Holding me safe in His mighty arms.
Pressing
Hushing

my tear-stained
my grief with

tone;

cheek to His own,
His sweet, gentle

Touching my heart with His healing halms,
Holding me still in His mighty arms.
Tempests may rage, sin’s surges may beat,
Ne’er can they reach my sheltered retreat;
Free from all dangers, from dread alarms,
Resting so safe in His mighty arms.

j

j

they

>erk

Die quarter-back of the Doane Col-

here to the patriotic purpose which act-

lege eleven, it w as decided to ask the next uated them during the campaign just
Legislature to pass a bill making the closed, and this gives renewed assurance
playing of foot ball a misdemeanor. It of better days to come.
w as

A

Mated that Florida had such

committee

was

Governor-elect

body

such

a

law.

Leedy

and ask him to

The Social Season.

em-

recommendation in his forthto
the Legislature.
message

coming

I

appointed to wait upon

a

Prize

The first dance by A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
of Veterans, will be given in Odd Fellows
Hall this, Thursday, evening, with music by
Sanborn’s Orchestra. The hall is very ap-

again.

Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week endiug November 25, 1895:
Mary Reilly, Frankfort, to Rose Woodmau,
do.; laud and buildings in Frankfort.
Nancy Hadley, Jackson, to Chas. H. Hadley,
do.; land and buildings in Jackson. Chas.
H. Hadley to Wilbert Morton, Jackson;
land and buildings in Jackson.
Luretta

Tucker, Pittsfield, to Henry H. Boulter,
Knox; land in Montville. Benj. A. Vinal
Newburg, to Fred Atwood, land and buildings in Winterport. Eliza M. Wentworth,
Union, to H. P. Douglass, Knox: land in
cessful opening of their series.
Montville. John A. Porter, Camden, to
Bertha M. Clark, Lincolnville; land and
The Universalist Fair will be held on the
buildings in Lincolnville. Lucy A. Miller,
lfith of December in Memorial Hall and Lincolnville, to John W. Miller, do.; land
will be of general interest on account of and buildings in Lincolnville. Joel M. Miller, Lincolnville, to Lucy A. Miller; land in
many new features which are to be introLincolnville. Mrt. Henry H. Cook, Liberty,
duced. There is to be a big supper and a to Samuel T.
Young, do.; land and buildCirculating Library, young ladies represent- ings in Liberty.
ing different books which will be loaned for The
Republican Celebration in Belfast.
limited portions of the evening. Library
cards will be on sale previous to the fair,
We publish elsewhere a portion of the
entitling all holders to a free use of the Republican Journal’s very interesting account of the grand Republican celebrationlibrary. All young ladies wishing to repre- in Belfast. This
account includes the speechsent a book in the. library will consult Miss es delivered on this occasion
by Hon. Seth
L. Milliken to the parades which halted in
Ada Mitchell or Miss Annabelle Walker.

fighting is less brutal and less fatal
than foot ball, and that sort of “athletics”
propriately decorated and arrangements are
has been legislated against in many of the
perfected by which the boys expect
sucMates.

Dun's Review says:
“The gain in volume of business continues
entirely with-

precedent. More than 390 establishments have started work, since the elecout

tion,

which

were

have increased

idle, and

at

least 300

working force, making

690

which are known to have added
t<> the number of hands at
work,

concerns

largely

and these
ber.

are only part of the whole numKvery day thus adds thousands to

the number of those who
week's

supplies,

are

able to

buy
gradu-

and to make up
ally for many months of enforced economy.
Already this brings great increase
a

week

busy

■in’s

front of his residence to pay respects and

of

the

Granges.

Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will elect officers
evening, Dec. 5th, if weather
favors.

Saturday

Is

done, and it is especially wearing
wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women
never

and

are run

down,

Tired, Weak, Nervous,
Than because of the work itself. Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good
nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Fort he trou Ides
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
thousands have found relief and cure in

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier.
$l; six for £5.
Prepared only by 0.1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
■

|

0*11

nooa S rlllS

the only pills to take
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

»re

NORTHPORT

NEWS.

Jennie Mitchell of Islesboro is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Heal.
Mrs.

Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, is enjoya season of prosperity, taking in new
members and having interesting programs.

ing

Stockton Grange will meet with South
Grange Dec. 5th, by request. Supper will be served at 10 p. m. and a good
time is expected.
Branch

The

23d annual session of the Maine State

Grange will be held in the new city hall, Augusta, beginning Dec. 15th, at 10 a. m., and
continuing through Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday.
Arrangements have been
made for one fare on the Maine Central and
other roads, and SI a day at the Augusta
House, Hotel North or the Cony House.
The Grange headquarters will be at the Augusta House. Every subordinate Grange
should be represented. The State Grange
pays the traveling expenses of one delegate
or representative from each Grange.
If the
Master cannot attend, the grange should
elect and certify a delegate to represent the
Grange. The hotel expenses should be borne
by the subordinate grange.

at
We

place

who had suffered so long and so patiently.
The casket was opened and all who wished
took a parting look upon her whom all had
known but to love.
ami Mrs. Arthur Hopkins

Mr.

pleasantly surprised

wore

very

day last week by
a visit from Mrs. H.'s grand mother, Mrs.
Limy Bullock, an old lady nearly 0*J voars of
resides in the lower part of tin:
As this was her first visit to her

town.

_A.

dear

and where God himself

*

lives and forever

May E. Foster
Myra F. Brown

[

picnic supper partaken of by their invited
friends, including of course the husbands of
the members of tbe
society. After supper
the enjoyment of the
evening consisted of
reading by Mrs. Frank Orcutt and Mrs. Ada
Brier, declamations by Miss Lotta Orcutt
and Miss Leona Miller, music anti
singing
by Mrs. E. B. Elwell and others. Mrs. Ada
Brier followed in a few remarks for the
good of the order. Messrs. Dickey, Hills
and Brown were called upon and

was

a

one

as

Masonic

Tempje

CLOTHING.
-

on

(Resolutions.

Furnishing Goods.

#

THE LARGEST LINE OF

GLOVES and MITTBMTB
( ALL

ON

I'S

\i

I I! K

WHITE STORE, 81 MAIN STR
CHMU.r S

OTO.V Y/ /. L, /V.

A SHAMPOO
L

DKPOSITN:

A warm shampoo with Ct'TicrR.v Soap,
followed hy gentle applications of Clticura (ointment), the great skin cure, will
clear the scalp of crusts, scales, and
dandruff, allay itching, soothe irritation,
stimulate the hair follicles, and produce
a clean, healthy scalp and luxuriant hair,
when all else fails.
Sold throughout the world. Price. CfTlci’RA, 50c.;
Soap. 25c.: Kksolvknt, 5iic. and fl. Pottle Uniro
am> Chkm. C’oup.. Sole Props., Boston.
Liow to Produce Luxuriant Hair," mailed free.

cough.
fail

5*v> ,:*Ts

JULY 14, 18
$172,093

13, 1*95.

$100,S3S.l 7.

to f

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on deni m i. oma
•■/
ary 1st and .Inly 1st. Deposits during the tirst three days ••!
of that month. This department otters much >tr«<th-r .>•*
i«. den•1
much as every deposit is a l>> • n to thr ho>ik, an l ali lepoms i.i oar Ban-.
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank bein*r tile latest established Bank in Waldo ('.>n ,r v. ..ur
ments in Fire and Burglar Pr >,)t work, th-'iviiy od'.-n!i^ .•••
bank in this countv.
\Ve still have a le\v $5.00 UKE IIKPOSir
Alt
ar
}Ork<, so they may be taken to an 1 from the Bank it desired.

•.

s

.>

■-

MANUFACTURING JEWELER
I

now

\'

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver
Our stock of Watches and id cks is the
selling tltcni at the LUWl-^T l>l!U'K>.

»rgest ?•
urn
a
11
order
a 11 ki n Is id t«()Ll) and S11. V E IJ
make.to
to
pared
orn
Parties having *i.\ -do
or STOX E UlMiS.
1
rl.
lur .•
made over into new goods a’ small expense

prices.

With

Honey of Horehound and Tar

Pike's Toothache

J 1

tr

\\ t

or any throat
your druggist.

Drops cure in one minute.

a

thorough knowledge

of refraction.

Wc carry in

of OPTICAL
a full
n-

)K K

V'

stock

d

SPECTACLES and E VE GLASSES. in (iold, (iold Tilled and
t g: i.sse.are prepared to careful.y test the eyes free of ch.irg-- and
Ail work in tins
t
furnish them at very low {>-.< -s
of
them
free
chareare not satisfactory we will change
:*■ --r.T
-diorf
8^“Please give, us a call and we w .11 endeavor
C. II MONHOE, M:t

We

-—--

T" 6LENW00D
Prepared by the Norway Medicine C’o., Norway, Me.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
If it fails to benefit you when used strictly ns lireotcdan
the inside wrapper. Try a bottle. s<>ld by ail dealer*.

Proof!

Convincing

SHE HAS USED IT.
A lady well

Are up to date in every

They

are

known

DOES WHAT IT CLAIMS.
T testify what I prnr/irnUy kn-nr of
Brown’s
Instant Belief'’ and can give it most cordiai recommendation.
Administered and applied according
to directions
will do what it claims safely and
Ibv. <
E. AN’fi ET I.
purely.
i‘as'<u- 1 A::>. ?rsalist (.’hurch
Norway, Me
*•

OPERA HOUSE,

stoves and ranges.
See them before

buying

any other

fl. L. Mitchell,

Belfast Savings

"5sHif ^
Bant Toilet S

ETHEL TUCKER
Excellent

particular

the leaders of all modern

Maine

throughout
gives testimony:

Meldon's

I

March

•*.

cannot

same

employed and money is liberally spent, in
providing the best schools possible. The
method of teaching as taught by Mr. Hayes
is a refreshing change, fr.fm those we have

AND

acts like magic for a cough
or bronchial trouble.
Ask
;

I MU.

These figures are taken from our sworn statements
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

errors

Belfast.

number of scholars uf the age of those
who composed the two classes named that
can surpass
the scholars we listened to
that afternoon, and we take considerable pride in the fact that the school at the
Cove is second to none of its class to be
found anywhere. The best of teachers are

HGREHOUND

nate

Hale’s

Dec.

Dec.

established at the well-known HEItYKY .1 E \V ELIf \
li-.T-t
MAINE, ami would invite the attentmu *d the
^
large and line stock

obsti-

It

July 21, 1*91.
$59,1*0.29

$123,985.58

Are

most

Superintendent, F. A.
Dickey. It was a beautiful day to be out
in; in fact, it seemed almost a sin to be indoors, and at the same time we felt it almost a sin to refuse the invitation so
kindly
given, and so accepted ami at two o'clock
entered the schoolroom and received the
sincere greeting of the master, Mr. A. I).

28, 1891.
$3(),353.«9

Feb.

July 11, 1S95.

HALES

the

with

complimentary to the scholars. Readily and quickcame
the answers, singly or collectively
ly
as the case
might be, plainly showing that
each scholar had by diligent
delving got
right down to hard pan during the time in
several departments of their studies and had
got there to stay. The exercises in grammar
ami arithmetic interested us greatly, and we
honestly believe that there is not a school in
any town or city in the county with the

FRANK k, WIGGiN

Nichols, Monroe &Co.j

for

cure

Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 17th, the day before the scliool closed at the Cove, we enjoyed the pleasure of visiting the school

terest and no little profit. The recitations
of the different classes were
highly

speedy

a

social talk all went away feeling well
pleased with the evening’s entertainment.

As no special preparabeing made by the scholars fur
the closing day we found the school in its
normal condition of every day
apparel, the
scholars busily at work as though there
were several
days before them instead of
only one in which the toil and trials of
many weeks would end. Taking our seat,
we watched the
proceedings with deep in-

President.

Deposits Soiicite

IMHVIIH AL

a

were

KNQWLTON,

A.

HOUSTON, Prest.
regards express appreciation for the loyal, vigorous
NATHAN I
RETURN OF THE FAVORITE,
social gatherings and entertainments by the and effective efforts of Mr. Milliken in the
H. QUIMB\ Treas.
JOHN
the
as
well
as
country
churches. The Baptists had a supper at the campaign throughout
in his own State. A delegation of conobserved in former visits to this school. He
\V. H. QUIMBV, Asst. Treas.
in the volume of business.”
vestry Tuesday evening, which was not only' stituents from Brooks were the lirst to call
believes in progression, and brings to his
and
a
their
that
but
netted
sum.
stalwart
Wed....ANI)....
goodly
spokesman,
Republienjoyable
aid the modern ideas as taught at Orono,
The American apple is just now enjoy- nesday evening the Methodist Aid Society can, John H. Gordon, Esq., made a brief
INCORPORATED iSOS.
but eloquent address presenting in behalf of infusing new life and new energies into the
unbounded
in
ing
popularity
England, held a sociable at the residence of E. H. the veterans and their sons and daughters
A dividend No. 57 n.t rate of three per cent,
minds of the scholars, the potency of which
and it is expected that the exports will Conant on Church street. The same even- several baskets of beautiful flowers. Mr.
will be paid by the above named bank on and after
was plainly visible in the energetic and live
reach the 2,000,000 barrel mark before the
SPECIAL ENGAGEHENT, COHHENCING
ing the young people of the North church Milliken’s reply is a model, gracefully apMonday, December 7, 1866.
winter is over, which is double last year’s
His address to
sincere,
manner displayed by the
propriate,
eloquent.
in
their
pupils
had an American supper and entertainment the
November 30th,
Deposits made on or before that date will be
assemblage wdien the grand parade stop- prompt replies to every demand made
exports. [Farm News.
upon Monday,
After a supper, which ped before the residence was somewhat
at Memorial Hall.
on interest from December 1. 1866.
placed
An item recently weut the rounds of the
ONE SOLID WEEK
longer and entered more exhaustively into them. We believe teachers are born, not
JOHN H. 01 IMBV, Treas.
was largely patronized and highly satisfacdiscussion of the features and fruits of the
made, and whoever looks upon the frank
press which stated that the Kendall Bro.’s
EXTRA —Clever and Catchy Specialties inBelfast, Me., Nov. 24, 1866. -2w48
tory to all concerned, an entertainment was great victory at the polls. One reading the
and open countenance of Mr. Hayes, and troduced at every performance by the talented
of Bowdoinham had shipped 118 barrels
given, consisting of music, recitations and a addresses will not wonder at the enthusiasm
catches the sparkle of intelligence that little artists, The Lawrence Sisters—Aurelia and
with which they were received. [Kennebec
of apples to Europe which run them in
was
The
latter
feature
show.
novel,
baby
Journal.
shines through the windows of his soul Lillian; the Dainty Soubrette, Miss Pora Pryor;
debt a cent a barrel.
This was wide of and created a good deal of amusement.
the Clever Young Comedian, Mr. W. J. Sully.
(the eyes) will be fully convinced that lie
Few people know that all plants contain
the truth.
The Bath Enterprise says that Men were dressed as babies, and were exwas born for the profession he so ably and
cannot
absorb
digestive
principles.
They
Special engagement of MR. BOB ACRES in
Oct. 20tli Kendall Bro.’s sent 116 barrels of hibited as such, John R. Dunton introduc- their food until it is
digested any more than so worthily adorns. Probably none will feel
his peculiarities. animals can. The Mount
special illustrated songs.
Lebanon Shakers
hand-picked apples to Europe, consisting ing each and describing
more delighted than the scholars to know
NEW SPECIALTIES.
NEW REPORTOIRE.
Belfast. Maine.
A prize of a silver mug (a two-quart tin have learned the art of extracting and utilizof 10 barrels of pound sweets, 5 of black
secured
has
the
services of
ing these digestive principals, and it is for that Mr. Dickey
20 and .‘10 Cents.
dipper) was awarded to the handsomest this
Prices,
10,
fall
of
20
and
the
reason
that
their
Shaker
Correbaldwins,
Digestive
oxfords,
Mr. Hayes for the winter term, and as only
baby. A knife, fork and spoon was given as dial is meeting with such phenomenal sucmainder of late winter baldwins and
about two weeks more of vacation remain,
a second
prize. Following is ^the music cess in the treatment of dyspepsia. The
Shaker Digestive Cordial not only contains
they will not have long to wait before they
greenings, all packed in fine shape in the presented.
Messrs. Rigby and Sanborn. food already digested, but it also contains
will hear the tinkling of the bell calling
orchard. The shipment netted them 8100, Overture,
Mrs. Edwin P. Frost. digestive principles which aid the digestion
Vocal Solo,
them again to manipulate the crayon and
which the shippers consider a satisfactory Vocal Solo,
Miss Isabel Ginn.
of other foods that may be eaten with it. A
Miss Sally Durham. single 10 cent sample bottle will be sufficient
pencil.
Solo,
BAILEY’S.
j
price. They paid 26 cents a barrel rail- Vocal
Vocal Solo,
Mr. John Parker. to demonstrate its value, and wre suggest
Open from 9 to 12 A. M. From
road freight to Boston, while the freight Misses Mary E. Faunce and | Helen Dun- that every suffering dyspeptic make a trial
I will furnish t<> the farmers of Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Mudgett and Mr. and
at
lowest
their
HAY
WIRES
county
1 to 4 P. M.
from Bath by boat would have been only ton presided at the piano. Thursday even- of it. Any druggist can supply it.
Mrs. Howard Murphy attended the Waldo
possible price. All sizes in stock, ining the Universalists had a supper at the
cluding, the Dedrick, No. 14 and 13.
15 cents. The apples were shipped through
County Pomona Grange at East Knox, Nov.
Laxol is the best medicine for children;
Htf
vestry, which proved a source of pleasure
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
Belfast, Maine.
GEORGE A. BAILEY,
and protit.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil. 17th, and had a very pleasant visit.
Maynard & Chase, Boston.
Last

of them

ALSO.

L. C, Morse is working very energetically
for lb*- nomination of State pension agent.
Mr. Morse has done a pension business that
extends over a period of 17 years and lias
been very successful, tie lias served one
term in the legislature, representing the
town of Liberty, eight years ago. He served
’’'the Kith M. V. M. and was under Gen. N.
P. Banks in the Dept, of the Gulf. He lias
numerous friends throughout the State and
has been assured of tin* hearty support of
some of the most, prominent
men
in the
political arena. It real y looks as though
Mr. Morse’s prospects were of the best and
his numerous friends would be highly
pleased to have him secure the appointment.

responded
in a very pleasing manner,
speaking of the
it
them
to
pleasure gave
be present, wishing
the W. C. T. U. all the success
possible, and
hoping the organization would flourish and
multiply in numbers year by year and become a power for
good in our midst, which
they doubted not it would. After indulging

Hayes

no more

WITH

a

tions

offer

can

P. MANSFIELD 9

upon our records and a copy sent to each of
the county papers, also to the Union Times
for publication.
Sarah E. Vosk
j Committee

old “aunt”

with the following officers were
chosen for the ensuing year: Mrs. Annie
Batchelder, president; Mrs. Nellie Dickey,
vice president; Mrs. Sarah Orcutt, secretary; Mrs. Lucy Rhodes, treasurer. At the
close of the meeting tables were spread and

of

we

customers can be the fortunate

Mens, Boys and Children's
Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters, Ree

through

company

Only early

We all have them sometime through lit,
Now is your opportunity to buy your

Last Thursday afternoon the members of
the W.
T. U. held their annual
meeting
at Elwell’s hall to choose officers and transact other business that came before them.
After the regular routine of business was

in

limited quantity of Shawls at

Opportunities!

reigns.
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed

Limy Bullock.

in

a

Opportunities!

resolutions of respect:
Whereas it has pleased the great Master
above to remove by the hand of death our
dear Sister Edna Elkins; therefore,
Resolved, That we the members of Dirigo
Grange deeply mourn the loss of a dear
Sister, but while vve miss her presence from
our hall we would bow in humble submission to the will of Him Whodoeth all things

be vouchsafed to her to reach the desired
goal—a hundred years—is the sincere wish
friends of

to-day

season.

grand-daugliter it was a very enjovalde occasion, not only to “aunt" Lucy, but to Mr.
ami Mrs. H. as well, who considered it a
rather remarkable visit, considering the advanced age of their guest, but the old lady
was equal to the task and
enjoyed the happiest, day of her life in the presence of her
grand-daughter. Mrs. B. is enjoying remarkably good health and seems likely to
reach the completion of a century. May it [Pittsfield Advertiser.

many

sale

Dirigo Grange has adopted the following

one

who

ag«

on

MANSFIELD’S.

When this lot is closed

Sunday afternoon the remains of Miss Mae
E. Ingalls of Belfast were deposited by those
well,
of her father in the cemetery. Miss Ingalls
Resolved, That we tender the bereaved
our heart felt
family
sympathy in their
was horn here and passed most of her life at
affliction, knowing full well we can do but
the place of her birth, where everyone know little towards
lifting the load of sorrow and
her well. Many of her friends were present direct their thoughts to hat great fraternity
at the grave, to pay their last respects to her above, where there will be no missing link

of the

Oh! what wonderful, wonderful rest!

bons or badges can be worn betw een nom- tee.
To the first sentence of the above para- Here is Good News for Hen Suffering From
The carrying of
ination and polling day.
Nervous Debility, Weakened Powers and ExHags as a party oadgc is also forbidden. graph we must take exception. The Rehausted Vigor.
The penalty is a line of $100 or three
has
and
adhered
a
publican party
had,
to,
months in jail, or both.
Weak men suffering from nervous debiliwell defined policy on the vital issues of ty. weakened powers and exhausted
vigor,
We find this item in the Answers to
the day, while if the Democratic party can now take new hope. Here is something
which will powerfully interest them. It is
correspondents column of New Ideas. It j
has
had
settled
it
was
any
j
policy
merely a fact that until now sufferers have been deo us if there had been such a law
occ:n>
barred lrom seeking a cure by the great
one of factious opposition to Republican
in t:
'-nut!
during the late campaign,
t<> the
specialists in these
This has been most marked cost of travel to the complaints owing
and it c-mid have been enforced, the ag- : principles.
large city and the high
fees
under the Democratic administration now
charged l»v these eminent physicians.
gregate of lines would have paid the j
therefore, is a chance for weak men
President Cleveland in Here,
Nat: >nal debt and built the additional | drawing to a close.
our community which should not be lost.
was unfortunate in his selection of a SecI)r. Greene, of ;i4 Temple Place, Boston,
.jails required.
who has the largest practice in the
retary of State. Mr. Gresham was politi- Mass., and who is without
doubt the most
world,
soured
and
actuated
successful
The Journal is glad tube able to pub- ! cally
by personal
specialist in curing this class of
offers
to
free
diseases,
consultation by
give
lish in lull the excellent paper on “Draw- ! hatred of leading Republicans; and he set mail
to all weakened, vigorless and nerveto
work
to
in
undo
what
Mr.
in
the
exhausted
Public
particular
men.
You have the privilege of
.Schools,” read before I
ing
The result consulting Dr. Greene by letter describing
the recent Teachers’ Institute in Belfast i Blaine had accomplished.
your complaint and he will, after carefully
by Mrs. i-.ffie Hofl'man Rogers of Boston, i was seen in the Samoan and Hawaiian considering your condition, send you a letter
and to endorse most heartily all that she ; affairs, in which the honor and dignity of fully explaining all your symptoms, telling
you everything about your complaint so
n the subject.
We can testify from j the country suffered, and in the abroga- plainly that you will understand exaetlv
sa> s
1
lion
of
the
what ails you. He will also give you bis adtreaties
to
the
detreciprocity
peisonal expeiience to tne value of a
vice, based upon his vast experience and
Un- wonderful
ki. v ledge of drawing, ami we can think riment of our commercial interests.
success in treating and
curing
of no trade or profession in which it der Secretaiy Olney the Cleveland Admin- such cases, as to just what to do to get cured.
All this will cost you nothing and you can
istration
has
in
a measure redeemed itself
would not be of use.
But Mrs. Rogers
thus have consultation with the best-known
lias >o thoroughly covered the subject so far as our fort ign policy is concerned,
physician and acknowledged most successful specialist in the world, without leaving
that we can only commend her paper to while on the finanancial question Presihome and at no expense whatever. Tiie
the earnest attention of parents and teach- dent Cleveland has taken a stand that Doctor is the discoverer of that greatest of
places him above the majority of his medicines, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
ers.
nerve remedy, and he has discovered
many
party. Mr. Bynum, who represents the other most valuable remedies. Write
to
At a meeting of citizens of
Lawrence, sound money minority of the Democratic him now, for this is the chance of a lifetime
to
cured
which
get
you may never have
Kansas, to discuss the killing of Bert
indicates that
intend to ad-

party,

News

CHORUS.

The returns from those States

suffrage would have

human eye

mean.

enjoy

Macomber.

Casting all your care on Him.
O, the rest that Jesus gives,
Earthly sorrows soon grow dim

not

of full

Colorado.

;

ipiotatioii is made up of couplets
ditto rent pails of the poem, set up

Maine

Winfield

Weary, heavy-laden soul,
Jesus will thy burden bear;
Gladly he will take the whole,
Cast on Him thy ev’ry care.

voted at the recent election for Presidenti:i 1 Electors, are Wyoming, Utah and

vision of the

.i.pt inti* tlu- future far
lid see

■

district.

do not bear out the

•o

is oik-

Mr.

nor

The States in which women

of the present Adminisa
failure.
That, of

"Jakslcy Hall,*’ beginning

The

Congressional

says a Maine Farmer contribu- !
then follow lines from Tenny- have made

in]

I

Frye

up their seats in the
needed in the Speak-

by personal selection and
preferment, but through native ability
and devotion to the public service.
was

admit it.

to

futii’e

■

to pave

posi-

holds a position at the National capital
second to none of her sister States, and it

been

•Lead Charles Dickens’

F

care

third

course, has long been manifest, but the
Democratic press has not heretofore been

son's

Neither Mr.

would

Cabinet

a

telle has said he would not leave Con-

The Democratic New York World says:
‘When C ongress shall meet in December

a

in the Cabi-

Dingley

gress, and Mr. Milliken no doubt prefers
to continue serving his constitutents of the

the election.

tor.

Mr.

.o

McKinley remained at home during the
campaign; Bryan remains at home after

willing

see

Senate; Mr. lleeu
j er’s chair; Mr. Dingley at the head of the
Ways and Means Committee; Mr. Bou-

be in it.

*

to

tion;
:

!

welcomed

warmly

was

own

gain anything by taking

mine

book!”

want

his

net; but we do not think there is a member of the Maine delegation who wrould

electoral
“Oh

Boutelle

on

Memorial to

A memorial service to the late Winfield
Macomber, Missionary to the Congo, who
died at Lisbon, Portugal,Oct. 19th, was held
at the Methodist church last Sunday afternoon.
There was a good attendance, and
the services were touching and impressive.
At the head of the centre aisle a large portrait of Mr. Macomber stood upon an easel
and above it a cross in evergreens and a
crown
in golden liowers. At either side
upon the platform were the mottoes, “Well
done, good and faithful servant,” and “Go
ye into all the world and preach the Gospel.” The picture and mottoes were neatly
draped with white lace, over which delicate
evergreen vines were trained.
The services were opened by the choir, in
singing the hymn, “Weary, heavy-laden
soul,” both the music and words of which
were written by Mr. Macomber.

account, and because in
the campaign just closed, as in former
campaigns, as well as in Congress, he has
done gallant and faithful service for his
country and his party. The Record probably intended to-say that the Maine peohome

Bi,SS4ZBh!

!

hlsbury,

a.

Capt.

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

A

Capt. Boutelle was warmly welcomed
home from the west, owing to his statement in Canton that he w as not-a candidate for the cabinet.
The Maine people
w’ant to see Mr. Dingley.
[Boston Evening Record.

Company,

Belfast National Bank,

IRES;.

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000.

Our ‘‘Print !)ecor;»t
Toilet Sets.
Full size,best

imr»

ware ass.a

decorated in artiste

light
Set

im

lhu;F

and dark blue and In

comprises

pitcher,

ewer

covered

toothbrush vase,

and I*

soap

am

handled

chamber with cover,

Price SI.98

CARLE & JONES, 21 M

Change of Busin--The undersigned have bought 'hFancy (ioods business of the !af
CATFS. and will continue the bn
stand, No. Id Main street, undei
Mrol M. F. and F. P. FI.FIS.
tin
man will continue in charge ot
nartment.
MAI
LENA
Belfast Me., Nov. 26. 1890.

of

m:\vs

j

Belfast.

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Nov.

meeting of the Belfast W. C.
itted to-day on account of

21,189G: J. E. Edwards, Arthur G. Frye, F.
E. Stevens.

Pay

places of business in the city will be
closed as usual to-day, the banks, mills,
factories, etc., all day, and the stores in the

j

The

k

preparing

is

his

for

an-

which is to be given at
weeks.

ti,
w

upetitive examinations

h

clerk and carrier of Belolder the civil service rules,
f

li

and F. E. Littlelutes for the post office at
bit* present incumbent is
s. Carver

|

(

|

x-State senator.

reenlaw

Brighton
ft w cows and 120 sheep,
tbought at Isle an Haut,
Belfast by sell. Maria Web-

\

\
I

>f

-.,g

I...■

to

went

fish in Swan Lake Nov.
m.k) trout eggs and 12,000

afternoon.
Mrs. J. F. Hazel of Chelsea, Mass., will
preach next Sunday in the Memorial Hall
at *2.30 and 7 p. m. She will also hold a
meeting in the mission room on Church
street, Saturday evening at 7. Mrs. Hazel
is coming to Belfast to conduct an undenominational missionary work.
East Belfast.
James Beau of Greenbush is visiting his sister, Mrs. James A.
Nickerson-J. H. Stinson visited Mr. and
Mrs. George Davis Sunday-Levi Curtis is
confined to lus house by a sore on his leg_
Miss Ethel Savery, who has been confined to
the house by a bad cold for the last ten days,
is now able to be out.
Steamer

Notes.
The Rockland began
I which weighed 8 pounds
running on the river route Monday, accordppiug this season is progress- | ing to the time table announced last week
and which will be found in our advertising
ably.
vde Marine Railway Co., of [ columns... The State inspectors of steamof Thomaston boats on inland waters say that there are 133
is bourn Bros,
steam craft in the State, the number having
st
owners, has sold out its
increased some twenty this year.
ut Port Clyde to George A.
ckland.
The Washburn
Articles of Incorporation of the Boston
tugboat and schooner prop- Tea Co. of Belfast were recorded in Waldo

trsday

!

45

trout

more

were

County Registry

Liberty has a number of
play about the barn and

el

h

handled like kittens,
gbt when very small and
to be familiar with the presand domestic animals
m u
to be

*

last week
built a road.
;cT to build a road around
lie came to Belfast
■■.-■in.

t.ney returned
>. where he has

apparatus by schooner

.ml
mi

home in

Ins

to

went

on the furnace
Home and conpurpose w<'uUl he most
v.
K
Pierce furnished the
work. He ma le a genThe sum <>f s7-"> has been
'■mis of the Heme and has

due

r.ce

Girls'

t

unit.

tins city went to Boston
surgical operation to his
! was deformed by a breedThe third linger
irs ago.
n the palm of the hand
f

P

surgeons decided that
better than am pu-

:•■

u

kl be

peration

successfully

was

loth.

..

Bruce’s Corner in Parecently. The tire caught
Irani the smoke stack upat

_■
;

hough

the mill

teii or

lifteen

through and the

i

running
employ-

discovered until the

not

ee

was
men

tire

was

The mill was owned by
uteri, Hiram Bliss, Jr., and
There was no insurance.

playing of

-,s

ball

foot

the

on

weeks ago caused
.tints to be entered to the
but lie found on investigaf the careless and dangerous
the
,!«• by young men beyond
played out of school hours,
:i■ t
under the control of the
>n

few

a

of Deeds Nov. 23d. The
purposes of the corporation are the buying
aud selling of teas, coffees and spices. The
amount of

capital stock is $10,000; amount
paid in $2,000; par value of shares, $50. The
directors are S. W. Johnson, C. A. Stevens,
J. M. Stevens. W. B. Wadsworth aud C. H.
Ames. S. W. .Johnson is president aud C.
II. Ames, treasurer.
Lectures

The

Mayor and

City

used to aid, if necessary, and a
with the boys resulted in the
!11 >ved to other grounds.

Mr. and Mrs. Austin W.
them a reception at their
f

gress street, last Thursday
nor of the fifth anniversary

Congratulations were reout-of-town friends, and
•■utiug were the recipients of

■

uiy

presents, which were not
traditional wooden ware of
rsary. The guests brought a
i!111 a very enjoyable evening

illy.
oad
in

of

hay

be shipped

to

the Dedrick

o;ule«i
-.14 tons

presses of

Saturday and eon*»_*:lbs., being six

Mr.

George D.

Ayers
Boston, Theosophical Lecturer for
New England, will deliver a course of lectures on Theosophy in the Universalist vestry, Belfast, Dec. 1st and 2d, at 3 and 7.30
His subjects will be as follows: 1,
p. m.
Theosophy. 2, The Evolutionary Power of
Thought. •">. The Laws of Compensation
and Rebirth. 4. The End of the Century
and tlie Modern Crusade. The lectures are
free and all are invited.
of

Railroad Sparks.
taken from its

summer

The snow-plow was
quarters and run out

upon its spur truck ready for use Saturday.
A crew of painters arrived Monday and are
ini the buildings at Belfast station.
L>. A. Booker, bridge builder, and H. A.
Toward, road master, came over the Belfast
branch Friday to look over the work along

at work

the line.

the

new

Work

bridge

is

at

progressing favorably on
Burnham, aud the ballastis being pushed as fast as

ing along the line
possible by the section

men.

You no Winter. The lirst snow of the
season fell Saturday,.Nov. 21st.
The morning opened as the coldest of t .e season, with
the mercury at l()c above zero at 7 a. m. The
weather moderated gradually and at noon
snow
began falling and continued until
there was nearly 3 inches on the ground.
About <i p. m. it changed to rain, but the
snow was not all taken off aud a good
many
sleighs were out Sunday. The day was clear
and cold, and Monday morning the conditions were the same, with the mercury but
a few degrees
above the zero mark.
At
night, it rained and wheels are in order
A

again.
B.

H.

Belfast

1

i;cs.

Theosophy.

on

Musical. The musical by the
High school at Odd Fellows hall,
S.

Friday evening, was largely attended,
obliging the school to stand in the rear of
the hall. The original program of twelve
numbers was lengthened to twice that number by encores. At intermission home-made
candy, ice cream and cake found a ready
last

and the sum realized was sufficient to
liquidate the debt on the piano and leave
the school in possession of a very line
Mason & Hamlin instrument. The whole
school has worked with a will, and the interest and executive ability of the special
committee in charge of the affair can not be
doubted.

sale

Chat. Chas. R. Coombs is making a handhard-wood combination bench and cabinet, for miscellaneous uses at the store....
State Constable Mears destroyed last Thursday about 20 gallons of beer seized at Bicknell & Cottrell’s, and sold the kegs back to
the firm... AY. A. Clark is putting in a
plate glass front and new hard-wood doors
some

could have been, loaded in

at his clothing factory on High street-A
7,(X»0-pound anchor was shipped from the
Camden anchor works recently for New
York parties-Henry C. Mardeu has movof j ed his carriage business to the repository in

bay had been pressed in the
--•es, making a saving to the
v
The hay was pressed by
and

came

Morrill.

from

the

farm

Mr. White

loaded

Holmes a few days ago with
Dedrick presses, and with a
nclies lower than usual, the
<-d K>0 tons of hay, which was
than her usual cargo. These
oving a decided success and
•me

into

general

use.

of

e

F.

a

number of

firemen,

rep-

the press, and others. A lire
sulphur, pepper, etc., was

t

with
'"ve
was

rear

were

removed,

with the funnel

tightly closed.

When

the

very dense Mr. Welch put on
went into the room, where he

five minutes without diffiwas then tried by Capt.
ill uf Washington Hose Co.,
n and the reporters, and was
it the smoke perfectly, and at
permit the wearer to breathe
i.ask was described in a recent
.Journal, One or more masks
fur the use of the firemen.

■ut,

nHk

>•

received for the Custom House Tues-

day.
O. R. Webster has
nowr set up in his
shop the handsomest
modeled craft ever put together in Belfast.
She is built from lines laid down in The
Rudder for a light draft sloop, and follow’s
the model closely, except that she is given
about three inches more freeboard, which
adds about a foot to her over all length,
“Rudder” Model.

A

H. Welch tested the
protecting mask at the hose
Building last Friday evening,

r.eer

of L. T. Shales & Co.’s store....
The color and size were not those of a
Swan Lake trout, but the spots were there,
on the clean-looking Swan Lake cigar we
found on our desk Saturday... .New Hags
the

which is 20 feet; beam 7 feet, 8 inches. In
place of a centerboard, as in the original
plan, she will have an iron keel, or fin, three
feet deep, four inches thick at top and
tapering to one inch at bottom. The interior has not yet been planned, but the boat
w’ill probably have a cuddy.
She will be
given a knockabout rig, pole mast aud no
bowsprit, and her sails w'ill be triplebighted. The boat built by I. W. uarker
last season was from the same model, w’ith a
modification of the bow’ that shortened the
water line two feet, making it 18 feet. Webster’s boat will be about 17 feet on the water
line.

The Thanksgiving shoot by the Gun Club
a. m. to-day, and continue
through the day; if the weather is fair, at
the grounds on Coogress street; if
stormy,
in Belfast Opera House.

CASH AND GIVEN FREE
PRIZES EACH MONTH

As follows!
First Prizes, each of $100 Cash

,c.

4

will open at 10

...

•

W

40 Third

$ 400.00

“$ 25 Gold Watches
Cash and Prizes given each month

$2,400.00

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00

WRAPPERS

HOW TO OBTAIN THEM.
as many SUNLICHT
competitors to save
Wrappers as they can collect. Cut
off ,r.
the top
portion of cucli
wrapper,
t"lU Portion containIPJf /»e heading “SUNLICHT
These

RULES.

1. Every month during 1897 in each of the 4 districts
prizes will be awarded as follows:
-i
The I Competitor who sends in the
Largest Number of coupons from
the district in which ho or she resides
will receive #100[i ash.
(called “Cononus”) are to be sent, postage
The 5 Competitors who send in the
en,*losed with
Next Largest Numbers of coaa
shect of paper
stating
pons from the district m which they
Competitor s full name
reside will Each receive at winner’s
and address
anti the number of
Pierce
option a lady’s or gentleman’s
Coupons
Lever
Special bicycle,.price ft 100,00.
Ltd.,
New York, marked Bros.,
on outside-The lO Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Numbers pt coupons.irom tneaistrict in which they reside will Each receive at winner a
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $26.
NAME OF DISTRICT.
2. The Competitions will Close the Last Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
1
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappere from unsold
NewYork state (outside of N. V. City,
n
Employees
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
Brooklyn, Long and. Staten Islands),
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are dePennsylv ania, Delaware, Marybarred from competing.
3
in Competitor’s district
and, West Virginia and DisWinners
of
list
A.
4.
printed
trlct of
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 dayB after
each competition closes.
_The New England States._
Lever
Brothers, Ltd will endeavor to award the
5.
aTS.Fie celebrated Pierce Special,
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
m’rdby Geo. N Pierce * Co.; of Bufut it is understood that all who compete agree to acfalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
T'n s
tu-Bt Class Nickle Lamp. New Departure
cept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., aBfinal.
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.
I,EVER HJIOS., Ltd.. New York.

District

jr

at 12°

below

tirst good skating of the season was
last Saturday when the young people visited
Kirby Lake and other small ponds.
The

Misses Maud E. and Lena P. Ellis have
and fancy goods business of the late Mrs. J. C. Cates, and will
continue at the oi l stand, with Miss Theresa
Cushman as milliner. The linn will be
known as M. E. & L. P. Ellis.

last
June.
Since then tin
the, company lias 1 een greath
increased by the addition of m o y m;w am
particularly clever members. .V: <s Tucker
and her company have hist finished a Halifax engagement that was very successful
from a social and financial standpoint, bun
dreds being turned away from ‘he academy
One or two pieces
upon several occasions.
were produced under the
distinguished patronage of Governor Daly ami General Montgomery-Moore. The brightest of specialty
gagement

artists

of

employed by

himself.

Popular prices

j

received $30^000 salvage for floating
sch. Mary E. H. G. Dow. The coal remaining on board the schooner has been sold to
Rockland parties and is being discharged
there, and the vessel will he towed from
that port to Boston for repairs.Sch.
Jessie Lena is on Simpson’s dry-dock, Boston, to be stripped of her old metal, calked
.Sell. Maggie Mulvey,
and newly coppered
reported last week in Nantasket Roads with
loss of sails and leaking, is discharging her
carge of coal at Gloucester, and will come
to Belfast for repairs
Sch. Flora Pressey
has chartered to load Christmas trees at
Brooksville for New York. There will be
1,800 bundles or almost 70 cords. The shipper of these trees has been engaged in the
business 17 years and has usually had them
...

—

Lobster
Cove, where it rested on the surface of the
water some eighteen inches in depth. The
residents in that vicinity went out in small
boats and secured large quantities of it....
Scb. George Gurney, Capt. C. W. Carr, from
Clark’s Island, with stone, for New York,
went into Portland Nov. 19th, leaking badly. Capt. Carr decided to ship two extra
men to man the vessel’s pumps, and proceed to New York. Shipping Commissioner
Tolman found the two men required for the
into

Vpollo Male Quartette of Boston, assisted
The first
>y Miss Belle Temple, reader.

own use.

He

left Vinalhaven in her alone

He had head winds all the way.
Saturday he hauled the vessel into Dyer’s
dock and stripped her for the winter_
Sell. A. T. Boardman arrived last Thursday
with phosphate for L. A. Knowlton_Sell.
James Holmes sailed Nov. 20th for Boston
with hay from F. G. White-Capt. Thos
G. Bartlett is having trouble with his eyes;
and Capt. John W. Ferguson will take command of sell. Charlotte T. Sibley this trip,
with Mr. Bartlett Wadlin of Northport as
mate. The Sibley is chartered to load at
Bangor for New York ; ice in the hold and
lumber on deck. She will he launched from
noon.

cleaning of the currants (for one thing)
more thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances,
i'i it would be possible to do it by hand.
h it is made.

;

j

j

The

I
Us cleanliness, purity, wholesomeness and deliciousness
Meat.
Mince
good reasons for using NOME SUCH
hard work, of
I l'he best reason is its saving-wf time, cf
>
aim. /.
A ten cent package affords you two large pies, withMakes

beyond Lie making cf L: ; crust.
f 'i-t as good fruit cake and fruit pudding rr> i. does mince,
pie. Sold everywhere. Be sure and get the genuine.
I

Ait trouble to you

nn.l
e.ur name and addms.ar.il mention this paper,
\lrs. Pupkins’ Thanksgiving”—by cue of the moat turner

will toailwufreeabookbumorousouthorsof theaaj.

we

MERRELL-SOUkE CO.. SYRACUSE, N

■

■■■ 111

the marine railway
completed extensive repairs-Sell. Mary Farrow
arrived Saturday from Portland with 5,500
bushels of corn for Swan & Sibley Co....
Seh. Geo. B. Ferguson hauled up at the railroad wharf Saturday, for the winter.A

to-day,(having

Charleston, S. C., correspondent, reports the
movements of barges as follows:
Forest
Belle, arrived at Baltimore Nov. 10th, from
Belle
of
Savannah;
Oregon is discharging
at Perth Amboy; Western Belle was to
leave Baltimore Nov. 22d for Savannah;
Ocean Belle, Baltimore for Galveston, is
at Charleston repairing, will be ready to
leave about 25th ; Atlas is coal laden at Baltimore for Galveston, where she will load
cotton for Boston.

STREET.

MAIN

Notice!
there is an inferior grade of cigars being put
up under my brand, “Belfast,” made of inferior stock, I caution all buyers to see that my
name appears on the box as manufacturer.
It is
a well known fact that th* se who have used these
cigars have found them to be superier to all other
5-cent goods. Any dealer who handles the genuine
‘Belfast,” can honestly say

AS

“I sell the BEST 5-CENT
CIGAR on the market.”
“Belfast” is a registered brand, and can only be
manufactured by myself.
Any infringment on
this brand will be prosecuted. Beware of imitations.
Iyr451p

I. L. PERRY, Maker.

Only,

House for Rent.

WILSON’S,

Large square house

Belfast, Maine. I good stable, suitable

Cut this advertisement nut and name paper.
Sole agents lor the United States, Koster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, >,. V.
2\v48

low for desirable
November

on

for

Xorthport avenue, with

one or two

families. Rent

parties. Apply to
R. f. nrx'rox, Belfast, Me.

23, 18'.M>. 2w48

1

timber

on the
program was the “Vocal
from (leilml, i»y the (Quartette, fol‘Wed by Miss Temple, in the amusing sketch
‘Travers’ First Hunt.” She was eneored
»ud responded with “The (Quaker Maiden.”

j

■

Mr. Fred E. Kendall, baritone, sang “Longshoremen,” and responded to the encore
with “The Song my Mother Used to Sing."

amusing selection of the evening

The most
was

“.leiik's

Compound,”

a

burlesque

ou

^Prices That Talk

patent iiu-diclne adveitisting, by the quartette.
Miss Temple then
rendered very

skilfully
amusing piece entitled “How
Girls Fish,” and later a domestic scene,
“Home, Sweet Home." Both were encored,
and she responded with “The Boy’s Christmas” and “Mv Ship.” Mr. Walter E. Paine,
tenor, sang “In May,” Mr. Howe, tenor,
sang “Good Bye,” and the concert concluded with “Good Night” by the quartette.

-▼▼ ▼---

Cushing, Olmstead & Snow

entertainment of

next

business

The house on Northport avenue,
liy the heirs of Mrs. Julia A. Warren
and occupied by Mrs. Electa B. Stone, was
burned Tuesday night, about midnight. The
lire was discovered by a young man who
lives with the family and has the care of
Stone’s invalid son, Ernest. The tire
was then in the barn and before the
people
in the house could be aroused and the invalid got out the tire had made considerable
headway. A neighbor came to the city and
gave the alarm, to which the department responded promptly, but after laying 1,200 feet
of hose from the nearest hydrant it was
found that more was needed and the horses

goods that

are

prices

we

bought right,

we

also SLASH the

Fire.

The

quickly.

evidence that

owned

Men’s Ulsters.

sacrificing their stock to get out of

Are

the course will
be a lecture by Jahu De Witt Miller, on
“The Uses of Ugliness,” Dec. 15th.
The

Loud.c-

Very

No matter what you see advertised as bargains we shall Ci'M
4C|-j*
their prices into smitherens from now on. If you see anvthing that interests you, CUT IT OUT, and compare with what we show
you when you call at our store. Your money bock if you want it.

an

prices of all

quote
we

19 GREY BLUE anil OXFORD ULSTERS,

AT RIDICULOUS RRICLS.
competitors
will say we stole these goods, but :
/ CASE .HEX’S
money talks, the shortest price catches |
the buyer, so we shall place the ligure (

heavy

regular

our

broken in sizes,

are

shall

including

GOODS, HATS,CAPS,MACKINTOSHES, ETC.
FURNISHING

and

durable,

our

Gull’s Hair Underwear.

at

$5.97.
JUST ONE HALF PRICE.

Oc. ij't uli,

ii 'i '!>

M!»<;

Mrs.

were sent back for a new supply.
This soon
arrived and the tire was put out, leaving a
of
the
house standing, but so badly
portion
charred as to be of no use in rebuilding. The
line of hose from the hydrant to the house
was 1,400 feet, the longest
single line ever

26 ULSTERS, FINE SHETLAND HE AVY
30 HEAVY DARK COLORED SUITS,
made to sell at >7.00, good wearers and
pretty patterns.' Our price:

$3.29.

some

ing

this

lot

are

and

wool,

$6.93.

Nobby Overcoats,

Now is your op-

elegant
at

over

have marked them down

.The

called to the advertisement of

Nichols, Mnuroe & Co., manufacturing jewelers, now established at the old stand of
Calvin Hervey, Phoenix Row. The store has
been renovated and improved, and a full
line of watches, clocks, jewelry, silverware,
etc., is carried; also spectacles and eyeglasses. Gold and silver jewelry made to
order. Low prices on everything_See notice of M. E. & L. P. Ellis, successors to Mrs.
J. C. Cates iu the millinery and fauey goods
business, No. 13 Main street.
Mercury,
surely destroy the sense of smell
derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except on prescriptions iron; reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you < an possibly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo., O.,
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
oi the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be
It is taken internally
sure you get the genuine.
and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney »!<:
Co. Testimonials free.
0r“6old by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.

over

small

WANT__

THE FRESHEST,
THE PUREST,
AND BEST CANDIES
Where

they

are

made.

ami try our Molasses Kisses,
They heat them all.
Also our home made Chocolates,
only 25c. l>er lb.
sure

are

*

make our own candies and
all pure and fresh.

SHOULD

*

$10.00

Host, n, Oct. 2o, lS'.T,.
MIL H. W l’L\UK
>r.
have sl.p, po.l
Dkar Sik \\
lo eases of clothitu; at ;» mr own
prices, our loss is your aaiu. No::
iliu
can assure yourcustomer?- -u.
i<! :uaec
as our gootis are eur t« tr
in the. best possible manner

sizes, 34, 35 and 3(>. If you
man buy one of these

are

small

Reefers for

res’p'y.
CrsillNO.’OL.MSTKA!)

$5.00.

Y

Ss<»w.

ALL WOOL and INDIGO COLOR.
....

is

Thanksgiving

HERE !

Christmas is

Coming!

AND NOW IS THE TIME TO GET YOUR

New Raisins, Citrons, Prunes, Currants,
Seeded Raisins, Apricots, Peaches, Figs, Dates. Canned
&r
Fruits, Nuts, Fine Confectionery,
—

In fact

SWAN LAKE
CIGARS

everything kept

iii a first-class Grocery Store.

NEW STORE!.

WHY V
1st.
They are made by one of the best cigar
makers in New England.
2d.
The stock is selected by an expert on
tobacco.
3d. They are made in a clean factory in Belfast.
4th. They are positively the best five-cent cigar
ever placed on the market.
Ask for and insist on having Swan Lake fivecent cigar. For sale by all cigar dealers.

H. E. BRADMAN, Manufacturer.
Belfast, Nov. 19,189U.—Im47

Temple, Belfast.

SAMUEL. ADAMS,

Jeweler to the
5c.

Come and see at

Masonic

SWIFT & PAUL’S,

SMOKE

as

5c.

Boys’

Yours

we

HIXER’S CANDY STORE,
67 Church St., Belfast.
8w45

YOU

.20

KINDS, BUY THE.! AT

Mixer’s,
they

2H

Men's Heavy If to res,

Reefers,

-* + +

E^'Remember

Hoy■' Camels Hair t niterwear,

15 Mens and

Cushing, Olinstead & Snow’s pride
stylish plaids, elegant cutaway clay
worsteds, some of the finest goods they
made; would be cheap at $15.00? They
won’t last long at $11.75.

Be

is

Just S3 00 to So 00 less then their worth

a

OF ALL

edge,

$9.75

$11.75 Each.

IF YOU

raw

the counter

23 SUITS AT

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain
mercury will
and completely

passed

$6.93.

a

now...

suits

made

on 1 v

have paid 0. O. & S. $10.00 for the
very same quality goods less than a
year ago. They sold quickly at $13.00.
It must make this tirm sick to see these

firstclass grocery store.Mansfield, Masonic
Temple, has a special shawl sale this week,
and offers a limited quantity of shawls at
$>2 50 each.Toys, lamps and toilet sets
are specialties with Carle & Jones, 21 Main
street, this week-The attention of our
Brooks readers is called to the announcement of M. J. Dow, dry and fancy goods
dealer. He has as usual a good variety of
articles suitable for the holiday trade, which
he sells at low prices-G. J. Shaw & Sou,
Searsport, offer for sale, cheap, a thorough-

is

Hen's anti liny s’ Hats.
$ ,2 it
,2a
$1.00 Whips,
2 pairs 25 cent. I traits,
,2.~>
2 pair 2a rent W oo/ Hose.
2a
Men's $1.50 lllae I'/annel
■

to

and delicacies to be found iD

emeiitoil

fl s
Shirts note
Black, Blue ami Grey, Kersey Blue
tit
Chinchillas, worth ss.oo. If you buy lac. fine jteeeeit I’nilerieear.
1 .US
nothing else come to us for your win- j Men's $ii OO rants,1
Our Bia -k ami Blue ! Hoys’ fine Knee rants,
ter Overcoat.
.-tit

We

stantial

<

now

S4.79.

line

MEDIUM COLors, double and single breasted, all

ance.

Advertisements.

seams,

at

$11.75.

ITS, DARK

SL

household effects of the late Mrs.
Warren, which were stored in the chamber.
The loss on the buildings is estimated at
SI,000; insured. Mrs. Stone had no insurNew

S1".0»'> box coats, velvet collars,

$5.00.

was

portunity

MACKINTOSHES

13 OF C. O. & S.’s FINEST, SILK SLEEVE
linings, tailor made .'•d.VOO Ulsters g*>-

All Wool Cassimeres, made to sell at, $10.00 to $13 00.
25 OVKKCOATS AT
They all go for $5.00, however, as
long as they last.

also the

as

$6 93.

$5.00 Each.
Among

city. A portion of Mrs. Stone’s
saved, but her provisions and
her goods in the barn were burned,

of

<1 Ii E A r S L A U(J H TE ft IX

linings,

50 SUITS AT

laid in this

furniture

Belfast Savings Bank will pay a dividend at
Wednesday morning arriving at Camden at
the rate of three per cent, on and after Dec.
night. The next night he got up as far as 7th.
Deposits made ou or before that date
North port, and stopped at the Bieknell &
will be placed on interest Dec. 1,181X5_Athome
Friday afterHopkins’ ramp, arriving
tention is

kitchen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the
No housenmacture of NONE SUCH Mince Meat.
of
matter
the
in
ran he more fastidious
preparing food
of
:> we are in the selection and preparation of the materials

not.

•larch"

Gurney, and she proceeded on her way_
Capt. William F. Welch went to Vinalha- bred
two-year-old Jersey bull_House to
ven last week ami bought of Leroy Coombs
rent ou Northport avenue, with good stable,
the little schooner Eliza Mary. The vessel
suitable for one or two families. Enquire of
is of 10 tons register and was built in Essex,
R. F. Dunton, Belfast... .J. H. & J. W.
Mass., in 1838. Capt. Welch has not fully
Jones have overstocked in sleighs, fur robes
decided what he will do with her, but he exand horse blankets, but they bought for spot
her
cabin
and
fit
her
to
for
enlarge
up
pects
cash, ami instead of waiting until the season
small
of
and
for
his
use
fishing parties
the

or

Jos.

buy clothing, and you will find
it at the White Store, 81 Main street, Charles
cut in the vicinity of Waldoboro and had
O’Connell, proprietor. He has everything
them sent by rail... .When the big oil steam- in the
clothing and furnishing goods line, iner Maverick went ashore on the Gangway
cluding gloves and mittens at very low prices.
ledges, she was lightened by throwing over- —Swift & Paul, Masonic
Temple, rise to reboard a large part of her cargo of oil. Many
mark that Thanksgiving is here and Christthousand gallons were thus poured out.
mas is coming, and they have all the subwind drove it
The northeast

21

DEC. 3d,
from 9 a. m. until 8 p. m., at

City Drug Store,

are

Carle cfc Jones,

THURSDAY,

&

You

People’s Lecture Course.
The
Lecture Course for the season of
SHUT was opened at Belfast Opera House
’aesdav evening, before a full house, by the

reporters to refer to them as clipHenry B. Hyde, 2,583.06 tons
gross, was built at Bath in 1884 and at the
time she was launched was the largest and
tinest wooden ship afloat.
She was built
for Capt. Phineas Pendleton, Jr., of Sears-'
port, one of a noted family of ship owners
and commanders, who has sailed her successfully until the present time. Now, as
reported last week, Capt. Pendleton has
sold his interest in the ship and is coming
home overland from San Francisco_The
Morse Towing Company of Bath is said to
have

Come in and look around.

heartily welcome whether you buy

The

in “the fifties, when American
shipping
reached the zenith of its glory, Bath had
settled upon the half-clipper type of ship, a
compromise between the extreme carrier
and the extreme racer, the type of craft
which the world has generally adopted today, and the Henry B. Hyde, built by John
McDonald of this city, the John R. Kelley
and the Susqtieliauna, are not only examples of the highest naval beauty, but they
have shown a speed which has caused the
The

....

j

KILGORE

1.50

Library Lamps, complete 14 in.
Dome shade,
2.25
$2.00 to 18.00
Banquet Lamps,
Banquet Lamps, complete with
nice silk shade,
3-50

of Doan’s Kidney Pills will be given away free to
every person suffering with kidney ailments at
the undersigned address. First come, first served,
and only this one chance offered. Remember this
is not a sample box, but a regular size box of
Doan’s Kidney Pills, which retails at 50 cents.
For those in the country who can not call in time,
a full box will be mailed on
receipt of five cents
in either coin or stamps, to defrav
expense of
postage and mailing, in response to all letters received up to and including DECEMBER 8.

Free Distribution One Day

$1.25

Globe,
Pink,

and

Vo pie's

prevail.

marine

The

not
nor in

White

Ruby

ONE FULL BOX

Remember,

Lamps,

city will be present except Rev. J. F.
filtor., who is out of town. The music will
te
by the regular church choir, assisted by
Ir. John Parker and Miss Sara Russ, with
1

Shipping Items.
In an article entitled
“Bath, the City of Ships,” in the New England Magazine for November, it is said that

pers.”

Hall

lie

this company.

will

is

expressed in the
written contract,
the City Council
votes authorizing it, nor in the bid of the
plaintiff any intention to contract for the
support of any persons but paupers, those
whom the city was bound to support as, and
because they were paupers. Insane persons
supported as such, and not as paupers, are
nor within the contract—vide 80 Me. 315.
Defendant defaulted for $710.21 with interest from the date of the writ.

Union
Thanksgiving service will be held at the
Universalist church this evening at 7 o’clock.
I'he sermon will be by Rev. George S. Mills
>f tie North church, and all the pastors of

The
clever and world renouned song ami dance
artist, the Lawrence sisters, W. J. Sully,
Cora Pryor, ami the great Bob .Veres with illustrated songs, who is said to be a host in
are

Rescript—There

zero.

and
finished performances
very bright
given by this company during their en-

strength

but

the

bought the millinery

Service.

Monday,

in

Belfast. The action was
brought to recover a balance of $710.21 alleged to be due on a contract for the support
of the poor of the city for five years ending
May 10, 1895. The amount in dispute was
paid by the city for the care of insane persons, not paupers, at the Insane Hospital in
Augusta, and was deducted by the city in
settlement with the plaintiff. Following is

.,

Miss Ethel Tucker. The announcement
of the return of Miss Ethel Tucker and her
talented company gives very general satisfaction to theatre goers in this city, who remember with a great deal of pleasure the

Lamps! Lamps!

SUFFERERS.

preparations have fallen short of their claims,
being
convinced that no remedy for kidney complaints
in existence equals Doan’s Kidney Pills for such
ailments; strengthened in these' convictions by
letters that are daily received of the work
they
are doing for mankind’s benefit, old backs and
young backs are being constantly freed from
never-ceasing aches, ami many a lame and shattered one, stooped and contracted, is
strengthened, invigorated and infused with new life. With
such a medicine, an offer of this kind can be
made without hesitancy, for while we lose the box
we give to you, we make a friend that assists us
m the sale of many others.

Inhabitants of

Erizes

Thanksgiving

came

Law Court Decision. Tileston Wadlin,
Esq., Clerk of Courts, has received from the
Law Court the certificate of opinion in the
Waldo County case, Harrison Hayford vs.

Columbia._

Judge Geo. E. Johnson and B. F. Dunton,
Esq., arrived home Monday evening from a
deer hunting trip up the East Branch of the
Penobscot. They hunted about 7 miles above
Stacy vilie, and shot two deer, one a iarge
buck with perfectly even
5-prong horns, the
other a young deer. They were
gone from
Belfast eleven days. When they left
Staeyville Monday morning the thermometer was

turkeys

the supply was nowhere near the demand. Few
large birds were seen. The supply of chickens was better, butwas-short of the demand.
Geese and ducks were unusually scarce.
Turkeys retailed for 18 to 22 cents for
natives; chickens, 15 to 18 cents; geese and
ducks 18 cents.
few

fci.yg,nnElt

iW4-ei£i*ycles
i PI?tt®rn-

TO KIDNEY

Opportunity Worthy

12

—

^ree!

The improvements at the Belfast Savings
'Bank include a new steel vault. This bank
opened for business in 1868 and has regularAn
ly paid dividends since. The 57th semi-anof Your Notice.
nual interest dividend amounts to $15,200
and is payable on and after Dec. 7th. DeIf you suffer with kidney disease or any ailment
posits made before dividend day go on inter- arising from an improper action of the kidneys or
urinary .organs, this offer we make to the people
est Dec. 1st, aud all deposits in Maine savings
of Belfast should interest you. In the advancebanks are exempt from municipal tax.
ment of medical science, the
kidneys, being almost the organs of the greatest
importance to
Thanksgiving Markets.
The markets human health,
have not been neglected, and
in placing before you such a cure as| Doan’s
were never before so dull or so bare of poulKidney Pills, the proprietors recognize how far so
try at the Thanksgiving season, as now. A many statements of the makers of similar

|100splcfAELBicycles*2,000.00
1.000.00

!!

«

Free!

People.

i€NEW GOODS.

—

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

MAIN

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years

Experience.

STREET, BELFAST,

Store

formerly occupied by \V. C. Marshall.

MAINE.

NEWS

OF

THE

WEEK.

“It it> solely because of my promise to do :
that I accept tlie nomination.
The
unusual conditions confronting us must
bo my excuse for submitting to the public \
a fair statement of the facts
touching this
remarkable
campaign.”.The silver
Democrats of Frankfort, Ky., having control of tlie Democratic organization, have
taken steps to rule sound money men out
of tlie party, and will recognize as Deniocrats only free coinage men..John
Lind, fusion candidate for governor of
Minnesota defeated by Clough, Republican, by 3,000, demands a recount on account of alleged frauds and the fact that
ballots erroneously marked for Palmer
and llryan electors were thrown out, when
they should have been counted for the
rest of the ticket.All the newly elected Republican members ot the Kentucky
legislature have been served with notices
of contests by their late silver Democratic opponents.
It is now said the governor will call an extra session for December.While be was in Kentucky last
month Secretary Carlisle said to a friend
that lie didn’t care to be elected Senator, j
and wanted to get out of politics.Tlie
recount for executive councillor in tlie
fourth district of Massachusetts was
eluded Nov. 11th. Isaac B. Allen, Republican, has a plurality of 92 over John H.
Sullivan, Democrat. Sullivan gained 248
votes by the recount.The official l!e- 1
publican plurality iu Ohio is 01,950. The
total vote was 1,003,950.Ex-Attorney
General Miller says that Gen. Harrison
would not accept a cabinet position...
The three McKinley electors were chosen
iu Delaware.In an interview with
the]
T'nited Press reporter Nov. 13th, Chairman M
A. Hanna said tlie permanent
Republican national headquarters will lie
established at Washington. The Chicago
headquarters will lie closed withinaweek.
The New York headquarters will be closed Jan. 1.The canvassing boards in the
81 counties of Minnesota have completed
their work, and the result shows that
over 340,000 votes were east at tlie election, an increase of 44,000 since the previous election. McKinley received 193,455
votes and Bryan 139,477.
McKinley’s
plurality was 50,450. The other candidates on the Republican State ticket are
elected by a plurality of front 33,000 to
44,000.Governor-elect Pingree of Michigan, mayor of Detroit, is in New York on
private business. He says he expects to
be both governor and mayor for a year.
His term as governor begins next
January,
and bis term as mayor does not expire until a year from next January.Tlie full
name of the newly elected Senator from
Georgia is Alexander Stephens Clay. If
lie has the ability of either of bis namesakes, Georgia will be well represented
again in the upper branch. Mr. Clay is
only 43.

so

Maine Matteks.
At the recent meeting ul the trustees of the Maine State Fair
it transpiied that the deficit in the receipts u the fair for 1MH5 would not exceed
£500. It hail been previously
reported that £3,000 would be added to the
debt this year by reason of the bad
weather anil the increased expenses, not
to mention the spectre of election
dangers.
Over £1,000 were spent on the grounds
this year and fence enough was built to
cut dow n profits not a little.
But for this
the fair w ould have shown a gain of about
£1.000.The carriage manufactory of
Zinas Thompson A
Bros., Portland,
which gives employment to about 50 men,
has started up on lull time, after
having
been run 45 hours a week fi>r several
months;
At the annual meeting of the
Maine Association of Liberal Ministers at
Portland, the following officers were electid.: President, Bev. Henry Blanchard, 1).
I).,Portland secretary, Rev. J.C. Perkins,
Portland.
The chief discussion was introduced by Hi. Blanchard upon the subject, "Preparation for the Pulpit.” The
subject was treated in an inspiring way
unitel the natural divisions of body, mind
and spirit.
It was decided to bold the
next meeting in Augusta.News lias
bun received of the wedding of Mr.
W allace R. Farrington, editor of the Paeilic Commercial Advertiser,
Honolulu,
loimerly editor of the Rockland Haiiy
Mar, and son of Superintendent Fai ringten of the Reform school, to Miss Catherine Me Alpine Crane of ban Francisco, a
vily accomplished young lady and a graduate ot the University of California.
The
wedding occurred at Honolulu, Oct. 2<».
....It is stated that Bath generally wants
ex-Mayor John O. Shaw appointed as a
member ot Governor Powers' stall', and
his friends will urge that Mr. bliaw be
selected— The Falmouth Hotel, Portland,
one of the largest and best known hotels
in the State, has been sold
by its proprietor, John Martin, to Wm. J. O'Brien of
Terry House, Newport, R. L, who has
assumed
Mr. Martin retires
charge.
from business.George A. llanscom,
aged 30, late publisher of the Lowell
Daily Times and Evening Star, died Nov.
1-ih at Northampton, Mass., where he
had been residiug with a daughter.
He
had been ill a year with cancer,
lie was
born in Eliot, Me.\n Augusta correspondent pi edicts that Hillman Smith of
Auburn w ill get the appointment as warden of the State prison_Gov-elect Powers says he has offered the*
position of private secretary to Hon. Oramendel Smith
of Litchiield, and that that
gentleman
has accepted the place.
Mr. Smith has
been a clerk as w ell as a member of the
governor’s council.
Adjutant General
Connor will continue in bis office under
the new administration.
These appointments will be generally commended.
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apparent effort, Kipling neglected

no

chance aud

proved

their most accurate adviser,
and knowing
that their

fishermen on the Grand Banks—the story
reads as if some actual fisherman, suddenly lifted out of his lifelong condition
and endowed with the gift of
literary perspective and expression, was
looking back on it and writing out his
own experience.
The brevity, the directness, the perfect ease and naturalness
with which the daily round of labor and
adventure is set forth, show that Kipling
must himself have bceu through it all,
and, by his “marvelous faculty for assimilating local color,” made it, as it
were, bone of his bone and fiesh of his
flesh.
An
Here

is

Item
an

For

Sailors.

important statement—if

true—for those interested in

sailing.

female diseases,
and it is needless to say the answers
have brought comfort and relief.
That sense of dragging in the groin,
dull pains in small of back, retention,

•uppression of menses, bearing-down
pains, headache, nervousness, blues,
ate., are symptoms that require prompt
measures.

The cure is, in most cases, rapid.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

pound

should be promptly taken, and
Mrs. Pinkham will furnish any advice
required, free. Following is another
letter of thanks:—
Please accept nay thanks for the
little book which you have
sent me. It has opened

Nl

An

English

newspaper says that while it is
hard to believe that the speed of a sailing

vessel
her

can

sails,

he increased

by boring holes

my eyes, and told
me that there is a
remedy for suffering women. There
is no need for
women to suffer, if they will
only take Lydia
E.
Pinkham’s
j Vegetable ComI pound.
I suffered for years
with
painful

in

Italian sea-captain nevertheless claims to have conducted experiments
an

which go a long way towards proving it.
His theory is that the force of the wind
cannot

sail,

menstruation,
thinking there
was no remedy for
it; but after reading
pamphlet, I thought I

four little
would give your medicine a trial, and
It is wonderful how quickly it relieved
cue.
I recommend it for all women
who suffer with painful menstruation."
—Mrs. Georgs Nehbboss, Cr it tendon,
Erie Co., N. Y.
Register

of

■

Deep

Vessels.

Water

8HIPS.
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spared on labor in acquiring
experience that might serve a literary
purpose.” One who has been permitted
/ >
to read in advance Kipling’s new serial
story, “Captain Courageous,” which be- letters will be read
gins publication in the current number of and answered by one
McClure’s Magazine, finds this habit of of their own sex. Thousands of
such
Kipling’s especially manifest in the story. letters have been received within a
Dealing with a phase of life far apart few months from those afflicted with
from the ordinary—that of the Gloucester
the various forms of

fairly take effect on an inflated
because of the cushion of immovable air which fills up the hollow.
To
prevent the formation of this cushion,
the captain bored a number of holes,in
tin: sail.
These holes let through the air
which would otherwise have been retained
in the hollow of the sail, and allowed the
wind to exercise its whole power by striking fairly against the sail itself. Several
trials of this device have been made and
;
w as found that in a
light wind a boat with
ordinary sails made four knots, while
Fish and Game.
The ease of tlie with the perforated sails she covered five
and a quarter knots.
In a fresh breeze
State against Philip Marquand, tlie Bos1-N Bn:-tr.
The Cramp Ship and En- ton civil engineer, who was accused of she made seven knots with the ordinary
and
and
a
moose
in
close time around Eagle
eight
three-quarter knots with
gine ( o. «)i Philadelphia is preparing lor killing
the perforated sails; and in a strong wind
greatly increased business and Messrs. lake, has been settled and there will be she made
eight knots with the old and ten
Ciaiup let:! that within the next six no hearing at Augusta, over tlie requisiWhat the terms of the set- knots with the new sails.
This gain—
mouths or a year the shipbuilding interest tion papers.
tlement are the officials refuse to divulge... from twenty to twenty-five per cent.—is
of the country will experience such an imof so much importance that the experipetus as it ias not known in recent years. Game Warden Smith seized a box of veniThe Chicago Ship Building company son at the Maine Central depot, Bangor, ments will be repeated on a larger scale.
lias closed contracts for three new vessels, Nov. 13th. It was tagged to C. L. Mcln- [Harper’s Round Table.
two steamers and a tew barge, the aggretiro, of Boston, and was not properly
gate cost of which will be close to $400,- crated, being wrapped up and boxed up
Birthday of Neal Dow.
000.
Work on the new boats is to be and not accompanied by the owner.
Prohibitionists
will have a holiday all
commenced immediately.
The steamers
their own. March 20th “will hereafter be
are to be built for K. II.
Rhodes, the ship
News
and
Notes.
Literary
observed with demonstrations and rejoicowner of Cleveland.
The}* will be constructed entirely of steel.In his annual
ing by all who sympathize with temperMessrs. Estes it Lauriat of Boston have ance work.
It is tlie birthday of Neal
report \Y. 1*. llazen, chief of the secret
in a beautiful little volume two
service of the United States, says that published
Dow, who is regarded as responsible for
stories by Mrs. Laura E. Kiehards—“Some a
great share of the earnestness and encounterfeiting of paper money has greatly
and “Neighbors in Cyrus.”
There thusiasm w hich characterizes the
decreased.
He thinks ihat the distinctive Say”
growth
is fun in the first; pathos in tlie
of
the movement.
second;
This was determined
paper used by tlu* United States is a pro- and human nature in
both.
Mrs. Kicli- at a
of
the
tection to criminals rather than otherwise.
Executive Committee
meeting
aid's character studies are inimitable, of tlie
National Woman’s Christian TemK<\. \Y. Johnson, bishop of Fort
anil her thousands of readers, like Oliver
Scott. Kansas, district of flu* independent |
perance Union, in session November 12,
are ever
calling for more.
at St. Louis.
African M. E. church., was convicted in | Twist,
tiie I’edtT.d
uiri Nov. loth ct making [
Tlic Journal of Medicine and
Science,
false jtension affidavits and must c<> to the the official oigan of the Maine
The Message of the People.
.Academy
penitentiary.The city of
Newton, j of Medicine and Science, published monthHist
f
Nov.
Mass.,
ye, Bryan I Did you hear it, '.’ How it
11ii, celebrated the g.JOth an- ly at Portland, completed its second year
rolled from sea to sea!
niversary ol the beginning of the work of with the November number.
it lias Did
you hear tlie thunderous answer of a
Bev. John Eliot, in civilizing and Chrisnearly doubled in size since itstirst issues,
people great and free '.’
tianizing the Indians of New England. the second volume making nearly 400 Did you
hear tlie word they've spoken—have
The st. James Gazette, London, says
and
over
410 original arpages
containing
you felt that shoulder-blow ?
that Right lion. II. Ii. Asquith. M. ticles.
The advertising pages also show To your vile repudiation, have you heard
I'., lotmerly home secretary, and Sir a
their mighty No'.’
healthy and encouraging grow th. The
George Baden Rowell, M. 1’., will probably subscription price is *1 a year, in advance. Hist
ye, Tillman! Have you noticed how
be appointed to represent (neat Britain on
the people of this land
Harper s Bazar published November Have arisen
ibe Venezuelan arbitration tribunal.
in their honor to strike down
it contains
Another long standing American bouud- 2lst is a Thanksgiving issue,
your pirate hand '.’
stories by Mrs. Spoiford, Mrs. Craig, and Have
seen
ary dispute is to be settled by arbitration,
you
upon their banner there is
Alice Brown; “Tile Thanksgiving Dinin accordance with a
blazoned, fair to see,
treaty executed several days ago at Bogota, by which Costa ner,” by Virginia Van de Water; and Their renewal of allegiance unto Truth and
Purity ?
Rica and Columbia have agreed to leave “Homeward Bound,” by Theron Brown.
their territorial division line to the ad- A number of beautiful illustrations from Hist ye, Altgeld! Can
you read it? Can you
read the message through?
judication of the premier of France.It the Horse Show are given, with a descriptive
article
'Tis
the
a
tiiat
is now
Fashion
tlie
showing
said tuat President Cleveland
part
message
people in their might
intend for you—
would not sign the Dingley revenue bill if plays, and telling about the elegant toilettes displayed at this annual New York How they’ll tolerate no Anarch in this land
it were passed and sent to him.
That is
that they have wou ;
There is also an anticipation of the
the belief entertained by tl e members of fete.
How they'll strangle every effort
quite as
this administration who are closest to holiday season in a paper on “Simple
soon as ’tis begun!
him.The big sea-going battleship Iowa Christmas Gifts.
Have you beard it, O misguided? If you
returned to Philadelphia November ldth
Estes it
are the pubhave not, it were well
from her builders’ trial trip off the Del- lishers of Lauriat, Boston,
the only genuine Chatterbox,
That you learned from those wlio’ve done so
aware capes.
On a two hours burst of which contains a
what the people have to tell :
great variety of original
speed the ship averaged 10.27 knots at 112 stories, sketches and
poems for the We’ve a country, and we’re made it, and
revolutions of the screws.
This is 77 young.
tee're going to keep it clean,
Chatterbox for lblHi is fully up to
more than the contract
speed of the ves- its standard of excellence.
In fact, it And wc’ll throttle any Serpent who would
m 1. and she is
of
better time than seems to grow better
capable
make it base and mean'.
year, and is
this.The end of the war in Cuba eagerly looked forward every
to by tens of thou[John Kendrick Bangs, in Harper’s Weekly.
seems to be in
The
of
sight.
story
Wey- sands of young people as the holiday seaier\s defeat is confirmed.
The insurgents son approaches.
It contains over 400 $2 a Year for The Journal
and Tribune.
drive the Spaniards back with terrific loss.
pages, and 200 original illustrations by
Castellano is a prisoner and Maceo
may great English artists, six handsomely colThe Recorder of New Y'ork has disconsoon be
in Havana.Gen.
Bradley T. ored plates, and is not only a most inter- tinued publication and turned over its entire
Johnson, who recently returned from esting but a very instructive book, and
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
t uba, says he believes the
insurgents its healthy moral tone has always been acwill eventually win,
Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper
possibly within eight knowledged.
Price in board covers,
and many of its attractive features are now
months, notwithstanding the enormous $1.25; in cloth, full gilt, etc., §1.75.
forces arrayed against them.
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnAmong the distinctively literary features of the announcements of the Atlan- ished free to all who pay tlieir subscriptions
Political Points.
to The Journal one year in advance. With
Present indica- tic Monthly for ihe
coming year is a series
tions point to a Senate composed of 43 of
papers on six “Masters of American The Journal furnishing all the local news,
Republicans, 31 Democrats, four anti- Literature,” Irving, Cooper, Bryant, and much other matter of local interest, and
silver Democrats, and 13 free-silver ReHawthorne, Emerson and Longfellow, in the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
publicans and Populists. On currency which the writings of each will be studied
political and general, with fashions, housethe
vote
of the sound money from the point of view of the
questions
present by hold science an 1
Democrats combined with that of the our most
mechanics, literary and
capable younger critics, with other
departments, stories and miscellany,
Republicans will give a majority; and on the effort to inform readers who come to
tariff questions there are
likely to be these authors for the first time what parts 20 pages in all, it is a very taking combinaenough votes cast by Senators classed as of their writings are of present interest, tion at $2 a year. Subscriptions may begin
silver Republicans to give the Republi- and what relative values should
be put at any time, and f desired the two papers
cans a
majority.It is a significant fact upon each; there will be also reviews of will be sent to different addresses.
that the only State in which frauds have the work of our
younger authors, such
been seriously charged is the State of Ten- for instance as Mr.
Henry B. Fuller, Mr.
RE.AD IT.
nessee, where the election machinery is
James Lane Allen, Mr. Harold
Frederick,
If you have any trouble with your back,if it
controlled entirely by Democrats who Mr. Woodrow Wilson and others.
aches, is lame or weak, the cause nine times
sympathized with the Chicago platform.
out of ten is from the kidneys. Read about
The Christinas Number of
Their motive, however, was not to
Harper’s the
help Magazine will contain
free distribution of Doan’s Kidney Rills
part third of “The in this
Bryan so much as to prevent exposure of
paper, and call at Kilgore & Wilson’s,
the corrupt and fraudulent practices of Martian,” with six illustrations from the
City Drug Store, Belfast, Me.
author’s drawings. An
the
Democratic
State
entertaining artiadministration
which would have surely followed the cle on “President Kruger” will be conNon=Partisan W. C. T. U.
by Poultney Bigelow, and Dr.
possession.of the government by another tributed
William
will
describe
the
Jacques
process
At a business conference of the Maine
party.Returns from all of the 11!)
counties of Kentucky have bceu received of obtaining electricity from coal. W. D.
Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. in Caribou Nov.
Ilowells will give personal recollections 12th, these officers were elected: Madams
at the office of the
Secretary of State, of tbe Autocrat of tbe
Breakfast Table A. C. Paul, Fort Fairfield, president; Ara
on the National ticket
they show a total in the article
vice president; L. E.
Cushman,
vote of 445,000.
McKinley’s vote is 218,- Holmes.” Twoentitled “Oliver Wendell Fessenden, Auhuru,
Fort Fairfield, general secrewell-illustrated papers
055, Bryan's 317,798; McKinley’s plurality
tary. Julia G. McKeen, Belfast, recording
3*>7.f\ ith 13 counties to hear from the will be those entitled “Wild Ducks and secretary; G. H.
Davis, Bangor, treasurer.
total vote of California shows a plurality Tame Decoys,i’ by Hamblen Sears, and Delegates and alternates to National Non“JIow the Law got into the Chaparral,”
for the McKinley and Hobart electors of
Partisan convention in Washington, D. C.,
in “A Middle Madams Georgia P. Porter, Old Town; Maover 3,000 votes.
This places the vote of by Frederic Kemington.
tilda Burleigh, South Berwick; E. A. D.
San Francisco where it was fixed by the English Nativity” John Carbin will desunofficial count, a plurality for the Repub- cribe miracle-plays performed by strol- Burrington, Belfast; L. E. Fessenden, A. C.
Fort
Paul,
Byron Stevens, Brunslican ticket of 308.
The counties to be ling actors, in which the English drama wick ;C. A.Fairfield; Belfast.
Pilsbury,
Delegates to
There will be six
heard from wiil, it is thought, increase the had its beginning.
National Saloon League Convention, Washshort stories, a “Christmas Carol,” etc.
McKinley majority.The plurality for The Number
ington, D. C., Madams F. C. Porter, A. C.
Bryan in Kansas is 13,983. The plurality mental cover will be bound in an orna- Paul, E. A. D. Burrington, L. E. Fessenden,
especially designed in colors Matilda Burleigh.
for Reedy, Populist, for governor is 7,702.
It is estimated that 7,000 Republicans by Howard Pyle.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
voted for Bryan on the free silver issue....
Great stress is laid, in the announceThe Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
The Republicans have surrendered South ments of tbe Atlantic
on the
Monthly,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Dakota to the Bryan electors by about 400 articles that will
appear interpreting our Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
majority, but do not as yet give up the great educational movements. Among Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveState officers.Thos. E. Watson’s letter the subjects that will be taken
up are: ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
accepting the Vice Presidential nomina- “The Place of the Public Schools in Typ- guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
tion of the Peoples’ Party, has been given ical
refunded. Price 25 cents per boxCommunities,” where the life of the money
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
to the public.
It was written October 14, community centres about the
schools,—
to Senator Butler, chairman of the ratifiin these communities the public school
cation committee and manager of the has in many respects the ideal attitude to
CASTOHIA.
and
was suppressed
The facthe life about it; “The Chautauqua MovePopulist campaign,
S9
__
Senator
Butler
the
by
during
campaign. ments and Methods,”—what they have
other
Mr.
Watson
contributed
Among
to the intellectual developthings
says:
—

QUESTIONS.

ment of
tlie masses;
“The National
Educational Association,”—what measure
it gives of the rise in the dignity and in It Is a Woman’s Prerogative,
the efficiency of public school teachers;
and She Uses It.
“The Extension of the Use of Libraries,”
—the part they play in the new era of \ Vftmely Questions and Prompt Answers
Have Resulted in Great Satisfaction
library development, in the cultivation o£
the masses.
“Teachers’ Tensions” will
to Many Women.
be thoroughly considered in an early
Sensitive
women hate to ask their
number, from the points of wiew of the
teacher and of the public.
physicians those delicate questions that
An intimate friend of Kipling’s, with ! only a woman understands, and therewhom he was for some time associated in fore write to Mrs.
editing a paper in India, recently remark- Pinkham, at Lynn,
ed:
“While
possessing a marvelous Mass., as she has
faculty for assimilating local color with- ever

Ahner Coburn, J P Butnam, sailed from
Hiogo Oct 14 for New York.
A G Hopes, David Hirers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A J Fuller, T 1* Coleord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30 from Philadelphia for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
Oct S for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Zanzibar Oct 28 from New York.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from Nagasaki Oct 29 for Hong Kong and Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendletou, sailed
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
Emily Heed, D G Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Gov Home, Nichols, arrived at New York
Oct 31 from Hong Kong.
Great Admiral, Howell, sailed from Hobart Town, YDE, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Phiueas Pendleton, arrived San Francisco Oct 31 from New York.
Josephus, P LI Gilkey, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 1 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from New
York Julv 21 for San Franeise > \ spoken Sept
8, hit 22 S, Ion 41 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
Reaper, O C Young, at Anjer Oct 20 from
New York and ordered to Batavia.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 22 tor Hong Kong.
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Oct 8 unc.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
Oct 8 for New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
5, lat 8, Ion 28 W.
TiHie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Nov 10 from Honolulu.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New'
York Oct 31 for San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, at
Hong Kong Oct 8 for New York.
W J Hotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, at Hong
Hong Oct 8 for New York.

News

Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from BosAug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 20

ton

Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed
Sept 10 for Iloug Kong.

from

erson.

A number of Maine Patrons
ed the thirtieth annual
meeting
National Grange, Patrons of

Washington,
Edward Wiggin

Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
New York Nov 18 from Charleston, S C.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at Apalachicola Nov 7 from Havana.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
Bangor Nov 3 for New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
York Oct 26 for Ponce, P. R.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at New
Y'ork Oct 20 from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Bluefields Sept 28 from Norfolk.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Bluefields, Nic, Oct 7 from Brunswick.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York

Sept

24 for Demerara.

Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 16 from Boston.
Wisdom from Babes.

bright eyed little graudson of Hon.
this week, “Papa is a Democrat and grandpa is a Democrat, but I am
to
be
a
going
Republican because they beat.”
[Bath Independent.
Said

Arthur

a

Sewall

C.

D.

AYege table Prep arationfor As

Opium.Morphine

Jii Carbonate S/jd/t
ffarm Seed
Clarified Sugar
iVudiryncn flavor.

Tac Simile

good meal,

the extent of feed-

to

even

BOTTLE<

}

Signature'

of

NEW YORK.

Castoria is pnt z:>
is not sold in. bn1’..

The supper

).)

,t. all

anything cl.
‘‘just ns good” and

you

included clam stew, bread and butter, pastry, cakes, doughnuts, tea, coffee, etc. After the dishes were washed and
everything
put to rights the sisters were again invited
down, this time to inspect the kitchen, dish
closets, etc., and they found everything in
first class order, every dish properly washed
and in its proper place. The brothers proved themselves to be fully capable of prepara

(l

Aperfert Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions, Feverishness and Loss OF Sleek

members present.
The supper, prepared entirely by the brothers, was pronounced by the sisters to be a perfect success,

ing

l;

OF EVERY

IVppemimt

70

anything.”

WRAPPi

Alx.Seiuia
Pocfizllt Suits
Anise Seed

Seaside Grange held an unusually interesting meeting November 14th, with about

for

IS ON THI

Reape of Old DrSAMUELPlTCHER
Pumpkin Seed

of co-operative schemes
seem to be growing in strength, such as life
and fire insurance and other methods
by
which the members are enabled te save
money.

lovely

Mineral.

nor

Not Nahcotic.

All kinds

too

-OF--

Promotes Digestion.Chcerful
ncssandRest.Contains neither

general financial and business advancement
in nearly every section.
In the strong
Grange States, the increased per cent, is evidence of the popularity and value of the
order where it is best understood. The different States have a variety of plans by
which they interest and benefit their mem-

“just

SIGNATURE

similating the Food and Reg u la
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

The report of the officers of the National
Grange, read at the Nov. 13th session of the
convention in Washington, I). C., shows a
decided improvement in membership and

bership.

THE

j FAC-SIMILE

Hon.

and Mrs.
of Presque
Isle, aud
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Harriman of
Bucksport
were among the number.
Mrs. Wiggin occupies the- office of Flora in the National
Grange. Mr. Wiggin, assistant State superintendent of schools, is the master of
Maine’s State Grauge and occupied the position of chairman on the committee of resolutions at the session.

is
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See that you get C-A-,-

pose.”

OF WRAPPER,

EXACT COPY

WALDO SS.
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"will

Supreme Judicial

Court,
PROBATE NOTH
ing the multitude. After supper the quesTerm, 1896.
tion of woman suffrage was
discussed, open- />. If Osborn c£- Co., a
rorjioratUm, cs. Abner /■. Ar a Probate Court held at Delta
ed by C. B. Eaton for, and W. P. Thompson
the County oi Waldo. on tl
( lenient.
November. A. D. 18PH.
against, followed by general discussion. The
And now on suggestion to the Court that the de11. SPARROW, brut infoHN
vote on the question was decided in the ! fendant, at the time of service of the writ, was
R< * W, late of Monroe, in
ti
not an inhabitant, of this
and had no tenant,
do. deceased, gaving present*-.;
negative, by so close a vote as to require an agent, or attorney within State,
the same, that his goods
that administration oi the e-t
or estate have been attached in this
official count—2 majority.
action, that ma.v >e granted to him.
he lias had no
October

_

Speaking of

the
the
the

growing

of

chestnuts in

Waldo county,
Gardiner Reporter-Journal says: “On
premises of H. K. Morin
this
there
rell,
are two chestnut trees
city,
that yield a small crop every year, and have
for a good many years. The chestnuts are
not so large as those that are in the market,
but they are good just the same.
The Reporter-Journal suggests that nut
culture should engage the attention of
Maine people, and thinks it would be profitable.

notice of said suit and attachment,
it is Ordered, that notice of the pendency of this
suit be given to the said defendant, by publishing
an attested copy of this Order, together with an
abstract of the plaintiff's writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the
last publication to be not less than thirty days before the next term of this Court, to be holden at
Belfast, within and for the County of Waldo, on
the first Tuesday of January, 1897, that said defendant may then and there appear, and answer
to said suit, if he shall see cause.
Attest :-TlLE8TOX WADLIX, Clerk.

(Abstract
Assumpsit upon an

for

one

cents

JiaiivKi/ler
(PERRY DAVIS’.)

A Sure and 5afe

every

case

1
k

Remedy

In

and every kind

of Bowel

Complaint la

:Killer

his is a true statement and

it can’t be made too strong
or

It is a

too

emphatic.

simple,

safe and

Cramps,
Colic,
Diarrhoea,

quick

for

cure

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

Cough,
Colds,
Croup,

Toothache.

hundred and

($190.17 ■-

of

Ordered, Thatthesaid penri.
persons interested by .-an-:
order to be published three
the Republican Journal, pin-,
they may appear at a Proba:<
Delfast, within ami for said <
Tuesday of December ne\; .r
tore noon, and show i-aiM-, it
the prayer of said petitioner .-!
ed.
(Ito 11 .Inn
A true copy.
Attest
(HAS. P 11 A/

all
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Probate Court held at P«
the County oi Wald-•, .>n tin-November. A. 1>.

At

Pltf.’s Writ 9
annexed to the writ
dollars and seventeen

account

sixty

I <AROI.ES W SOI 1.1 «;
Sear-I
soldi, late
Waldo, deceased, having ;

A,

Ad damnum three hundred dollars (s3(ho.
Writ bated .\!a> 27. 1899, and returnable to and
entered at the October term. 1899.
Date of real estate attachment .May 27th, at 9
hours and 2" minutes a .m., a. D. 1899.
Plaintiff's attorne>, Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast,
.Maine.
A true cop\ of the < >rder of Court with Abstract
of the Writ.
3w40
TILES'I'D \ WADI.l X, Clerk.
.Attest

allowance
deceased.
an

Sold

Everywhere.
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WALDO SS,
Term 1X96.
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A true copv.
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dereii. That

nor
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in

interested by causing
e..p.
published three weeks stmt
lienu Journal. print*-d it It.-

—

tore the next term of this Cm: rt, to tie holueu at
Belfast, within and be the County ol Wah’m. ..n
the first Tuesday of January
x-.if, t hat said de
letvdant may then and there appear, and answer
to said suit, if he shall see
a
Attest
1TLKSTON WADI.IN. Clerk.
Its TKACT OF

H.Joi|\

Probate ( our; intin- Count v of \\ alo.
November, A. D. I ftp.;

At

cessively in the Republican Journal, a now-.;per
printed at Belfast in the <■ :uty <d Wald-V tinlast publication to be n< t U ss than thirty da\ be

.\

CKO
Attest
( HAS. P.

And now on .suggestion to the Court t hat the defendant, at the time of service ot the writ, was
not an inhabitant ol' this State.and had 1,0 tenant,
agent, or attorney within the -uu.e, hat his goods
or estate have been attached in this action, that
lie has had no not ire <d sain -uit and attachment,
it is Ordered, that notice ot the pendency ot this
suit be given to the said defendant. by ptdd shrug
an attested copy oj t his order, together wii b .>u
abstract .d the plamtiir.s writ, three weeks suc-

>

Keep it by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

of

out

in
«>rdered, That la* said
all persons interest* o
-.
order to be published tinw.
t lie Republican Journal
t licy may appear at a Pi
...:.
at Delfast .wit bin amt tml I'
day oi 1
bet ore m at. ami show
i:.-.
-a;.! ;
;.-m
why the prayer

Probate ( .nut.
appear
w it bin and for -aid Conni >
day of Debember m-M. it tei
noon, and show eause il any
he prove, i.
same sin mid I,.
liKO. U
A true eop\. Ait.--!
( it
P 11
ai a

-•

Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.

1

Wit FI

Assn ni psit upon an account annexed d- the w rir.
for thirty-three dollars ;gS3.'!
-s
1:.
11' A I !•<
Ad daminim one hundred dollars sli><
1:i
; !
Writ, dated July 2d, 18110, and returnable toai.d
ISOo. I., 11. CAR.ill.I. i.v
entered at the Oc ober term, 181*0.
Date of attachment July 2d. lx:ir>.
i SA M I'Ll. KNOW LTO.S. auPlaintiff's attorney, Geo. E. Johnson. Belfast, County, deceased. Inn mu preMaine.
| final account ol admii.n; rat
A true copy of the <)rder of Court wit I; A >st act ! allowance.
of the Writ.
Ordered, That notice then:
n
the lb
3w4C5
Attest:--TILESTON W ADLLN, Clerk. wcck> sin-ees'iveh
printed in Bellas!. 11 -a .uni
I int.ere>red may attend at a 1 ’c
Notice of Foreclosure.
lie!• l at Belfast ->11 tfie 'eo.ud I
her next. ami show cause. :t ai
said accotim should mu
the
\\'HEREAS, LI Bill F. HOWES ot Wiutcrport.
I"!
M.l 1. 1
t T
Waldo County. Maine, by her mortgage deed
A true copy. Attest:
dated the 22b day of October. \. D. 181*2 and
C1 • a'■ V Ha/m 1
recorded in Wald.* Registry ot Deeds. Book 23d,
l’age 8y, conveyed to Elizabeth D. Johnston, trusI*r*
S>.
lu ('< 11 rr
tee, a certain lot of land situate in said Winterfast. <>n the second I acs.>mport, bounded and described as follows, vi/.
mencing at :i point forty-three teet distant ;mm ISO*. W II.LlAM l>. SMART. ’■
JAM D. SM A
the southwest corner of the dwelling house of the the estate ; W it
late, Tisdale Dean; thence east, forty-six feet and
port, m said County, deceased,
iiis first and final account oi
four inches; thence .south., twenty-three feet;
thence east, to private way between land of James said estate, together with his ;
Haley and land of saiu Dean heirs; thence north- allowance.
Ordered, Thai notice tlien •*
erly, about fifty-six feet along the west side of
in the lie;
weeks .'licet• ->si ve 1
said private way ; tlienee easterly, about twentynine feet, to include well in the rear of .lames
printed in Belfast, in said * ouni
attend
at a I'n
interested,
may
Haley’s store; thence north, to a point opposite
held at Belfast, on the sec .id Tk
an elm tree; thence easterly, to land *-f Howard
Grant, including a small strip or jog in the rear her next, and show cause, il an
of tlie blacksmith shop on Commercial street j the said account should not be a
lol!'
lib), L
thence northerly, on the westerly line >1 land of
A t rue copy.
Attest
Hov/ard Grant and land of Morrill to the southerC it as. f IIa/h
ly line of Dean street: thence west, on the south
line of Dean street to the east line of Main street
thence south, on the east line of Main street to
I!
Coi.rt ol lh
1IT A l.l >0 SS.
the place of beginning, together with the buildIT
fast, on the secum Ti.e>
ings thereon, reserving and excepting from this lSUd. DEMIN H I ’S K. M< <. li.v
on
the estate of ELISHA H
conveyance the rectangular parcel of land known
as the Carriage House lot, situated at the corner i Montville. 111 said t
iinty. doee
of Main and Dean streets: and whereas the con- sented his first account t adu.n
ditions of said mortgage have been broken, and estate for allowance.
still remains broken, now therefore, I claim a ;
Ordered. That notice them. 1
foreclosure of said mortgage by reason of the | weeks successively, in the Kei
,1
breach of the conditions thereof, and give this printed m Belfast, in said
notice for that purpose.
interested, may attend at .1 M
ELIZABETH l>. JOHNSTON. Trustee.
held at Belfast, on the second 1
tier next, and show cause, il m\
By Ei.i.kky Bowden, er Attorney.
the sail! account should not be a
Winterport, Maine, No\ ]<>. 18*30. 3vv47
(iKU. K lol \Attest
A true copy.
(has. 1 ’. 11 a /1 1 1
—
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Eczema
All Her Lite.
Mr. E. D. Jenkins, of Lithonia, Ga.,
*ays that his daughter, Ida, inherited a
severe case of Eczema, which the usual
mercury and potash remedies failed to
relieve. Year by year she was treated
with various medicine*, external applications and internal remedies, without
result. Her sufferings were
intense,
and her condition grew steadily worse.
All the so-called blood remedies did not
seem tc reach the disease at all until S.
S.S. was £iven, when
an

improvement

was at once noticed.
The medicine was
continuecd with favorable results, and
she is
cured
now
■s sound and well, her
skin
is
perfectly
clear and pure and
she has been saved
from what threather life forever.

New-

SCHOONERS.

THAT

attendof the

Husbandry

in

castle

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Sept, 8 for Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
from Bangor Nov 6 for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Galveston Oct 6 for Apalachicola.

—

i

A prize offered for the best
evening’s
entertainment was won by Sister Ida Nick-

from Havana.

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 5 for Rotterdam.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Oct 15 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New York
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at La Plata Oct 5 from Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Port Elizabeth, CGI1, Oct 17 for Barbadoes.

Oranges.

terest.

Adam

from Boston.

the

Granite Grange, North
Searsport, ig still
prospering, with new members coming in.
They have just closed a literary contest, in
which four sides chose sixteen members
eacli and had one entertainment each side.
It brought out full meetings and much in-

BARKS.

W Spies, C JN Meyers, sailed from
Sour a bay a Oct 3 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Rosario Sept 25 for Rio Grande.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Baltimore Nov 9 for Savannah.
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
York Nov. 11 from Turks Island.
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Oct 29

of

j

ened to blight
S.S.S. (guaranteed

UrALi)(>

j
j

mm

purely vegetable)

Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer, Rheumatism, or any other blood trouble.
cures

It is arealbloed remedy and
after ail else fails.

always

A

fFHK subscriber hereby c'ivc>
1 concerned, that he has be-u
and taken upon himself tin- ::
the last w ill and testament of
LOIS R. MARSH Aid.. ! m

FULL LINE OF

cures even

A Real Blood
Take a blood remedy for
a touie won't cure it.
Our
books
on
blood and
skin
diseases
mailed free to
address,
any
Swift Spe c i li c

Remedy.
a

blood disease;

Hot

Water

SYRINGES,

Bottles,

/^k J^k
k^ k^ k^

Ga.

You

WITHOUT OPERATION

"■

^ warnings nature gives. Loss of •
♦ memory, headache, backache, sour *
stomach, and freq-4

BUKER’S
PILLS

'£'*1

desire to urinshow the kidneys
nee(l watching.

S. J. Sherman's Method.
book of full information,

S. J.

BY

Send 15 cents for his
etc.
Address

These pills cure
Dr. Buker will

SHERMAN,

Hernia Specialist,
175 Treinont St., Boston. 3tn44

J

TeneiBDt & Fnbedlis
TO

1

give advice by letter free.

£

—®

50c. from druggists or
sent postpaid f ;• price.
—■
Buker Pill
c0.,
Bangor, lie.

>I;«it

COtKTOKi'

In the ease of BLN .1 A M IN " Idike, in the ( i.nty of Wain
Maine, Insolvent Debtor,
are herein notified c
yOI
De .tor has filed in the
]
in said < ountv, a pet it ion tor hi
all his debts provable under tin
said State, and for it certificate 1In
inji upon tlie same is ordered :«»
bate Office 111 Belfast, m sai<!
day. the Oth day of December. A
o’clock in the afternoon, when
may attend and show cause, il any
the prayer of the pttitioncr slioui
H
( IIAS. 1
Attest
2w47
Regis te 1

To Tax Payers

Uv,,t

ate

Bright’s Disease.
Pills

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Rupture Cured

are run-

■T ning a terrible risk if
you don’t heed some of the

If irMUCV
iVlUllELT

<>t
WALDO SS.

FOR SALE BY

-■

1

Etc,

jffMlB

Co., Atlanta,

in the < •unity of Waldo, deer.;
requests all pel sons who arc m
ceased'.' estate to make nun a
those wliohao any demand' u
the same ior sett lenient to him
WILLIAM (

LET.

The Langworthy building,corner of Church and
Market streets, opposite the Court House, has
been thoroughly repaired and I now have a tenement of six rooms on the seem d
floor, also a few
furnished rooms to rent. Reasonable rates to the
W. K. MARSH.
Belfast, Nov. 12 ,189«—49tf

ri?.h^i>arties*

l

shall be

at

my office in

Mt

11

Saturdays In 111 10 a. bc. to 12 m
January 1 All persons who

until

themselves of the discount of tw
their taxes must pay by January 1.
H.

F. MASON, O

Belfast, Sept. 25, 180(3.
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LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR

i
j
I

!

Advises Use of Dr. Greene’s Nervura Because He Knows
It Will Cure.

j

i
I

|

!

i

-Governor Fletcher Bids the Weak, Nervous and
Discouraged
Hope, for the Wonderful Dr. Greene’s Nervura Will Surelv
y
Cure Them.

f

to

sizing

goods.

Our trip homeward, Oct. 23d, was in
every way favorable. The weather was
mild, the sun shone brightly, and the
spirits of our party brightened proportiouallv with the weather. A ride through
Aroostook valley on the B. & A. railroad
canuot but be enjoyed by any reasonable
being. For a comparatively new road the
B. & A. is an exceptionally good one, and
in the whole distance from Caribou to
Bangor it does not seem as though as
disheartened by repeated failures to be Greene’s Nervura
unless he knew positive- much
ledge was encountered in course of
cured can require any greater proof,
any | v ii-s great value, its wondrous power to its construction as was found in the buildthat
Dr.
Greene’s
cute.
stronger testimony
He-knows that his words will be
ing of the Belfast branch from Belfast to
Nervura will cure, that it will'certainly heeded and his advice
to use this grand Burnham.
1 have not the time at present
restore health and strength to the weak ,
followed
remedy
because of his high to describe the places and scenery along
and nervous sufferer, than Lieut.-Gover- :
and
he
j standing,
unhesitatingly tells the the route, but may do so at some future
nor Fletcher’s powerful words wherein
people, speaking the welcome truth to time. But I will say right here that the
he states that he has personally used it in the sick with the
voice and dignity of County Commissioners of Aroostook counhis family with greatest benefit, knows it official
authority, that Dr. Greene’s Ner- ty did everything possible to make our
to be a most wonderful cuter of
disease, vura blood and nerve remedy will cure i visit there au enjoyable one, and I am
and earnestly recommends its use by all the weak and
suffering, will give health j satisfied that each member of our party
who are out of health and need medi- ami
strength, renewed life, restored will long cherish in their memories the
cine.
and
the zest and happiness of
energies
generous hospitality of the people they
The great Statesman says:
living.
encountered during this trip through
"1 have long heard of the good effects
Remember also tliat this is no so-called Aroostook
M. s. s.
county.
of Dr. Greene" s Nervura blood and nerve
patent medicine, but the prescription and 1
remedy and have used it in my family. discovery of Dr. Greene of 34 Temple
October Weather. The Journal lias for
1 have heard cases among ray neigh- Place,
Boston, the successful specialist in several years published the monthly weathbors who have derived great benefit from curing nervous and chronic
diseases, who er reports of Mr. L. H MureU. The U. S.
its use and tritely say, that as far as my can he consulted without
charge, person- ! Weather Bureau publishes a monthly bulleand
information
the
reor
experience
go.
ally
by letter.
tin giving the same information from many
Atchison gave a
points in all sections of the country. We
majority of nearly A Ride Through Aroostook
nine hundred against the Populist candiCounty. here pit sent < xtraets from its tables showdate 1*>r governor.
Atchison count\ went
No. 3.
ing liow nearly Mr. March's records comi• n Weaver four years
ago, but Atchison
Isle is very
pare with those of observers in other places
Presque
located
prettily
people know when they have enough, and where the
in Maine.
Aroostook river makes a
this }
vot<
w itb tlieir eyes
very
open.
In aimsing Kansas for electing a Popu- abrupt turn in its course. From southeasti;': adirinist ration, do not abuse Atehison:
erly it beuds around until it runs nearly
Atchison did its duty.
In laughing at
Kansas peoph y<*u meet hereafter, exempt north, forming what is familiarly known
as an “ox-bow.”
The site of this village
those from Atchison.
[Atchison Globe.

its great men.

s

«

and the water which continually passes
the sieve carries the starch into large
These are filled
vats about 0 feet deep.
about full of water, tnen allowed to sit
about 12 hours, wheu the starch will set.tie to the bottom. The water is then drawn
If and the vats refilled, the pulp at the
bottom again stirred and again left to setWhen the water is once more drawn
tle.
tl the pulp at the bottom is shoveled onto
ears or barrows and conveyed to the dryon large inclined
room where it is spread
floorings where it remains until thoroughlv dry then is scraped into troughs at the
side of the floorings where it is ready
for barreling and shipping or conveying
l*otato starch is
to tlie storehouses.
J
not used, as many people naturally supbut
iu
for
largely
laundry purposes
pose,
the manufacture of confectioneries and
for
in the manufacture of cotton

the Constitution of Massachusetts.

suits

highly
This letter
Certainly no higher testimonial, no can ^e publishedsatisfactory.
for others’ good.”
their advice taken,
greater proof of a medicine’s wonderful Ii
If you are a sufferer from
weakness
or
i"
fact, the illustrious power to cure can possibly be given than disease, do not
hesitate to take Dr
t Vermont, lion.
Henry is here bestowed upon Dr. Greene's Ner- ij
Nervura ami get well after such
1’ioetorsville, Vt., who is vura blood and nerve remedy by this aGl/ee?.e’8
testimonial from so illustrious ami disa long line of Statesmost distinguished statesman and head of
tinguished a Statesman.
tells the people if they the government of the State.
Do you think so eminent a man of
such
if they desire to get
Surely no one who is ill, worn-out, run- high official positiou would leml his name
and strength, to use down, weak, nervous,
and and give his emphatic advice to use
discouraged
Dr.
vura
accepted

truth, their

as

blood aud nerve
if
knows from personal
ts use in his own
family
inis, and from having
; time again its wonder-sers, that it will surely
■ne, that it will
give
■\
ak. strong nerves to the
to
the
freshing sleep
digestion to the dvshlood to the feeble,
i.
to the rheumatic, iu
vigorous health to all

Fletcher's family have
advisers of the people
.lied with the history
ho nn-re than a hun: iilier was both Lieut.rn■»r i.f Vermont and
>me of the framers of
■

Comment.
mine into this
declared that he
i go t" 20 cents a
ing <calamity would,
’lie Populist party
Nmx
Falls. S. I)/,

his:

.oid

F") uilist idea as well
willing tliat the
aim'd it' they can nl\
c

■

are

contemporary addresses
this appeal “To Eastern People,” and it
is onh justice to add that the Globe was

dished

tact, says the
of the Maehias
i and portions of the
the Margaretta capm\ 1775, are imbedded
m: weeds at or near the
ve in that town.
Ir is
was left on the flats
ament
■

ot

i ind

The

by

escaped

of Kansas has been accurately
diaguosed by the accomplished editor of
one of its own newspapers.
In an article
published (luring the campaign, but quite
to
the
results
of
the
applicable
campaign,
the Emporia Gazette remarked with more
truth than elegance that “Kansas started
in to raise hell, and slit seems to have an

which has since
the substitut-

wooden

.'m‘

arnest.

gr< mnd:

may be at fault,
•m*ved that the bones of
i<• left in Middle
Iiiver,

bridge.

ease

over-production.”
Young, the well-known
'I'.>udent, enjoys the ex»f

01

an

Philadelphia
To, his total

Two of

election to
district by
vote

our

contemporaries recently

re-

sorted to the emphasis of double-fleads,
the Phillips Phonograph in

discussing

being

(piite level, the streets are wide ami
neatly laid out, the buildings are all handsomely painted, and with their closely

have

an

the Populist slough into
she lias plunged and thus saved
her honor and her credit.
T his comment
of the New York Sun seems to cover the

sight.

is

worke# in behalf
>l sound money and the National honor.
With no-re such papers Kansas might

able and

which

••mory

ms

are

trimmed lawns combine to f< rm a very
pleasing j ieture to the stranger. The publie seimol building is an attract ve feature

an

water

Kansas

Our

the •'tilecs.

in

this village, as it is with the most of the
villages in this county, and one that could
he copied, to the
advantage of our
rising generation and future posterity,

Ha
Hail mu
»«-.T
.AW
Belfast
i Con.Nil.14(1
Fail li*-.. 1.45 2

72
*5
t;s

Flagst.HV.42.0

00
03

....

..

Mr

'7 cmisecut.ive years.

mate

ple choose to throw away their money on
of Enlield follows uuj lofitable mediums, while it may be
ilie burning of the busi- I deplored it is their own affair.
The mat»wn of (neat
Failing- j ter of credit to other papers for items or
oarrassnieiit in the for- |
articles is one that cannot be governed by
*•
barter, was the lack of j
Pishing apparatus. A rule and must be left to the courtesy and
bet er afford to omit to
honesty of individual editors. There is
t ri but ions to the
foreign cue paper in this State which has long
'ban try to get along
been a notorious offender against the
> equipped lire depart.Herald.
country press, and we doubt if there is
by lire of the business

n

'own

business competition, another paper in the whole country which
n!y be attained by pi-u- has so unenviable a distinction in this rern.
The New York iSnu, in point of
insurance rates and spect.
j
which are closely related, ! ability second to no newspaper on this
tors.
Belfast and Wiu- continent, is noted for invariably giving
credit where credit is due.
The Journal
water systems that furd

supply for all purposes, long since ceased to complain of thefts
lotection, and thus have from its columns, but it is a little trying
ires, and offer, with other to see matter which has cost much labor
excellent tield for manu- thus appropriated and then go the rounds

m

tries.

s

credited to the paper which stole it.
Notice

'iincement that the “war-

public credit and

<•

an

Served
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Bryan.
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3.45
3.05
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15
12
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17
13
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15

3.58

4.77
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quire

tice on Mr. Bryan that if he desires to
bead the reform forces of the People’s
Party in the next light he must do so under some other name than that of Demo-

varfare” to be continued?
mcrican people refuse to
inis and tool of tlie silver
;'f a Washington, a Linmnd; because they defcativ»* Anarchist Altgeld, or
•lily unfit person the Cabheld by a Jeil'erson, a
ward; because they refusscheme to make Coin-

crat.

“The name lias become a reproach
and a stench among the people, and it
will not he supported any more, now or
hereafter.
In the campaign just closed
the People’s Party joined forces with the
Democrats, and t lie Democrats again played the people false, grossly and brutally
successor to Hamilton,
false.
: because they knocked
We are done with them now and forever,
••n.spiraey to put Tillman, and also with
any man who seeks to lead
■it. Stone or other blatherthe people hereafter under any standard
f-makers in the places in
!
that may hear the name or have the smirch
uueil once filled by a Stanof the word Democrat on it.”
Pancroft or a Crittenden. i;
■

|

_

Some
Portland have a queer
settle, and it is a question j
is the
best end of it, the I
"<er.
One of them has to
sters in the shell and open
"Pier has to eat them all as'
ne opened.
If the fellow
y the bivalves has the knack
•'•in
the
other is in
handily,
at

1

somewhat

a
11: ore

a

similar

con-

number of years ago.

genius at the oyster bar in
"as a
portly colored man

l:

1'! to the
a

expert in

he said.
m

made

of

One night some
a few' raw,

dropped
•

John, and
opening oysters

name

in for
a

bet that lie could

one

has collected the returns in

ninety-two cities in which Mr. Bryan
spoke during the campaign, and the totals
show that a Cleveland plurality of 155,705
in them four years ago was changed into a
McKinley plurality of 450,052. This suggests that a hippodrome canvass is misleading. [Boston Journal.
A

Valuable

Prescription.

Editor Morrison of Worthington, Ind.,
“Sun,” writes: “You have a valuable prescription in Electric Bitters, and 1 can cheerfully recommend it for Constipation and
Sick Headache, and as a general system
tonic it has no equal.” Mrs. Annie Stehle,
2025 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, was all
run down, could not eat nor digest food, had

backache which never left her and felt
tired and weary, but six bottles of Electric
Bitters restored her health and renewed her
strength. Prices 50 cents and #1.00. Get a
bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.
a

''•is

as fast as
John could
He made the attempt, but
"liter subsequently asked

his best and his reply was,
if 1 had 1 should have killed

into

or

to school

Do the children go to school? And are
they joyous
and happy ? Is school-life a
pleasure ? And is progress
being made? Or is the opposite true? Does the close of
each day bring a headache ? There is no
appetite and s^ep
is imperfect. The color
gradually leaves the cheeks and

the advisability of establishing
normal schools in this State,
were in session at
Augusta Nov. 12th. The
question of normal schools came up in the
last Legislature, and it will he a matter of
agitation at the corning session of the Le gone

more

only

a

school

isi at ure.

little effort is followed

by exhaustion. To continue
the end of the year with broken
What is the best thing to do ? Take

means to come to

health.

State Superintendent of Schools W. W.
Stetson is anxious that the small towns of
the State should unite in the
ways most
convenient to them so that three or four or
half a dozen, as the case might be, should
have a superintendent, and there should be
a State board to examine as to the
qualifications of teachers, and that only those
granted certificates by this board be allowed to
teach. President Hyde believes this matter
is coming up Tn the approaching session of
the Legislature.
a

_

frjr
of
ood-hver

£nvuktcru

Oil, with hypophosphites. The cod-liver oil
nourishes the body and makes red
corpuscles for the blood.
Tlie ny pophosphites are tonics to the nervous
system, giving
mental activity during the
day and refreshing sleep at night.
Don’t let you child
get thin and worry along. Give Scott’s

Emulsion , insist on a generous amount of out-door exerciser
and the vigor of youth will return.
and

cti

so

?.

a

bottle.

SCOTT & BOWNK. Chemist* New York.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.
FOR

FATHERS AND MOTHERS.

cured by these
Little Pills.

STATE

lady’s eduction, we
gray heads, and the
newer

were

made

a

part

••

•*

tell

as

he stood before

stick and entertained

us

upon liis
with tales of a

time earlier than many of his auditors
had ever known.
When in the presence
of such venerable personages—no matter

Itchiness of the Skin and Eczema.

The only remedy in the world that will at
stop Itchiness of the Skin on any part

once,

body that is absolutely safe and never
failing is Doan’s Ointment. Free Samples
at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drugstore, Bel-

of the

fast, Me.

you

exceeding promptness in relieving pain
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part

John

E.

For Infants and Children.

L. L.

(irasp This Opportunity.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps,
a generous sample will be mailed of the most
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
great merit. Full size 50c.
ELY BROTHERS,
50 Warren St, New York City.
1 was afflicted with catarrh last autumn.
During the month of October I could neither
taste nor smell and could hear but little.
Ely’s Cream Balm cured it.—Marcus Geo.
j Sliautz, Rahway, N. J.

j

Write

and address on a postal card, send it to Geo, W.
Best,
New York City, and !a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mai ed to you.
your name

nuisance; filed.
Single sale; con.

Com.

nuisance

-—-

PILLS

cure

Liver

IBs,

Biliousness, Indigestiou, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

Office,

tiled.

Ward.

**

Closing Out. Sale-Furniture.

»•

STORE TO

Brownrigg.

con.

Drinking house,

LET.

C. THOMPSON & SON

J.

etc.:

Kobt. Brownrigg. Com. seller; eon.
Beecher Kendall. "ingle sale eon.
L. L. (b'ntner. Single sale; eon.

Hare special cuts in. //rices to close out their stt/rh
Hare still It ft u /jne assort /// “nt
of

Drinking house,etc; con.

*•

W in, Gentner. Common seller; eon.
Single sale; eon.
John Ward. Single sale ; eon.
John W arn, ."ingle sa c eon.
Daniel O'Conneli. Ct Million seller; con.
Joseph A. Gilmore. Com. seller; eon.
Daniel n'Comiel!. app. Illegal keeping

intoxicating liquoi

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.

; eon.

Kobt. Krowni igg. Conmmi seller : eon.
L. L. Gentner. < Kinmon seller eon.
L. L. Centner. Drinking liouse,ete eon.
S. W. Freeman, app.
Illegal keeping in-

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A

to\ieating liquor; eon.
Brownngg. app. Illegal keeping
intoxicating liqiiu' ; tiled.
L. l.. Gentiu*'-. a;.]., illegal keeping in-I
tu.\ieat ing liquoi-; fined §100, and eosts
§10; paid.
Frank Sai gent, app. Single sale ; tiled.
Frank Sargent, app. Having in possession intoxicating liquor; tiled.
Frank Sargent. Single sale; tiled.
John Garland
Common seller; tiled.
Frank K. Sargent. Single sale; tiled.
Sherman W. Freeman. Single sale; eon,

LINE ASSORTMENT.

Kobt.

**

*•

Chas.

1’.

Br-xvn.

Common seller

;

J. C.

Thompson

<£ 5 n, 39 Main St.

Advertising is

line

$100. and costs §10. and in default
stand committed; mittimus issued.
Chas. 1*. Brown. Single sale; tiled.
Joseph A. Gilmore. Com. seller; line
§100, and costs $10, paid.
Melvin Grant. Common seller; tine §100,
and costs §10; paid.
Henry A. Bolan. Com. seller; tine $100,
and costs $10; paid.
Robt. Brownrigg. Com. seller; tiled.

**

L. L. Gentner. Com. seller; Hied.
Benson C. and Allie Abbott. Com. sellers; tiled.
N. I*. Sewell. Common seller; tiled.
J. A. Jewell. Common seller: filed.
Chas. Ward. Common seller; Hied.
Frank Parks. Common seller; tiled.
David A. Clark. Common seller; Hied.
Joseph A. Gilmore, app. Having in possession intoxicating liquors; tiled.
Joseph A. Gilmore, app. Having in possession intoxicating liquors;, filed.
Walter Twonu ly, app. Having in possession intoxicating liquors; fine §100,
and $10 costs; paid.
Chas. 1*. Brown, app
Having in possession intoxicating liquors; con.
Asa A. Howes. Com. seller; fine $100,
and §10 costs; paid.
Clarence O. Poor. Com. seller; tine §100,
and $10 costs; paid.
Richard H. Moody.
Com. seller; line
§100, and §10 costs; paid.
G. C. Kilgore. Coiiinnm seller; tine §100,
and §10costs; pawl.
Frank Parks. Common seller; tiled.
J. A. JcM’ell. Common seller; eon.
Melvin i.ranr
Common seller; eon.
.Joseph A. Gilmore. Com. seller; eon.
L. I..Gentner. Common seller; line §1«H),
and §10 costs paid.
S. W
F.eemau. Com. seller; tine §100,
and §10 costs; paid.
Henry A Bolan. ('om. seller; con.
Clias. P. l.roMii. Com. seller; con.
'I'ilton A. Elliott. Com. seller; con.
David A. Clark. Com. seller: tiled.
Charles Ward. ( om. seller; filed.
b red (’. AtM'ood.
Com. seller; tiled.
Williston E. Grinnell. Com. seller; dismissed for misnomer.
Joseph A. Giftnore, app. Single sale:
tiled.
L. L. Gentner, app. Search and seizure;
M. R.

“George Washington married a widow
didn’t lie?” “Yes,” “What a snap a widow
must have had with a man who couldn’t tell
a lie!”
[Puck.

HOOD’S

Single sale; filed.

Like Driving Nails,
I'he first Mow starts
a

KnoM’lton, app.

must

on

he

others

hy

the

head

to

The Gurney

Drive It Home,

IT WATER HEATER.

advertisement

An
1

agent for the above heater, and
will guarantee it to give satisfaction.
am

must he

followed hy

others t hat
and

SEWING MACHINES

to

the

get

the

a re

elear

point

desired

to
re-

sults.

SUPPLIES FOIl SALE

AM)

TWO TONS MORE
Gmiili, ami lili Wort.
Ol

Don't

1

l-’oryet

30c. Tea 30c.

GEO T. READ,
144

Main

I II A I

he Fmce,

law.

trell, app. Search and seizure ; eon.
Wm. E. Grinnell, app. Search and seizure; fine$100, ami $10 eosts; paid.
Chas. P. Brown, app. Search and seizure; con.
Chas. P. Brown. Single sale; con.
F. C. Atwood. Com. seller; fine §100,
and $10 costs; paid.
Frank T Pease. Com. seller; filed.
Henry A. Bolan. Com seller; coil.
John Drew. Com. seller; filed.
Frank Parks. Com. seller; tiled.
S. W. Freeman. Com. seller, con.
Joseph A. Gilmore, (’om. seller; con.
L. L. Gentner. Com. seller; law.
Williston E. Grinnell. Com. seller; dismissed for misnomer.
Asa A. Howes. Com. seller; filed.
Edward A. Jones. Com. seller; law.
M. R. Knowltou. Com. seller; fine §100,
and $10 costs; paid.
G. C. Kilgore and E. A. Wilson. Com.
sellers; filed.
R. H. Moody. Common seller; filed.
C. O. Poor. Com. seller; tiled.
Attest—TILKSTON W ADLIN, Clerk.

hut

squarely

Search and seiz

Henry (L Bicknell and Forest E. CotSearch and seizure; fine
trell, app.
$100, and §10 costs; paid.
Henry G. Bicknell and Forest E. Cot-

nail

follow ed

con.

/)

VDVANCK.

>

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MAINE,

eon.

Gentner, app. Search and seizure:

ure;

|

nuisance;

eon.

Bo!>t.

‘*

CASTORIA

CASH IN
Address all orders t

eon.
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that comes to see Bessie. You were a young
lover once yourself, and my recollection is
who you were sometimes a very silly one.”
Mr. Billus: “Silly?
I was an idiot, Maria;
I 've found it out since.” [Chicago Tribune.

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2.0'),

Drinking house,etc. ;con.

in
of

Connubialities; Mrs. Billus: “John, you
I ought not. to he so hard on the young man

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y. Weekly Tribune

Com. nuisance; eon.
Fred Trull. Comiuon seller: eon.
Henry A. Bolan. Drinking house, etc.;

ing it almost immediately. If you want
relief and cure this is your remedy.
j quick
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel-

The tie-

NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instructo each member of the
family.

M. Grant.

the urinary passages in male or female. It
i relieves retention uf water and pain in pass-

fast, Me.

forth, and monev freely
WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminentlv a

Single sale; tiled.

■

j

spent,

Com.
L. L. Gentner.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its

marking

effort will be put

to make the THE

Tribune

dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
and “what everybody says must be true.”

monu-

the line between the dominions of Uncle Sam and Johnny Bull.
These monuments are rather unpretentious in appearance for their importance,
and are over-looked by many sightseers
for the more alluring attractions of a
building, the west side of which marks
this same line, and which is widely known
as the “Fin.” This building bears a
large
sign upon the outside which reads:
“Licensed for the sale of all kinds of
Spirituous and Unfermented Liquors.”
Inside you can find “all kinds,” from a
glass of lemonade or soda to a barrel or
tierce of the strongest of brandy or
whiskey—and this is but one of the thousand smuggling depots of liquors which
llourisli along the Canadian border.
I was much interested in the manufacture of potato starch and
through the
courtesy of County Commissioner .1. 11.
Thurlough, who, by the way, was a former Waldo
county boy, and a sterling
man, we were shown through the factory
of which Mr. Thurlough is one of the
owners.
This is not one of the largest
factories, but it has a capacity of about
bushels
of potatoes per day, and
2,000
which will yield from 8 to 10 lbs. of starch
to each bushel of potatoes.
1 noticed
many of the potatoes that were delivered
there were badly rotted, and had considerable curiosity to know how this filth
was disposed of. and soon found out that
“it all comes out in the washing.” On
the way to the “grating sieves” the potatoes pass through a long spout about 18
inches square which is filled with water.
Ibis spout has also a horizontal
revolving
shaft with short arms, which
keep the
tubers continually in motion on their passage through, so that when tiiey drop
upon the sieves, the cavities made by the
removal of the decayed portion are as
clean and white as though cut out
by a
knife, not a trace of the diseased part remaining. The grating sieves are made of
j (illu copper wire which by continuous
lateral motion reduces the potato to
pulp,
ments

Every possible

Ireing Knowlton. Single sale; eon.
John Murphy. Single sale: con
Michael Harrington. Single sale; con.
Kobt. Brownrigg. Common seller: eon.
Drinking house,etc.;

Wm. Gentner.

You make no mistake when you buy Dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and

what their station—I feel like taking off
my hat to them and honored if permitted
to clasp their hand.

tories.

eon.

Pounder,
your congregation falling asleep during your sermon.”
“Not at all, madam,” replied the preacher;
“on the contrary, it delights me.
nleep is a
sign of an easy conscience.” Those who can
sleep do not need sermons.” [Harper’s
Bazar.

resting

tight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
inception to the' present day, and won its greatest v ic-

from its

Single sale: eon.
Single salt*; con.

Single sale;

she seems to feel

us

Frank E. Nash.
John E. Ward.

Common

would be unnecessary.

She: “When I marry, I hope my husband
a
why)
little vain. Quite a large portion of our will die young; I want to be a widow.”
He: “How barbarous! How cruel!” She:
party visited the site of the old fort from | “Oh, don’t worry, it won’t be your funeral.”
which the town takes its name, and then [Truth.
listened to the “oldest resident’’ of the
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemplace as lie gave a detailed description of ishes
from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
I
the construction of the fort and related in- Splints,
Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
cidents of the Federal troops while quar- Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
tered there; and of seeing the red coats in the most* wonderful Blemish Cure ever
the vicinity.
This was away back in tbe known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists. Belfast. Me.
Iy27
this
old gentleman seemed to
’:JOs, though
“I should think it would irritate you, Dr.
see it all as though it was but
to see members of
yesterday,
me

the

con.

should not see so many
use of Hall's Hair Re-

Our company dined with landlord Gates
the Presque Isle Hotel, and after a few j
I
hours spent in strolling around the place I
|
we took our seats in the comfortable Ii. &
j brought up far.” [Tit-Bits.
A. cars once more and were soon at the
It’s all over town now and I’m a victim !
What? The Grippe! Well who’s afraid of
most northeasterly village in the United
the
i
Grippe when they have Adamson’s
States—Fort Fairfield.
This town has a Botanic
Cough Balsam in the house. Take
[
history of which (though 1 can't for the it and help to get the Grippe out of town.
life of

MAINE.

tive, entertaining and i dispensable

of

“Sir,” said an irate little gentleman of
about four feet eleven inches to a six-foot
man, “I would have you know, sir, that I
have been well brought up.” “Possibly,”
was the answer; “hut you have not been

at

With the close of the Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the lact that the American people are now anxious to
give then attention to home and business interests.
To meet
this condition, politics will have tar less space and
prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of

weather record for
The only other places

of the hair

a

OF

ALL THE FAMILY.
1

WALDO SS.
The following shows the disposition of liquor
eases at the < )etol>er term of tin Supreme Judicial
Court, 1896, as appears of reeord
State vs. John F. Dorr. Single sale: eon.
Sarah Cunningham. Single sale eon.
Wm. II. McCurdy. Single sale; eon.
Daniel o'fonnell. Single sale; eon.
Jern Fa Ivy. Single sale ; eon.
Ib'bt. Brownrigg. Single sale; eon.
Daniel O'Connell. Single salt*; eon.

“I was looking over my boy’s geomeyer:
try lesson last night. I was quite interested
in that proposition that the three angles
of a triangle are equal to two right angles.”
Second Lawyer!
“That isn’t very complicated.”
First Lawyer:
“No; but I was
to
think
wliat
a man could do if he
trying
had the other side of the ease.” [Puck.
care

FOR

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drotvsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

1

If the

SONS AND DAUGHTERS.

Positively

j

j

FOR

SICK HEADACHE

•

1

going

President W. Dewitt Hyde of Bowdoin Colthe Hon. C. F. Webb of Waterville,
and Gen. Samuel I). Leavitt of Eastport, a
committee appointed by Gov. Cleaves to in-

lege,

special to the New York World from
renewed, and that he
“Are you on intimate terms with your
The village lies along the Aroostook
N. C., says: Senator Butler’s
Raleigh,
rs will continue to be a
neighbors ?”
river and principally upon one street
paper says editorially:
“No; but they are with us. Wliy, they
my industries and the pubwhich runs along the southerly bank. knew dreadful secrets of ours that we uever
now for the
‘‘.Speaking
People’s
Party
heard of even.” [Harper’s Bazar.
meets with general con- of
North Carolina, and we believe for the Follow this thoroughfare to the eastfor the distance of about two
he Sr. Louis Globe-DemoRelief In Six Hours.
nation, we take the liberty of serving no- ward, and
will come to the
miles
A

ill be

■

Maine.

a

Here is New llaveu, Conn., 100. Rev. E. Dewhurst,
the terminus of a branch of the C. A P. i the observer at Voluntown, Conn., was pasP. R., while the I>. A A. has a
large depot : tor of the Baptist Church in this city in
and freight buildings, and yet with all 1857-1».
these facilities for transportation much
Why not profit by the experience of others
trouble is experienced obtaining cars to who have found a permanent
cure
for
1J
accommodate the immense amount of catarrh in Hood’s Sarsaparilla?
From a Legal Point of View. First Lawgrain and potatoes that are awaiting

in

take from the local newspaper its legitipatronage* There does not seem to
he any remedy for this, however.
If peo-

ity which has known

•

•od.

25

gressive features of this village.

Ellsworth American in

his

Mureli has kept

07
04
08
05
t.O
70

10
20

1

in N» w England where records have been
in all the towns of Waldo
county. Here kept for a longer period are the
following:
I
we lind a National
hank, opera house, a Cornish, Me., 41 years; Amherst, Mass.,
fit);
newspaper—the Star-Herald -electric j Cambridge, Harvard College) 78: Lowell,
lights, and three hotels among the pro- 42: New Bedford, 84; Providence, R. I.,fi4;

m

’>

05

4i :.
Fon lain aid
< iartliner. ..4o.2
42 4
Kineo.
| Lewiston ......40 0
4...0
; Ma field.
North Bridgton. 40.0
Portland.... 40.1

|
Advertising,” and the shipment, thus giving one an idea of the
the wonderful extent of the crop resources of
considering
*se
majority was 20,405.
pirating of news by unscrupulous! con- this section of the country.
I., Post.
In the year 18(30, according to the U. S.
temporaries. We suspect that local rather
made mention of Mr.
this town had a population of 732
than
census,
offenses
both
general
prompted
parv
we suppose we must
inhabitants, while to-day it is claimed to
on “dim’
and now joins agraphs, but they are common enough
everywhere. The Phonograph complains have over 3,100—an increase of over 2,350
iat i<>ns of his many friends,
in thirty-six years, which is a pretty
of the catch-penny advertising schemes
good
•lection, but on the pheI
which do the advertisers no good and showing.
which testifies to
“Blackmail

banner district was
ntative Harmer. of the
the

in

I

<

«

Schools

J

■

nd

Normal

over

Street,

Belfast.

Ju9t received, direct from China.
Our customers’say it is as good as
they pay 50 cents tor elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES <&, CO.
GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY HORSE,
sound and kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
party can take him on trial. Also a two seated
carriage, top buggy, sleigh, harness, etc. Will be
sold at a bargain. Will sell separately or all to-

A

I

gether.

CiKO. A. QU1M1SY.
Belfast, Nov. 12, 1806.

The Nose
No. *449

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
I fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water inhouse; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M.

Or C. B.

HALL, Main St., Belfast.
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Soli. A. J. Whiting has hauled up for the
season.

Chas. U. Curtis has bought the Foss Hamilton farm.
Geo. A. Brown has moved into his house
the village.

in

Miss Annie Stevens returned from Rockland Wednesday.
A. J. Nickerson made
Portland Tuesday.

a

report a very enjoyable meeting_The
schools in this town are expected to begin
next Monday for their winter term_Mr.
George Howard has arrived home from
Bucks port, where he has been attending the
E. M. C. Seminary-Mr. Addison Sprowl
is extensively repairing his house_Miss
Ola Colson recently gave a birthday party,
which was enjoyed by many of her friends.
-The recent Teachers’ Institute at Belfast
was attended by many of our teachers with
pleasure and profit.

j

business trip to

J. Hervey Carr left by
morning for New York.

train

Monday

H. N. Edwards of Jackson visited his sisn the past w eek.

ters in tow

Capt. W. C. Harding
arrived home from New York last Friday,
called here by the illness of his wife. Mrs.
H. is still confined to her bed, but it is
thought she is improving-Capt. and Mrs.
Willard Ginn visited Capt. and Mrs. A. J.
Crocker in Winterport last week-Mrs.
Prospect Ferry.

Mrs. Thomas Gannon of Belfast is visiting
mother, Mrs. Joanna Morse.

her

Mrs. Paine of Bangor and L. G- Paine of
Portland spent Sunday in town.
Maud B. Colcord entertained a party of
friends at whist Monday evening.

Capt.
day for
Mrs.

A.

Emma Luke is

a

tended

Y. Nickels left by steamer Monbusiness trip to New York.

Perkius left by steamer Monday
relatives in Dorchester, Mass.

Women’s missionary readiug Friday aftermu n at 2 in the upper conference room.
a

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

U. S. Gov’t

Report

on

the sick list.

She is at-

Fred C. Edw ards of Ashland, Mass., made
short visit to friends in town last week.

pect Marsh last week.

Sch Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, arrived with grain for Nickerson this week.
The engine companies will enjoy a clam
stew at their hall this, Thursday, evening.

Ship Emily L. Whitney, Capt. A. S. Penlet on, has chartered to load at Manila for
U. S.
Willard P. Rich caught a four and a half
hake in one of his lobster traps Satur-

pound
day.

Harry Perry left by train Tuesday for New
t-- join ship R. D. Rice, which sails
Friday

York

Hattie Erskiue left Monday for Boston,
wi’l visit her aunt, Mrs. E. L.
Griffin.
where she

Mrs. L. A.

Simmons.
Charles A. G

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Waldo.

Prospect village. The S. B. I. Society
will meet with Mrs. Jennie Ward Dec. 3d...
The old folks’ dance Nov. 17th was largely
attended_Mr. Leslie Hawes was quite
badly hurt last week while at work in the
woods by a tree falling on bim, bruising his
head and face_Many from here will attend the Odd Fellows’ ball to-night in Winterport_Mr. Win. Coffin of Burnham, the
veteran cattle-buyer, carried from here last
week a car-load of cows for 1. C. Libby &
Co., to be shipped to Brighton market.

C.

A.

Levanseller and Esther

-The Castine students came home Nov.
19th.... J. H. Ciliey has gone to Lincolnville
to teach and E. L. Harding to Troy.
B. A.
Clary will attend the winter term at Castine.
-Mrs. Miles Luce and family have gone
to Merrimac, Mass to live with Dr. I. M.
Luce. E. L. Bryant has moved to Belfast
and L. M. Bryant to Monroe. These three
families moved from one school district all
within four weeks... .The Whitcomb school
will begin Nov. 30th.

Bangor.

Brooks.

The ladies of George G. Davis,
|
C., will furnish supper for the annual
inspection of George G. Davis Post Saturday,
Nov. 28th. The meetings of the W. R. C.
are changed from the first and third Tuesday evenings of each mouth to the first and
third Saturday afternoons of each month.
The annual election of officers will be held
Saturday, Dec. 5th. A full attendance is
desired-Grace E. Dow and Iua M. Forbes
are at home from the Castine Normal school,
are enjoying their vacation very much.
-Mr. and Mrs. Stover have moved into
their new possession, the Berry Sargent
house-W. A. Feulasou has, it is said,
bought the H. H. Seavey place-Clarence
Staples is at home from Lowell, Mass., where
he spent the season in a drug storeConsiderable hay is being pressed and some
of it is being hauled into this station-We
eujoyed the first sleighing of the season last
Sunday and Monday-Eben Rackliile of
Unity drove several hundred sheep from
Sprout Hill and vicinity to Corinna last
Monday-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller
of Medford, Mass., are in Brooks on a two
weeks’ vacation.
Mr. Miller has a good job
as fireman on a locomotive engine_Rev.
F. S. Dolliff preached his last sermon here
for the season last Sunday. He is very much
liked in this place....The Staples Jumper

two

Allen. In Charlestown, Mass., Nov. 7. Abbie
H., wife of Amos Allen, a native of Caimlen, aged
48 years. The remains were taken to Camden for
bu rial.
Elweli.. In Tenant's Harbor, St. George. Nov.
5, Rebecca Elweli, aged 26 years, 1 month and

days.

Hagehthy. In Ellsworth, Nov. 15, Madella A.,
wife of Dr. A. C. Hagertliy, aged 37
years, 8
months and 29 days
Hatch. In Dter Isle, Nov. 7, Samuel W.
Hatch,
aged 02 years, 3 months and 19 days.
Howard. In Brooksville, Nov. 14, Mrs.
Mary
about
75 years.
Howard, aged
Hooper. In Rockland, Nov. 12, Eivona (Foss),
widow of Nathaniel Hooper, a native of Maehias,
aged 55 years and 1 day. The remains were taken
to Maehias for burial.
Howe. In Benecia, California, Oct, 27, Augustus Winthrop Howe, a native of Camden,
aged 54
years, 3 months and 17 days.
Ingalls. In Belfast, Nov. 20, Miss Mae E. Ingalls, aged 20 years and 8 months.
.1 a meson.
In Rockport, Nov. 10, Sarah F.
Jameson, aged 38 years, 0 months ami 20 days.
Philhrook. In Owl’s Head, South Thomaston,
Nov. 11, James Jackson Phil brook, a native of
Islesboro, aged 65 years, 11 months and 1 day.
Rivers. In Togus, Nov. 9, at Soldier’s Home,
Capt. Parker T. Rivers, a native of St. George,
aged 52 years and 7 months. The remains were
taken to Bath for burial.
Sylvester. Drowned at Deer Isle, Nov. 14,
Frank, son of Edmund R. Sylvester, aged 18 years.

Co. are getting out some nice goods this season.
.Mr. Dow has in a nice line of heavy
shawls, outing flannels, woolen flannels,
etc.Miss Emma Ellis is visiting at Isaac
Leathers’. She has been employed at the
..

Children’s Home in Belfast for the past

sea-

son.

...

SHIP

Nov. ID. Sch. Alice T. Boardman, Reed, New
York.
Nov. 20. Sells. Coquette, Bowker, Block Island;
Eliza May, Welch, Yinalliaven.
Nov. 21. Sch. Mary Farrow, Morrisey, Portland; sloop Passport, Eaton, Deer Isle.
Nov. 23. Sch. Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal

|

SAILED.

Nov. 20. Sclis. Janies Holmes, Ryan, Boston;
Volant, Pendleton, Rockland; W\ 11. Davidson,
Pomeroy, fishing.
Nov. 21. Sells. Alice T. Boardman, Reed, Bangor; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalliaven ; Coquette,
Bowker, Block Island.
AMEK1CAN ports.

New York. Nov. 17. Ar, sch. A. B. Sherman,
Pillsbury, W ashington, D. C., for Providence;cld,
bark Yilora H. Ilopkms, Port Elizabeth, S. A.; ID,
c!d, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, Norfolk; ar,
sell. Henry R. Tilton, Ranlett, Stonington; 20, ar,
sells. Hattie McG. Buck, Bangor; Lester A. Lewis,
Bangor; cld, sch. Belle Hooper, Barbadoes; 21,
ar, sells. F. I,. W arren, Bangor; A. W Ellis, Rockland; brig Tel os, Bangor; 22, ar, sclis. I). D. Haskell, Kit Carson. WillardSanlsbury, Mark Pendieton, F.
Pendleton, Bangor; David Faust, Ellsworth forllonlo.it; 23, ar, soils.*Chas. E. Ray£
mond, Bangor; Mary Ann McLann, Fall River.
Boston, Nov. IS. Ar, sells. Hannah Coomer, 11cInnis, Prospect; Annie G. Quiner, Dorr, Bucksport; ID, cld, sclis. .1. Holmes hirdsall, Philadelphia; Yale, Baltimore; Daylight, Kennenec and
Washington, I). C.; 23, ar, sell. Winslow Morse,
W interport.
Philadelphia, Nov. ID. Cld, sell. Electa Bailey,
Thurston, Rockland; 20, cld, sch. Jennie A.
Stubbs, i> it. Aguadilla; 21, ar, sch. .1. Holmes
Birdsa.ll, Boston 22, ar, sclis. Henry Clausen, .Jr.,
Apalachicola; Alicia B. Crosby, Poitland.
Baltimore, Nov. lb. Ar, sell* W. Wallace Ward,
Bangor; IS. cld, sell. S. (.. Haskell, Richardson
New York; 23 cld, sch. Win. B. Palmer, Dyer, Antwerp; barge Atlas. (Cilveston.
Bangor, Nov. ID. Cld, sch. Abraham Richardson, Wade, Boston; 20, ar, sells. Nightingale, !
Rich, Boston; Maud Snare, Lowell, Port Liberty ; |
Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Boothbay; cld, sell. Menawa, Pendleton, New Yolk, 21, ar, sch. Webster
Barnard, Marshall. New York; 24 cld, sell. Webster
Barnard, Marshall, New Yon;.
New Haven, Nov. 23. Sid, sch. Jonathan Cone,
Roltrson, Bangor.
Astoria, <J., Nov. 18. Sid, hark Colorna, Noyes,
Hong Kong.
Bath, Nov. ID. Ar, sch. Young Brothers, Bos
toil, and passed up. Nov. 22,sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, New York.
Savannah, Nov. 20. Ar, bark Carrie I. Tyler,

....

with grain for
C. F. Snow....Sch. Martin VV. Bates has
lately loaded hay here... Sch. Poor Jim is
hauled up at the beach for winter_Mr.
Addison Shute, late of steamer Peuobscot,
but now of steamer Rockland, visited his

attached to the
the

exact

a

oven
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door,

heat in the

oven

that
at

indicates
all

times.

prominent cities and towns
throughout New England.

Sold in all

MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY. TAUNTON, MASS.

family Saturday

and

Sunday-School

in

this district closed last Friday, taught by
Miss Olive Rackliff of Lincolnville, with an
entertainment iu the hall in the evening,
consisting of dialogues, declamations, recitation, tableaux, and singing, in which the
teacher and nearly every scholar took part.
After the entertainment cake, coffee and
cocoa were served. The proceeds go towards
the school library-Mrs. Levi Staples and

family wish to extend their sincere thanks
to all neighbors, relatives and friends, who
so kindly assisted them during the sickness
and death of their husband and father.

Price Current.

Produce Market.
20a30
Apples, p bu,
4 of>
dried, p lb,
1 40^1 do
Beans, pea,
medium, 1 40/tl 50
yel’wevesl 40ul 50
Id a20
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
4aO 1-2
40«45
Barley, p bu,
10 a 12
Cheese, p lb.
I0ol2
Chicken, p lb,
50a75
Calfskins,
14aid
Duck, p lb,
2d
Eggs, p doz,
8 a 10
Fowl, p lb,
14aid
Geese, p lb,

Price Paid Producer.
Hay, p ton,] <) 00.a 12 00
3 l-2,a4
Hides, p lb,
Lamb, p lb,
5@8
Lamb Skins,
20<a30
4 a5
Mutton, p It),
Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 25 a30
Potatoes.
35(a40
Round Hop,
4a4 1-2
Straw, p ton, 5 00,a G no
lT»dl8
Turkey, p lb.
1 1-2&3
Tallow,
G «,7
Veal, p lb,
Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
Wood, hard. 3 50a5 00
Wood, soft, 3 (K)a3 50

Ret ail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7«K
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18
41
Corn, p bu,
( racked Corn, p bu,
41
Corn Meal, p bu,
41
13 a 15
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20
5 a
Codfish, dry, p lb
Vranberries, p <it,07ao;>
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 a 12
Flour, p bbl, 4 50a5 7"
H.(J.See<l, bu, 2 o(»a2 10
8a‘> 1-2
Lard, p ib

90 a 1 00
Lime, p libl.
Oat Meal, p It,, 3a3 1-2
2a3
Onions, p It,,
Oil,kerosene, pal, 12al4
Pollock, p 11.^ 3 1-2 a4
7 /> 8
Pork, p II,,
1 12
Plaster, p bbl,
n3
Rye Meal, p It >,
70 « 7 5
Shorts, p ewt,
5 a5 1-2
Supar, p lt»,
40
Salt, T. I., p bu.
2d3
Sweet Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,
21-2xl‘3

■

Bliss Gils Cheap

&

We have taken every short length of Dress Go<
shelves and marked them at the very both !
in order to clean up our stock and get rid of short
You

can

find almost anything you

FOREIGN

FORTS.

B., Nov. 17. Ar, sch. Sarah E.
Louislmrg,
Palmer. W hittier, Portland, 68 hours.
Mayaguez, Nov. 17. Ar, sch. Morancy, Torrey,
Boston.

Hong Kong, Nov. ID. Ar, bark Penobscot, Newcastle, N. S. W.
Honolulu, Nov. 1. In port, bark Edward May,

^

to sail for New York Nov. 10.
Barbadoes.Nov.il. Sid, Edward Blake, Smith,
St. Martins; 23, ar, sch. Star of the Sea, Hopkins,
New York.
Laguayra, Nov. 2. Ar, sch. Metliebesic, Snow,
Mobile.
Montevideo, Oct. 25. In port, sch. Nimbus, for
New York.

j

MARINE MISCELLANY.

The sell. Augustus Palmer has arrived at Limerick, Ireland, 15 days from Delaware Brtakwater,
a very quick passage.
Sell. Regalia, of and from Rockport, with lime,
arrived at Boston Nov. 20tli, with cargo on lire.
She started aleak while crossing Ipswich Bay.
A despatch from Nassau, N. P., Nov.21st, states
that the brig Eugene Hale of Calais, Capt. Harding, from Barbadoes Nov. 7th, in ballast, has been
totally wrecked at Exuma. The crew and materials were saved. The Eugene Hale registered 421
tons, was built at Calais in 1878, and owned by (i.
W. Lord and others. Partly insured.
Charters. Ship Daniel Barnes, Singapore to
New York or Boston, £1,700. Bark Grace Lynwood, New York to Port Elizabeth, general cargo,
25s Od.
Bark C P. Dixon, New York to Port
Natal. 2<5s. Ship Reaper, Honolulu to New York,
Philadelphia or Boston, sugar, §5. Ship St.
Nicholas, same. Ship S. P. Hitchcock, same.
Ship II. R. Thomas, Philippine Isles to New York
or Boston,
Hemp §4.25. Sell. J. Manchester
Haynes, North Boothbay and Portland to Demerara, Ice,etc. p.t. Sell.Maud Briggs,Jacksonville to
St. Thomas, lumber, §7, IT. S. gold. Coal >>ut
from Philadelphia, 70 cents and discharged. Sell.
Belle Wooster, Philadelphia to Cienl'urgos. coal,
and load for North of Hatteras,sugar,18 to 1 Do for
the round. Soli.
Pocliasset, Philadelphia to
Rockland, coal, §1.
Fr eh hits. The Freight Circular of Brown A:
Co., New York, reports for the week ending Nov.

pounded and which represents the advanced medical knowl-

edge

of

Forward tonnage for case oil to far eastoffered with increased freedom
and at a slight concession in
rates, which fact has resulted in a more liberal
bulk of the charters made
the
business, though
have been for Shanghai. Prompt tonnage for both
oil and general cargo to distant ports continues
scarce, and where requirements are urgent, owners are enabled to secure full r.i es, and in son a
instances a slight advance upon previ us fixtures.
Tonnage for Australia has been in demand, owing to heavy purchases of wheat made in this
market for that country. Considerable inquiry
continues to be experienced for general cargo
tonnage to South Africa, and as suitable vessels
are scarce, shippers have been obliged to meet
25s 6d to Port Elizabeth, and 2<‘>s to Port Natal.
Barrel petroleum freights remain quiet, ai d
though tonnage of a suitable character is limited,
rates continue low and unsatisfactory. There is
no special action in the line of naval store freights
from the south. Shippers do not raise their limits, hence tonnage offers sparingly. The lliver
Plate lumber trade momentarily is at a stand.
Vessels are obtainable at $8.0(Xa$9.00 from the
Provinces to Buenos Ayres and Rosario, and
$11.50i2§12.00 from the Gulf to Montevideo and
Buenos Ayres, but these rates seemingly are unattractive, as orders are not forthcoming. Two
vessels have been closed for case oil to Buenos
Ayres during the interval at 22 cents. Brazil
freights continue dull, though several coal orders
for Rio and Santos are known to be in market.
There is a fair inquiry for Windward tonnage,
and some few vessels are wanted for the West Indies, but with strong competition from the steam
lines rates are given no opportunity to improve.
The coastwise lumber trade continues quiet,
though tonnage for ties has met with increased
attention, resulting in a slight improvement in
rates.
In coal freights to the east very little has
been accomplished during the week, and the subsidence of the demand has led to easier rates in
some instances.

a

This lot includes many of THIS FALL’5 ST\
in dress pattern lengths,^

Black Fancies, Black and White Fancies,
Bouclis, Novelties, Plain Serges --everyth!
Be-If the

goods

We have

just received

don't suit the

\

price will.

a new

lot

mm i m
They are cheap

at $\ 2s and $1 AO.
them for LIMITED TIME at

We propose

$1.09 AND $1.29 RESPECTIVEL
Here

are a

DON'T

few dont’s for your consideration
SHAWL without first

buy a

better for

none

DON’T

buy

a

$5-00.

JACKET
All

ours.

DON’T look for

seeing

prices

or

CAPE until

\

front $4.00 up.

better $1.00 KID GLO\

a

>

you can’t find it. Every pair wan.
don’t suit bring them back and g t
DON’T you need
DON’T you need

some

UNDERWEAR?

some

HOSIERY?

DON’T you want the best paii of COT!
ETS you ever saw for the pric\.

to-day, buy

according to si/e.
we are lying because

82c.,
DON’T think

we

ready to back up any thing we
DON’T FORGET THE PLACE.
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al-
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H. A. STARRET
BLOOD and NERVES.
It is the

only

Belfast

Main Street,

combined

Sheriff’s

Nerve Food
Blood Purifier

STATE OF MAINE.

-

We Deal
with the

Squarely

public ami place
line of remedies

able

a

“To

reli-

within

an

Error

Is Business.

YOU ARE RUN DOWN
suffering from Scrofula, Rheu-

caused

or

from any disease

by

THE MISTAKE:

POOR BLOOD,
from any deranged condition of
nervous

has

a

WE PUBLISH
which

are

no

testimonials

not genuine and strictTRY Dalton's Sar-

ly true.
saparilla
Dalton’s

and Nerve Tonic,
Family Pills or

are

..

us
we

for

spot, cash

at

■

THE REMEDY:
Instead of waiting until the season
is over we shall MARK TH EM
DOWS SOW to prices way be-

Standard Remedies.

Brices
low any tirm in this State.
tell and every body tells the price.

Instant

■

could not resist.

Relief

Dalton’s
1’ lusters,

They

offered to

such low prices

were

cases.

eost> ••!

1

We bought too many Sleighs, Fur
Robes and Horse Blankets.
They

system, DALTON’S
record for curing just snch

the

($22.31

cents.

lie auction, at the otld-c
m
said Belfast, to the
m
twenty-sixth d .y of I >.
o’clock in the forenoon,
real estate, and all tin n.
which the said George il
the same, or had on die
1895, ilu* time when the ~.t:
writ in the same suit, t.< u
Situated ill Islesboro.
being the easterly side o'
the havis cottage to
follows, iz: Beginning at
the easterly side of sani
erly, by the easterly suit
to a stake and stones; 11
feet to a beech tree inarm
standing on the bank, tin iff
erly, to the place of begin m.
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lot. including between t;n
ly lines thereof extended
the easterly line as ab..\.
and low water mark i• 11.
lot on its easterly side.
Also one otlu r par.
Islesboro, and bounded am.
viz:
Beginning at a stake ami
the bank on the west shop
Stake and stones being
in a southerly directnm
from an oak tree mark*
letter
1>." and locate
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said stake and stones
the west bank jou feet
about 80 degree" ra~!
the west line of he r«uni
til*' \\ est side ot said
westet ly. about l.n t:
including about _’0t» t.«
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No vein iter 20. A. U C
3w48
SAMI 1.1 <

or
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or

is Human.”

To Rectify
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If
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err

WAl.i-

Taken tins 20th ilay m V
execution dated No\en
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w
<'onrt, f<>r said County
of begun and field on
A. D. 1890. to Wit,
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NY Mathews, dan
>
H
Stoddard, all of said Be t
Kimball of Cleveland
Rockland, Maine, bn
three dollars and for tindamage, and twent\-ri\

ON THE flARKET.

21st:

ern ports has been
( uring the week,

want and at

From 15c. to $1.00.

Providence.

C.

j

our

DON’T you think LADY’S WOOL HOSt
3 pairs for 50c. is cheap?

you want a M.eclic*ine
which is honestly com-

f
1 W*

Baltimore.

m Norfolk, Nov. 21.
Ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard,
Carter, New Haven.
San Francisco, Nov. 21. Ar, sliip Llewellyn J.
Morse, Limlberg, Karluk.
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 23. Sch. Viola Reppard,
Cummings, Boston, Melissa A. Willey, Providence.
Port Tampa, Nov. 21. Ar. sch. lsaah Hart, Williams, St Pierre, Mart.
Newport News, Nov. 23. Ar, sch. Gov. Ames,

A GUM Opportunity to Buy

corrected weekly for the journal.

Harbor; sloop Minerva, fishing.

,r

from Boston

Belfast

ARRIVED.

|

Saturday

NEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

<

rived

Maddocks-Hustus. In North Searsport Nov.
A. E.;Nickerson, Esq., Mr. Horace Maildocks of Searsport and Mrs. Hattie A. Hustus
of Monroe.
Ogikr-Higgins. In Camden, Nov. 4, Horatio
Trussed Ogier and Nellie Augusta Higgins, both
of KookporL.
PendlEton-Rai.ekiii. In Belfast, Nov. Id, by
Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealv, Francis Pendleton and Miss
Mabel E. Raleigh, both of Belfast.
Reynolds-Hgff. In Jackson, Nov. 14, by M.S.
Stiles, Esq., Henry L. Reynolds and Miss Bertha
M. Hull, both of Brooks.
Tibbetts-Stevens. In Belfast, Nov. 25, bv Rev.
Geo. S Mills, Fred A. Tibbetts and Miss Ada F.
Stevens, both of Belfast.
Wade Fuisbee. In Camden, Nov. is, Cushion
E. Wade of New Haven, Conn.,and Miss Sarah D.
Frisbee of Belfast.
Wentworth-Rowei.l. In Belfast, Nov. 17, by
Rev. L. W. Hammons, Finest, Wentworth and
Mrs. Ida Rowell, both of Belfast.

j
1

DIED.

and

|

As it is fitted with

a soil.

24, by

W. R.

j

RANGE

Simmons,

FEl:NALII-Youno. In Gouldshoro, Nov. 16,
Fred L. Fernaid and Miss Katie D.
Young, both
of Gouldshoro.
Gray Cain, in North Penobscot, Nov.
10, Willie L. Gray of Blueliiil and Miss Georgia E.Cain of
Penobscot.
Gkay-Pfaff. In Brooksville, Nov. 7, Deforest
H. Gray and Miss Lottie E. Pfaff, both of Brooksville.
Hall-Pettingill. In Brooks, Nov. 15, by Marcell us J. Dow, Esq., Geo. L. Hall and Miss Cora A.
Pettingill, both of Brooks.
Lamb-Farnham. In Camden, Nov. 7, Ernest
G. Lamb of Camden and Blanche B. Farnham of

Gilley are on the sick list-Mrs. Almira
Vogel of Castine was in town over Sunday.

the day

Niue persons have risen for
weeks.
Last Friday evening Rev. Mr.
prayers.
W. 1- Wing left-Tuesday for Waterville,
Clark’s
Corner, Prospect.
Kelley : McKeen and Frank Holmes of Albion were
where lie has secured employment for the
Nickerson lost a valuable cow last week; 1 present_See 3d page for an account of the
winter.
1
church dedication.
I cause unknown-Walter Moody of Mt.
Ml>s Millie Colcord left by steamer Pe! Tuck, Sandy point, was in town last week,
| North Stockton Springs. Mrs. Cecil
nohs. ,t Monday to visit friends in Massathe guest of Gabriel Brown_Hiram Clark
Moody fell and badly injured her wrist last
chusetts.
and his son Charles arrived Nov. 20tli from week_The centre district
Sunday school
Sell. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, ar- ; Hallowell, where they have been stone cutmet at Mr. Edward Clifford’s last Tuesday
rived Saturday and went into winter quart- ting.
Elden Pendleton of Stockton Springs evening. There was a program consisting
ers at the cove.
I made his fish trip around the Corner Nov. of recitations, charades and songs, and the
F. II Mead, principal of the High school, ! 19th-First class sleighing in town Nov. remainder of the evening was very pleasantwill ,-q-end his two weeks vacation at his | 22d-Jefferson Clark, just over in the edge ly spent in playing games.
The Sunday
of Stockton Springs, has been getting out school will meet next Tuesday evening at
home in Bridgton.
Arrivals the past \v. k : Capt. A. G Clos ! Christmas trees, and with his help has got Mrs. Clara Harriman’s, and all members
out and shipped 1,800 trees for New York
son, Israel Ciosson.W. F. Wing, W. A. Treat
are requested to be present, as important
parties.. .Everett Littlefield is expected business matters are tube discussed-Miss
and J. Hervey Carr.
home from Graniteville. Mass....Hog kill- Flora
Haley of Prospect visited Miss Addie
Steamer Rockland proves a great con- |
! ing in this part of the town is in order, and Crockett recently_Miss Bertha Partridge
venience to our people who have business
a great many have been
killed the past and Mr.
on the river or
George Dickey have arrived home
bay.
week. All are shot with a 22-calibre rifle
from Castine, where they have been attendDr. William Watters of
who
Mass.,
Lynn,
by Mell Clark... .John Wallace was in town
the Normal School.Miss Addie
ias spent several
days at D. Y. Mitchell’s, Nov. 19th with his store on wheels. He car- ing
Crockett closed a successful term of school
returned home by steamer Monday.
ries about SI,500 worth in his cart and sells
iu the centre district last Friday.
Kate Nickels and Clifford Nichols, who very
cheap. Without his calls we should
Camden. The Camden Public Library
are attending the
E. M. C. Seminary at have to go to Belfast or
Bangor to buy our
will be opened to the public Tuesday, DeBucksport, are at home for Thanksgiving.
clothing. Come again, John.
cember 1st. The reading-room will be pro'Ihe \oung people have been
enjoying the
Unity. W. G. Fuller of Pittsfield was in vided with type-written book-lists for the
skating the past week. Although the ice town last
week, calling on friends_Presid- convenience of the public. The card catawas not lust
class, large numbers were on ing Elder W. W.
Ogier held services at the logue, which is worked up iu detail, will althe pond.
church last Thursday afternoon and even- so be accessible, and can be used for refer: ni'. n
Thanksgiving day services will he ing, assisted by Rev. W. A. Meservey.... ence_National Temperance Day was obht id in the
Congregational Church this, Helm C. Thomas and Mary Kelly have re- served Sunday by a gospel temperance
Ihiu>»uy, evening at 7. Sermon by the covered from the measles and returned to meeting in the M. E. church... The store ou
pastor.
Waterville.... Mr. and Mr. Geo. Grant re- Fletcher bridge has been rented by G. H.
1 !! :- a,“l Mrs. J.
G. Pendleton entertain- turned Nov. 17th from their visit to Spring- Cleveland, who has toys, tin dishes and confield.. .Mrs. Bartlett of Kansas City arrived fectionery ou sale.
ed a Urge company at the
It furnishes a warm
Congregational |
1
Dirsdav evening. The musical en- I here Nov. 21st accompanied by Mrs. Bert waiting room for the electric car passengers.
Webster of Orono, who met her in Boston.
teitamment deserves great
Megunticook mill has been greatly impraise.
She is the wife of B. Bartlett, who was acci- proved by a coat of paint—colonial yellow
II *• Grand Army Post has extended a vote
dently shot at Windermere Park the past with olive trimmings-A history club has
-1 thanks to Rev. O. H. Fernald for the
pleas- summer.
They are the guests of Mr. and been organized consisting of thirteen young
ing address he. delivered in welcoming the
Mrs. T. B. Cook-Mrs. Belle Palmer of ladies with Miss E. M Hosmer director.
veterans of Waldo county last week.
Monroe, Corps Inspector, inspected the She is also in charge of a new literary club
Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., met for the
first, W. It. C. Monday night and pronounced the
composed of High school misses who are
time in their new hall last
Friday evening, Corps in good condition. The books were all studying the works of Washington Irving..
ami Mariners
Lodge, F. & A. M., held their perfect and every thing all right. Refresh- The services at the M. E. church the last
tirst meeting in the new hall
Tuesday even- ments were served, consisting of fruit, con- two Sunday evenings have been very iutering.
fectionery, cake and coffee_Mr. Chas. ! esting. One was in the interest of young
( apt. P Pendleton has sold his
interest m Billings of Lancaster, N. H., was the guest women and the otherof youngruen, and con-ii.p Henry B. Hyde and she will hereafter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mitchell last week. sisted of original essays, addresses and
be commanded by
Capt. David Scribner of -Rev. J. T. Crosby of Brewer is the music by quartettes_Miss Edith B. Knight
Thomaston and Capt. J. B. Nichols of Sears- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hamilton_ is
having a vacation from her school in
port.
They finished work at the corn factory Nov. Portland.
22nd
and
Bark C. P. Dixon, Capt. N. F.
say that this is the best season
Gilkey, has
Sandy point. Mr. Levi Staples, one of the
chartered to load at New York for Port Na- that they have ever had.... Asbury Pendleoldest residents of this place, passed away
tal
Sch. Georgia Gilkey, Capt. W. R. Gil- ton is suffering badly with rheumatism.
early Friday morning, Nov. 20th, after an
key, has chartered to load at the same port
Troy, The Methodist Quarterly meetiug
illness of two weeks. He was attended by
for Barbadoes.
convened with the church at Troy
Corner, several physicians and all that was possible
Mrs. Orilla Whitcomb, having been de- on Friday last. W. W. Ogier, the Presiding
was done to relieve his sufferings, but of no
tailed by the President of the
Dept, of Elder, preached to an attentive audience in avail. His age was 75 years, 6 months. Mr.
Maine, National W. R. C., inspected the the afternoon, and in the evening Rev. W. Staples was twice married. His first wife
Corps at Ellsworth and Bar Harbor. She A. Meservey of Sheepscott preached. Sub- was
Mary Grant, his second wife, who surreports the Corps at both places in a very ject, “Job’s confidence in God,” which was
vives him, was Mrs. Lydia Clark Runuells,
listened
to
a
audience.
and
Mr.
flourishing condition,
much assistance
by large
Meser- widow of Samuel Runuells. He leaves seven
to the Posts to which they are
vey was formerly pastor in this charge and
auxiliary.
children by his first wife—Mrs. Ellen RichA telegram was received here Nov. 18tli his old parishoners were very glad to have ards of
Sandy point, Mrs. Lucinda Porter of
the privilege of meeting him
again. After South Thomaston, Mr. Samuel Staples of
announcing the death at Highlands, Colorathe sermon the Methodist baptismal service
do, of George Freeman Mathews.
Mr.
Damariscotta, Mrs. Augusta Chase of West
Mathews was 02 years of age, and a native was performed and ten members were re- Winterport, Mrs. Sarah Heffren of Tewksceived
into
church
of Searsport, where he resided for
membership_Rev. E. bury, Mass., Mr. Coburn Staples of Augusmany
He was a member of Mariner’s P. Burrill is conducting a series of revival ta, Mr. James Staples of Sandypoint. They
years.
lA>dge, F. & A. M. He leaves a widow at meetings every evening during the present were all present at the funeral but Mr.
Highlands, Col., a brother, William H.,iu week. We are hoping that much good wi 11 Samuel Staples, who came the week before,
result from them-The Ladies’ Aid Sociebut on account of his business could only reCalifornia, and many relatives here.
ty met with Mrs. Otis Rhodes Nov. 18th and main two days, and Mrs. Chase, who is
very
Asst-Adjt. Genl. S. L. Miller was present a
time
was
all
good
enjoyed by
present. The ill of consumption at hei home in Winterat a special meeting of Freeman
McGilvery next meeting will be with Mrs. S. J. Stevens
Post Monday evening for the
port. He leaves eight grandchildren, two
purpose of in- Dec. 2d. If stormy, tlfe next fair
day_ great-grandchildren and vwo sisters. In
specting. He was accompanied by Col. L. Mrs. Minnie
Knowles, who has been spendlife he was prominent in business in
J>. Carver, Commander of the
Dept, of ing some months at her home here, has re- early
this town, but of late years had been in poor
Maine G. A. R. After the inspection exerturned to Lowell, Mass., for the winter....
health. The funeral was held at his home
cises were concluded, tables were
spread and Miss Carrie Weymouth will leave Troy this
on Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev. B.
the veterans rallied around the festive board,
week to spend the winter in
Springfield, A. Lucas and was largely attended by relaafter which a smoke-talk was indulged in,
Mass., with her uncle’s family, Mr. John tives and
friends* .Saturday, Nov. 21st, 10
which was enjoyed by all present. The
Weymouth-Nearly all the schools in above zero. The first snow veil that day,
members of the post here appreciate the
town have begun with a corps of efficient
and Sunday several sleighs were seen.
honor conferred upon them by the comteachers, comprising Messrs. Wilmore Gray, -Miss Inez Maxfield lias
mander of the department detailing his
completed her
Rodney Whitaker, Leslie Ward and Fred second term of school at Patten and arrived
Adit. Genl. to inspect the post and in accomrick
of
Mr.
L.
My
Troy,
Edgar
Harding of home Saturday night_Miss Violet Berry,
panying him.
Waldo, and Misses Lucenaf Harding, Lilia who lias been attending the fall term of the
Heald, Eva Garcelon and Mrs. Georgia Normal School at
East Seaksmont.
Mrs. L. B. Morse has
Castine, has arrived home.
The school at East -Mrs.
b« en spending a week in Belfast_Mrs. Tyler Woods of Troy.
Lucinda Harriman returned last
Alice Tower and two children of Belmont Troy will begin next
Monday under the in- week from Boston,where she has been visitspent Nov. lf> with her parents, Mr. and struction of B. F.
Harding_We had our ing-Miss Mabelle Paul of Belfast has
Mrs. Austin Marriner-Herbert Donnell
first snow storm last Saturday and many
cl Rockland was in town last week. He is
been here several days-Miss Lucia Shute
selling clothing for a Camden firm... .Jarvis sleighs were out Sunday_Mrs. Martin V. is in Bangor for a visit_Mrs. Zeuas Grant
Arnold has built a nice bee house_Mrs.
B. Mitchell was thrown from her wagon last
is in Bucksport for a visit....Mr. Charles
Rachel Thompson of Belfast is visiting at
week ami received a badly sprained ankle.
A. J. Lawry's.Gilbert Wellman and
Richards, wife and baby are visiting in
family are moving to Arthur Heals’_Mrs. -Thanksgiving turkeys are rehearsing Searsport-School iu the Narrows district
Ella Mardcn has gone to Camden to work.
their last gobble before they are gobbled up.
closed last Friday-Sch. Hard-Chance ar-
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daughter.
In Union, Nov. 16, to Mr. and Mrs.

—--mmmmmmmmmm-

of

Any One Can Cook with a

a

MABEIED.

Robinson and fami-

ed. Rev. H. I. Holt will continue his revival services through the week.

Sylvanus Gray,

SALT

-MARK DOWN

Benner. In \Yaldobnro, Oct.
17, to Mr. and
Mrs. James tenner, a son.
Bray. In Deer Isle. Nov.
9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel P. Bray, a daughter.
Gray. In Brooksville, Nov.
10, to Mr. and Mrs.

j

was completed a fine supper was
prepared by the ladies. The comrades of
the Post was invited to join with them and
ly started for Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 24tli..
Mrs.
a good social time was enjoyed by all.
Mr. Ernest Gray was at home recently on a
short visit to his family... .Arthur B. Hatch Pascal while in town was the guest of the
is putting the finishing touches on the in- Corps’
President, Mrs. Myra Brown of
Knox.
terior of his store, and it is looking very tine,
indeed. One corner looks as though it was
Palermo. Olena Young cut a bad gash in
fitted for an office—perhaps the post office. her hand last week with a butcher’s knife
Ilis store is centrally located and we have while cutting a squash-Eugene Fowler is
no doubt but that the public would be well
spending a vacation with friends at North
served with Arthur as postmaster_Rev. Palermo.... William Soule and his son
W. W. Ogier of Thomas ton came to town last
Perley went to Liberty last week and had
Saturday, accompanied by Rev. W. A. Me- their teeth extracted-Lutie Sprowles of
The latter gentleman Centre Montville is visiting her friend, Mrs.
servey of Sheepscott.
preached to a small audience Saturday John Black... .Rev. I. N. Allen and Mr.
night, and Mr. Ogier held two services Sun- Fleming have been holding revival meetings
day morning, which were very much enjoy- at the M. E. Church at North Palermo for

Morrill.

__BOKfl.
I

by Dr. Emerson of Bucksport_
Freedom. Nov. 20th the W. S. R. C. of
Mrs. George Avery arrived home from Bos- this
place was inspected by the State presiton last Saturday-Mr. James Donovan dent, Mrs. Pascal. There was a large atvisited friends here last week, returning to tendance and she expressed herself as much
Boston on last Monday’s boat.Several
pleased at finding the Corps in so prosperfrom this place attended the dance at Pros- ous a condition. After the regular business

Mary

to visit

CORRESPONDENCE.

Centre Montville. Many of the members of Union Harvest Grange attended the
County Grange in East Knox last week and
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FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

■

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
BELFAST.

#
Toys!
e7h.durgin,m.d.
Toys!
Fitting
*
Specialty.
Dry &
Toys! Eye
^EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.**

u

IIII

OF

HAS

of Glasses and Diseases ol
and Ear a
the

Buy

your toys of

us

this year.

LARGEST LINE.
LOWEST PRICES.

CARLE & JONES,
21 Main Street, Belfast.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR^^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Oft'ice hours until !l a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

and

MAIN?.

SEARSPORT,

13tf

Teleiionpe Connection.

$50 REWARD.
The above reward w ill be given for tin* apprehension of the parties or party that broke in the
doors of mv dwelling house on the night of Nov.
7, during the Republi can celebration.
L

Monroe, Nov. 25, 1800.— tf4S

STAPLES.

as

usual has

articles suitable

m.

I

BROOKS

HIS STOKE WH

1

I

Fancy
a

go*..:
tin

tor

HOLIDAY Th' Y
which he is

selling

at

tin
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THOROUGHBRED
FOR SAM
One thoroughbred two '•
sale cheap, it sold within 1
O. .1 SHY"
4w48

